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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document provides regional project managers, on-site coordinators, and
their contractors with sampling and analysis methods for evaluating whether ground water
remediation has met pm-established cleanup standards for one or more chemical
contaminants at a hazardous waste site. The verification of cleanup by evaluating a site
relative to a cleanup standard or an applicable or relevant and appropriate requirement
(ARAR) is mandated in Section 121 of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization
Act (SARA). This document, the second in a series, provides sampling and data analysis
methods for the purpose of verifying attainment of a cleanup standard in ground water.
The fast volume addresses evaluating attainment in soils and solid media.
This document presents statistical methods which can be used to address the
uncertainty of whether a site has met a cleanup standard. Sup&fund managers face the
uncertainty of having to make a decision about the entire site based only on samples of the
ground water at the site, often collected for only a limited time period.
The methods in this document approach cleanup standards as having three
components that influence the overall stringency of the standard: first, the magnitude,
level, or concentration deemed to be protective of public health and the environment;
second, the sampling performed to evaluate whether a site is above or below the standard;
and third, the method of comparing sample data to the standard to decide whether the
remedial action was successful. All three of these components are important. Failure to
address any one these components can result in insufficient levels of cleanup. Managers
must look beyond the cleanup level and explore the sampling and analysis methods which
will allow confident assessment of the site relative to the cleanup standard
A site manager is likely to confront two major questions in evaluating the
attainment of the cleanup standard: (1) is the site really contaminated because a few
samples are above the cleanup standard? and (2) is the site really “clean” because the
sampling shows the majority of samples to be below the cleanup standard? The statistical
methods demonstrated in this guidance document allow for decision making under
uncertainty and permit valid extrapolation of information that can be defended and used
with confidence to determine whether the site meets the cleanup standard.
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The presentation of concepts and solutions to potential problems in assessing
ground water attainment begins with an introduction to the statistical reasoning required to
implement these methods. Next, the planning activities, requiring input from both
statisticians and nonstatisticians, are described. Finally, a series of methodological
chapters are presented to address statistical procedures applicable to successive stages in the
remediation effort. Each chapter will now be considered in detail.
Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction to the document, including its
organization, intended use, and applications for a variety of treatment technologies. A
model for the sequence of ground water remediation activities at the site is described.
Many areas of expertise must be involved in any remedial action process. This document
attempts to address only statistical procedures relevant to evaluating the attainment of
cleanup goals.
The cleanup activities at the site will include site investigation, ground water
remediation, a post-treatment period allowing the ground water to reach steady state,
sampling and analysis to assess attainment, and possible post-cleanup monitoring.
Different statistical procedures are applicable at different stages in the cleanup process. The
statistical procedures used must account for the changes in the ground water system over
time due to natural or man-induced causes. As a result, the discussion makes a distinction
between short-term estimates which might be used during remediation and long-term
estimates which are used to assess attainment. Also, a slack period of time after treatment
and before assessing attainment is strongly recommended to allow any transient effects of
treatment to dissipate.
Chapter 2 addresses statistical concepts as they might relate to the evaluation of
attainment. The chapter discusses the form of the null and alternate hypothesis, types of
errors, statistical power curves, the handling of outliers and values below detection limits,
short- versus long-term tests, and assessing wells individually or as a group. Due to the
cost of developing new wells, the assessment decision is assumed to be based on
established wells. As a result, the statistical conclusions strictly apply only to the water in
the sampling wells rather than the ground water in general. The expertise of a
hydrogeologist can be useful for making conclusions about the ground water at the site
based on the statistical results from the sampled wells.
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The procedures in this document favor protection of the environment and
human health. If uncertainty is large or the sampling inadequate, these methods conclude
that the sample area does not attain the cleanup standard, Therefore, the null hypothesis, in
statistical terminology, is that the site does not attain the cleanup standard until sufficient
data are acquired to prove otherwise.
Procedures used to combine data from separate wells or contaminants to
determine whether the site as a whole attains all relevant cleanup standards are discussed.
How the data from separate wells are combined affects the interpretation of the results and
the probability of concluding that the overall site attains the cleanup standard. Testing the
samples from individual wells or groups of wells is also discussed.
Chapter 3 considers the steps involved in specifying the attainment objectives.
Attainment objectives must be specified before the evaluation of whether a site has attained
the cleanup standard can be made. Attainment objectives are not specified by statisticians
but rather must be provided by a combination of risk assessors, engineers, project
managers, and hydrogeologists. Specifying attainment objectives includes specifying the
chemicals of concern, the cleanup standards, the wells to be sampled, the statistical criteria
for defining attainment, the parameters to be tested, and the precision and confidence level
desired.
Chapter 4 discusses the specification of the sampling and analysis plans. The
sampling and analysis plans are prerequisites for the statistical methods presented in the
following chapters. A discussion of common sampling plan designs and approaches to
analysis are presented. The sample designs discussed include simple random sampling,
systematic sampling, and sequential sampling. The analysis plan is developed in
conjunction with the sample design.
Chapter 5 provides methods which are appropriate for describing ground water
conditions during a specified period of time. These methods are useful for making a quick
evaluation of the ground water conditions, such as during remediation. Because the shortterm confidence intervals reflect only variation within the sampling period and not longterm trends or shifts between periods, these methods are not appropriate for assessing
attainment of the cleanup standards after the planned remediation has been completed.
However, these descriptive procedures can be used to estimate means, percentiles,
xxiii

confidence intervals, tolerance intervals and variability. Equations are also provided to
determine the sample size required for each statistical test and to adjust for seasonal
variation and serial correlation.
Chapter 6 addresses statistical procedures which are useful during remediation,
particularly in deciding when to terminate treatment. Due to the complex dynamics of the
ground water flow in response to pumping, other remediation activity, and natural forces,
the decision to terminate treatment cannot easily be based on statistical procedures.
Deciding when to terminate treatment should be based on a combination of statistical
results, expert knowledge, and policy decisions. This chapter provides some basic
statistical procedures which can be used to help guide the termination decision, including
the use of regression methods for helping to decide when to stop treatment. In particular,
procedures are given for estimating the trend in contamination levels and predicting
contamination levels at future points in time. General methods for fitting simple linear
models and assessing the adequacy of the model ate also discussed.
Chapter 7 discusses general statistical methods for evaluating whether the
ground water system has reached steady state and therefore whether sampling to assess
attainment can begin. As a result of the treatment used at the site, the ground water system
will be disturbed from its natural level of steady state. To reliably evaluate whether the
ground water can be expected to attain the cleanup standard after remediation, samples must
be collected under conditions similar to those which will exist in the future. Thus, the
sampling for assessing attainment can only occur when the residual effects of treatment on
the ground water are small compared to those of natural forces.
Finding that the ground water has returned to a steady state after terminating
remediation efforts is an essential step in establishing of a meaningful test of whether or not
the cleanup standards have been attained. There are uncertainties in the process, and to
some extent it is judgmental. However, if an adequate amount of data is carefully gathered
prior to beginning remediation and after ceasing remediation, reasonable decisions can be
made as to whether or not the ground water can be considered to have reached a state of
stability. The decision on whether the ground water has reached steady state will be based
on a combination of statistical calculations, plots of data, ground water modeling using
predictive models, and expert advice from hydrogeologists familiar with the site.
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Chapters 8 and 9 present the statistical procedures which can be used to evaluate
whether the contaminant concentrations in the sampling wells attain the cleanup standards
after the ground water has reached steady state. The suggested methods use either a fixed
sample size test (Chapter 8) or a sequential statistical test (Chapter 9). The testing
procedures can be applied to either samples from individual wells or wells tested as a
group. Chapter 8 presents fixed sample size tests for assessing attainment of the mean:
using yearly averages or after adjusting for seasonal variation; using a nonparametric test
for proportions; and using a nonparametric confidence interval about the median. Chapter
9 discusses sequential statistical tests for assessing attainment of the mean using yearly
averages, assessing attainment of the mean after adjusting for seasonal variation, and
assessing attainment using a nonparametric test for proportions. In both fixed sample size
tests and sequential tests, the ground water at the site is judged to attain the cleanup
standards, if the contaminant levels are below the standard and are not increasing over time.
If the ground water at the site attains the cleanup standards, follow-up monitoring is
recommended to ensure that the steady state assumption holds.
Although the primary focus of the document is the procedures presented in
Chapters 8 and 9 for evaluating attainment, careful consideration of when to terminate
treatment and how long to wait for steady state are important in the overall planning. If the
treatment is terminated prematurely, excessive time may be spent in evaluating attainment
only to have to restart treatment to complete the remediation, followed by a second period
of attainment sampling and decision. If the ground water is not at steady state, the
possibility of incorrectly determining the attainment status of the site increases.
As an aid to the reader, a glossary of commonly-used terms is provided in
Appendix G; calculations and examples are presented in boxes within the text; and
worksheets with examples are provided in Appendix B.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Congress revised the Superfund legislation in the Superfund Amendments
and ReauthorizationAct of 1986 (SARA). Among other provisions of SARA, section 121
on Cleanup Standards discusses criteria for selecting applicable or relevant and appropriate
requirements (ARAR’s) for cleanup and includes specific language that requires EPA
mandated remedial action to attain the ARAR’s.
Neither SARA nor EPA regulations or guidances specify how to determine
whether the cleanup standards have been attained. This document offers procedures that
can be used to determine whether a site has attained the appropriate cleanup standard after a
remedial action.

1.1

General Scope and Features of the Guidance Document

1.1.1

Purpose

This document provides a foundation for decision-making regarding site
cleanup by providing methods that statistically compare risk standards with field data in a
scientifically defensible manner that allows for uncertainty. Statistical procedures can be
used for many different purposes in the process of a Superfund site cleanup. The purpose
of this document is to provide statistical procedures which can be used to determine if
contaminant concentrations measured in selected ground-water wells attain (i.e., are less
than) the cleanup standard. This evaluation requires specification of sampling protocols
and statistical analysis methods. Figure 1.1 shows the steps involved in the evaluation
process to determine whether the cleanup standard has been attained in a selected ground
water well.
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Figure 1.1

Steps in Evaluating Whether a Ground Water Well Has Attained the
cleanup standard

Decide to Terminate Treatment
Chapter 6

Determine Steady state
Chapter 7

Is the Cleanup Standard

Do Concentrations
increase over Time?
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Consider the situation where several samples were taken and the results’
indicated that one or two of the samples exceed the cleanup standard. How should this
information be used to decide whether the standard has been attained? The mean of the
samples might be compared with the standard. The magnitude of the measurements that are
larger than the standard might be taken into consideration in making a decision. The location where large measurements occur might provide some insight.
When specifying how attainment is to be defined and deciding how statistical procedures can be used, the following factors are all important:
.

The location of the sampling wells and the associated relationship
between concentrations in neighboring wells;

.

The number of samples to be taken;

.

The sampling procedures for selecting and obtaining water samples;

.

The data analysis procedures used to test for attainment.

Appendix D lists relevant EPA guidance documents on sampling and
evaluating ground water. These documents address both the statistical and technical
components of asampling and analysis program. This document is intended to extend the
methodologies they provide by addressing statistical issues in the evaluation of the
remediation process. This document does not attempt to suggest which standards apply or
when they apply (i.e., the “How clean is clean?” issue). Other Superfund guidance
documents perform that function.

1.1.2

Intended Audience and Use

This document is intended primarily for Agency personnel (primarily on-site
coordinators and regional project managers), responsible parties, and their contractors who
are involved with monitoring the progress of ground-water remediation at Superfund sites.
Although selected introductory statistical concepts arc reviewed, this document is directed
toward readers that have had some prior training or experience applying quantitative
methods.
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It must be emphasized that this document is intended to provide general
direction and assistance to individuals involved in the evaluation of the attainment of
cleanup standards. It is not a regulation nor is it formal guidance from the Superfund
Office. This manual should not be viewed as a “cookbook” or a replacement for good
engineering or statistical judgment

1.1.3

Bibliography, Glossary, Boxes, Worksheets, Examples, and
References to “Consult a Statistician”

This document includes a bibliography which provides a point of departure
for the more sophisticated or interested user. There are references to primary textbooks,
pertinent journal articles, and related guidances.
The glossary (Appendix F) is included to provide short, practical definitions
of terminology used in this guidance. Words and phrases appearing in bold within the text
are listed in the glossary. The glossary does not use theoretical explanations or formulas
and, therefore, may not be as precise as the text or alternative sources of information.
Boxes are used throughout the document to separate and highlight equations
and example applications of the methods presented. For a quick reference, a listing of all
boxes and their page numbers is provided in the index.
A series of worksheets is included (Appendices B and C) to help order and
structure the calculations. References to the pertinent sections of the document are located
at the top of each worksheet. Example data and calculations are presented in the boxes and
the worksheets in Appendix B. The data and sites are hypothetical, but elements of the
examples correspond closely to several existing sites.
Finally, the document often directs the reader to “consult a statistician”
when more difficult and complicated situations are encountered. A directory of Agency
statisticians is available from the Environmental Statistics and Information Division (PM222) at EPA Headquarters (FTS 260-2680, 202-260-2680).
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1.2

Use of this Guidance in Ground-Water Remediation Activities

Standards that apply to Superfund activities normally fall into the category
of risk-based standards which arc developed using risk assessment methodologies.
Chemical-specific ARARs adopt from other programs often include at least a generalized
component of risk. However, risk standards may be specific to a site, developed using a
local endangerment evaluation.
Risk-based standards are expressed as a concentration value and, as applied
in the Superfund program axe not associated with a standard method of interpretation.
Although statistical methods arc used to develop elements of risk-based standards, the
estimated uncertainties are not carried through the analysis or used to qualify the standards
for use in a field sampling program. Even though risk standards are not accompanied by
measures of uncertainty, decisions based on field data collected for the purpose of representing the entire site and validating cleanup will be subject to uncertainty. This document
allows decision-making regarding site cleanup by providing methods that statistically
compare risk standards with field data in a scientifically defensible manner that allows for

Superfund activities where risk-based standards might apply are highly
varied. The following discussion provides suggestions for the use of procedures &scribed
in this document when implementing or evaluating Superfund activities.

1.2.1

Pump-and-Treat Technology

Ground water is often treated by pumping contaminated ground water out of
the ground, treating the water, and discharging the water into local surface waters or
municipal treatment plants. The contaminated ground water is gradually replaced by
uncontaminated water from the surrounding aquifer or from surface recharge. Pump and
treat systems may use a few or many wells. The progress of the remediation depends on
where the wells arc placed and the schedule for pumping. Pumping is often planned to
extend over many years.
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Statistical methods presented in this manual can be used for monitoring the
contaminants in both the effluent from the treatment system and the ground water in order
to monitor the progress of the remediation.
Project managers must decide when to terminate treatment based on available data, advice from hydrogeologists, and the results of ground-water monitoring and
modeling. This manual provides guidance on statistical procedures to help decide when to
terminate treatment.
The remediation may temporarily alter ground water levels and flows,
which in turn will affect the contaminant concentration levels. After termination of treatment and after the transient effects of the remediation have dissipated, the statistical procedures presented in this manual can be used to assess if the ground-water contaminant
concentrations remain at levels which will attain and continue to attain the cleanup standard.

1.2.2

Barrier Methods to Protect Ground Water

If the contamination is relatively immobile and cannot effectively be
removed from the ground water using extraction, it is sometimes handled by containment.
In such cases, establishing barriers at the surface or around the contamination source may
reduce contaminant input to the aquifer, resulting in the reduction of ground-water concentrations to a level which attains the cleanup standard. The barriers include soil caps to
prevent surface infiltration, and slurry walls and other structures to force ground water to
flow away from contamination sources.
The procedures in this manual can be used to establish whether the contamination levels attain the relevant standards after the ground water has established its new
levels as a result of changes in ground-water flows.

1.2.3

Biological Treatment

In many situations natural bacteria will adapt to the contamination in the soil
and ground water and consume the contaminants, releasing metabolic products. These
bacteria will be most effective in consuming the contaminant if the underground environ1-6
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ment can be controlled, including controlling the dissolved oxygen and nutrient levels.
Biological treatment of ground water usually involves pumping ground water from downgradient @cations and injecting enriched ground water at upgradient locations. The
changes in the water table levels produce an underground flow carrying the nutrients to and
throughout the contaminated soil and aquifer. Progress of the treatment can be monitored
by sampling the water being pumped from the ground and measuring contaminant and
nutrient concentrations. Biological treatment can also be accomplished above ground using
a bioreactor as a component of a pump-and-treat system
Monitoring wells are placed in various patterns throughout, and possibly
beyond, the area of contamination. These wells can be used to sample ground water both
during treatment to monitor progress and after treatment to assess remediation success
using the statistical methods discussed in this document.
1.3

Organization of this Document
The topics covered in each chapter of this document are outlined below.
Chapter 2. Introduction to Statistical Concepts and Decisions: introduces
terminology and concepts useful for understanding statistical tests
presented in later chapters.
Chapter 3. Specification of Attainment Objectives: discusses specification
of the attainment objectives in a way which allows selection of the
statistical procedures to be used.
Chapter 4. Design of the Sampling and Analysis Plan: discusses common
sampling plan designs and approaches to the analysis.
Chapter 5. Descriptive Statistics: provides basic statistical procedures
which are useful in all stages of the remedial effort. The procedures
form a basis for the statistical procedures used for assessing
attainment.
Chapter 6. Deciding to Terminate Treatment Using Regression Analysis:
discusses statistical procedures which can aid the decision-makers
who must decide when to terminate treatment.
Chapter 7. Approaching a Steady State After Terminating Remediation:
discusses statistical and nonstatistical criteria for determining
whether the ground water system is at steady state and/or if
additional remediation might be required.
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Chapter 8. Assessing Attainment Using Fixed Sample Size Tests:
discusses statistical procedures based on fixed sample sizes for
deciding whether the concentrations in the ground water attain the
relevant cleanup standards
Chapter 9. Assessing Attainment Using Sequential Tests: discusses
sequential statistical procedures for deciding whether the
concentrations in ground water attain the relevant cleanup standards.
Worksheets: Provided for both practical use at Superfund sites and as
examples of the procedures which in being recommended.

1.4

Summary

This document provides a foundation for decision-making regarding site
cleanup by providing methods that statistically compare risk standa& with field data in a
scientifically defensible manner that allows for uncertainty. In particular, the document
provides statistical procedures for assessing whether the Superfund Cleanup Standards for
ground water have been attained. The document is written primarily for agency personnel,
responsible parties and contractors. Many areas of expertise must be involved in any
remedial action process. This document attempts to address only the statistical input
required for the attainment decision.
The statistical procedures presented in this document provide methods for
comparing risk based standards with field data in a manner that allows for assessing uncertainty. The procedures allow flexibility to accommodate site-specific environmental
factors.
To aid the reader, statistical calculations and examples arc provided in boxes
separated from the text, and appendices contain a glossary of commonly-used terms; statistical tables and detailed statistical information; worksheets for implementing procedures and
calculations explained in the text.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL CONCEPTS AND
DECISIONS
This document provides statistical procedures to help answer an important
question that will arise at Superfund sites undergoing ground water remediation:
“Do the contaminants in the ground water in designated
wells at the site attain the cleanup standards?”
The cleanup standard is attained if, as a result of the remedial effort, the previously unacceptably high contaminant concentrations are reduced to a level which is acceptable and can
be expected to remain acceptable when judged relative to the cleanup standard.
In order to answer the question above, the following more specific questions must be answered:
.

What contaminant(s) must attain the designated cleanup standards?

.

How is attainment of the cleanup standards to be defined?

.

What is the designated cleanup standard for the contaminant(s) being
assessed? and

.

Where and when should samples of the ground water be collected?

This chapter discusses each of these topics briefly, followed by an introduction to statistical procedures for assessing the attainment of cleanup standards in ground
water at Superfund sites. Also discussed are terminology and statistical concepts which are
useful for understanding the statistical tests presented in later chapters. Basic statistical
principles and topics which have particular applicability to ground water at Superfund sites
are also considered.
Later chapters discuss in detail the specification of attainment objectives and
the implementation of statistical procedures required to determine if those objectives have
been met at the Superfund site.
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2.1

A Note on Terminology

This guidance document assumes that the reader is familiar with statistical
procedures and terminology, particularly the concepts of random sampling and hypothesis
testing, and the calculation of descriptive statistics such as means, standard deviations, and
proportions. An introduction to these statistical procedures can be found in statistical
textbooks such as Sokal and Rohlf (1981), and Neter, Wasserman, and Whitmore (1982).
The glossary provides a description of the terms and procedures used in this document.
In this document we will use the word clean as a short hand for “attains the
cleanup standard” and contaminated for “does not attain the cleanup standard.”
The term sample can be used in two different ways. One refers to a
physical water sample collected for laboratory analysis while the other refers to a collection
of data called a statistical sample. To avoid confusion, the physical water sample will be
called a physical sample or water sample. Otherwise, the word sample will refer to
a statistical sample i.e. a collection of randomly selected physical samples obtained for
assessing attainment of the cleanup standard.
2.2

Background for the Attainment Decision
In general, over time, a Superfund site will go through the following

phases:
.

Contamination;

.

Realization that a problem exists;

.

Investigation to determine the extent of the problem;

.

Selection of a remediation plan to alleviate the problem;

.

Cleanup (which may occur in several steps);

.

Termination of cleanup;

.

Final determination that the cleanup has achieved the required goals;
and

.

Termination of the remediation effort.
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This document focuses on the post-cleanup phase and particularly on the
sampling and statistical procedures for determining if the site has attained the required
cleanup standards.

2.2.1

A Generic Model of Ground-Water Cleanup Progress

During the planning and execution of remedial action and the sampling and
analysis for assessing attainment, numerous activities must take place as indicated in the
following scenario and illustrated in Figure 2.1. This figure will be used throughout the
document to indicate to the reader at which step in the remedial process the procedures
being discussed in a chapter ate applicable. A discussion of each step follows Figure 2.1.

Start
Treatment

(1)

Evaluate the site;
determine the
remedial action to be
used

Although evaluation of the site and selection of the cleanup
technology may require the use of several statistical
procedures, this document does not address this aspect of
the remedial effort
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(2)

Perform remedial

cleanup

During a successful remedial cleanup, the concentrations of
contaminants can be expected to have a decreasing trend.
Due to seasonal changes, natural fluctuations, changes in
pumping schedules, lab measurement error, etc., the
measured concentrations will fluctuate around the trend.
Some statistical procedures that could be used to analyze
data during treatment are discussed in Chapter 5.

(3)

Decide when to
terminate remedial

Based on both expert knowledge of the ground-water
system and data collected during treatment, it must be
decided when to terminate treatment and prepare for the
sampling and analysis far assessing attainment. Statistical
procedures relevant to the termination decision are discussed in Chapter 6. Analysis of data collected during
treatment may indicate that the cleanup standards will not
be achieved by the chosen cleanup methods, in which case
the cleanup technology and goals must be reassessed.

(4)

Assess when the
ground water
concentrations reach
steady state

The ground-water system will be disturbed from its natural
level and flow by the treatment process, including perhaps
pumping or reinjection of ground water. After treatment is
terminated, the transient effects will dissipate and the
ground-water levels and flows will gradually reach their
natural levels. In this process, the contaminant concentrations may change in unpredictable ways. Before the
assessment is initiated, the ground water must be able to
return to its natural level and flow pattern, called steady
state, so that the data collected are relevant to assess conditions in the future. Sampling and analysis during the
return to natural conditions are discussed in Chapter 7.
The ground water at a particular site will be considered to
have achieved steady state if the assumption of steady state
is consistent with both statistical tests and the advice of a
hydrogeologist familiar with the site. The attainment
sampling can begin once it is determined that the site is at
steady state.

(5)

Sample to assess
attainment

After the water levels and flows have reached steady state,
sampling to assess attainment of the cleanup standards can
begin. Statistical procedures for assessing attainment are
presented in Chapters 8 and 9. The statistical tests used
may be either fixed sample size tests or sequential tests. At
many sites sequential tests will probably be preferred.
During the assessment phase, measured concentrations are
expected to either fluctuate around a constant or gradually
decreasing concentration. If the measurements consistently
increase, then either the ground-water system is not at
steady state or there is reason to believe that the sources of
contamination have not been adequately cleaned up. In this
situation, a reassessment of the data is required to determine if more time must pass until the site is at steady state
or if additional remedial activity is required.
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(6)

Based on statistical
tests, determine if the
cleanup standard has
been attained or not.

If the cleanup standard has been attained, implementation,
of periodic sampling to monitor for unanticipated problems”,
is recommended. The attainment decision is based on
several assumptions. From a statistical perspective, the
purpose of periodic monitoring after attainment is to check
the validity of the assumptions. If the attainment objectives
have not been met, the cleanup technology and goals must be reassessed.

Different statistical procedures are needed at different steps in this process.
The statistical procedures which are helpful in dedetermining whether to terminate treatment
arc different from those used in the attainment decision. In all aspects of the site investigation and remediation, statistical procedures may be required that are not addressed in this
document. In this case, consultation with a statistician familiar with ground-water data is

This document takes the approach that:

2.2.2

.

A decision that the ground water in the wells attains the cleanup
standard requires the assumption that the ground water can be
expected to continue to attain the cleanup standards beyond the
termination of sampling, and

.

Data collected while the ground-water system is disturbed by treatment cannot reliably predict concentrations after steady state has
been achieved. Therefore, it is recommended that the ground-water
system return to steady state before the sampling for assessing
attainment commences. The data gathered prior to reaching steady
state can be used for guidance in selecting the statistical procedure to
employ for assessing attainment

The Contaminants to be Tested

In general, multiple contaminants will be identified at the site prior to remedial action. The mixture of contaminants which are present at any one time or place will
depend on many factors.
The discussion in this document assumes that relevant regulatory agencies
have specified the contaminants which arc to be used to assess attainment. Conclusions
based on the statistical procedures introduced in this document apply only to the compounds actually sampled and the corresponding data analyzed in the statistical tests.
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2.2.3

The Ground-Water System to be Tested

Contamination in ground water is measured from water samples collected
from wells at specified locations and times. The location of the wells, the times and
frequency of the sampling, and the assumptions behind the analyses will affect the interpretation of the statistical results.
This document assumes that the attainment decision will be based on
samples from established wells, This document does not make recommendations on where
to locate wells for sampling. However, decisions must be made on which wells arc to be
used for the assessing attainment. Because wells arc not randomly located throughout an
aquifer, the statistical conclusions strictly apply only to the water obtained from the selected
wells and not to the aquifer in general. Conclusions about the aquifer must be based on a
combination of statistical results for the sampled wells and expert knowledge or beliefs
about the ground-water system and not on statistical inference.
Because of the high cost of installing a new well and the possibility of using
information from previous investigation stages, this document assumes that the location of
wells has been specified by experts in ground-water hydrology and approved by regulatory
agencies who arc familiar with the contamination data at the site.
Interpretation of the results of the statistical analysis will depend on a
judgment as to whether the wells are in the correct place. If it is necessary to test the
assumptions used to select wells, additional wells will have to be established and sampled.
In this case, consultation with a statistician is recommended.

2.2.4

The Cleanup Standard

The cleanup standard is the criterion set by EPA against which the measured
concentrations are compared to determine if the ground water at the Superfund site is
acceptable or nor. If the ground water meets the cleanup standard, then the remediation
efforts are judged to be complete. The specification of the cleanup standard by EPA or
another regulatory agency may be different for different sites and for different chemicals or
mixtures of chemicals. With a mixture of contaminants, the cleanup standard may apply to
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an aggregate measure, or, in complex mixtures, the ground water may be required to meet
the cleanup standard for every contaminant present. For more information, see Guidance
on Remedial Actions for Contaminated Ground Water at Superfund Sites (EPA, 1988).

2.2.5

The Definition of Attainment

In order to determine if the contaminant concentrations at the site attain the
cleanup standard one must carefully define what concentration is to be compared to the
cleanup standard and what criteria are to be used to make the comparison for assessing
attainment. This document assumes that either the average concentration or a selected
percentile of the concentrations is to be compared to the cleanup standard. The examples in
the text usually use the average concentration. The ground water in a well attains the
cleanup standard if, based on statistical tests, it is unlikely that the average concentration (or
the percentile) is greater than the cleanup Standard.
The statistical procedures for assesing the attainment of the cleanup standard use a basic statistical technique called hypothesis testing. To show that the ground
water in the selected wells is actually below the cleanup standard (i.e., attains the cleanup
standard), we assume that the water in the wells does not attain the cleanup standard. This
assumption is called the null hypothesis. Then data arc collected. If the data arc sufficiently inconsistent with the null hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected and we conclude that the water in the well attains the cleanup standard.
The steps involved in hypothesis testing are:
(1)

Establish the null hypothesis, “The contaminant concentrations in
the select+ wells do not attain the applicable cleanup standard”;

(2)

collect data; and

(3)

Based on the data, decide if the ground water attains the cleanup
standard:
(a)

If the data are inconsistent with the null hypothesis, conclude
that there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis.
Accept the alternate hypothesis that the contaminant concerntrations attain the applicable cleanup standard, i.e., conclude
that the ground water is clean.

(b)

Otherwise, conclude that there is insufficient evidence to
reject the null hypothesis and that the contaminant concentra2-7
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tions do not attain the cleanup standards, i.e., conclude that
the ground water is contaminated.
- To be technically correct, the results of the hypothesis test indicate whether
the null hypothesis can be rejected with a specified level of confidence. In practice, we
would conclude that the concentrations do or do not attain the cleanup standards and act as
if that conclusion were known as fact rather than subject to error. Therefore to avoid the
verbose but technically correct wording above, the results of the hypothesis tests will be
worded as concluding that the concentrations either attain or do not attain the cleanup
standard.
When specifying simplified Superfund site cleanup objectives in consent
decrees, records of decision, or work plans, it is extremely important to say that the site
shall be cleaned up until the sampling program indicates with reasonable confidence that the
concentrations of the contaminants at the entire site are less than the cleanup standard.
However, attainment is often wrongly described by saying that concentrations at the site
shall not exceed the cleanup standard.

2.3

Introduction to Statistical Issues For Assessing Attainment

This section provides a discussion of some basic statistical issues with an
emphasis on those with specific application to assessing attainment in ground water. This
discussion provides a general background for the specification of attainment objectives in
Chapter 3 and the statistical procedures presented in Chapters 4 through 9.

2.3.1

Specification of the Parameter to be Compared to the Cleanup
Standard

In order to define a statistical test to determine whether the ground water
attains the cleanup standard, the characteristics of the chemical concentrations to be compared to the cleanup standard must be specified. Such characteristics are called parameters.
The choice of the parameter to use when assessing attainment at Superfund sites may
depend on site specific characteristics and decisions and has not, in general, been specified
by EPA.
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The parameters discussed in this document are the mean or average concentration and a selected percentile of the concentrations. For example, the rule for deciding if
the ground water attains the cleanup standard might be: the ground water is considered
clean (orremediated) if the mean concentration is below the cleanup standard based on a
statistical test. The following sections define parameters for distributions of data and the
statistical properties of these parameters. An understanding of these properties is necessary
for determining the appropriate parameter to test

The Distribution of Data Values
This section discusses the characteristics of concentration distributions
which might be expected at Superfund sites and how the distribution of concentrations in
the ground water can be described using parameters. These topics are discussed in more
detail-in Volume I (Sections 2.8 and 3.5).
Consider the set of concentration measurements which would be obtained if
all possible ground-water samples from a particular monitoring well over a specified period
of time could be collected and analyzed. This set of measurements is called the population of ground-water sample measurements. The set of ground-water samples comprising
the population may cover a fixed period of time, such as one year, or an unlimited time,
such as all future measurements. The set of ground-water measurements can be described
mathematically and graphically by the “population distribution function” referred to as the
“distribution of the data”. Figure 2.2 shows a plot of the population distribution for data
from three hypothetical distributions. The vertical axis shows the relative proportion of the
population measurements at each concentration value on the horizontal axis. In the plots,
the areas under the curve between any two points on the concentration axis represents the
percentage of the ground-water measurements that have concentration values within the
specified range.
Two distributions, the normal and lognormal distributions, will be used as
examples in the following discussion. Both the normal and lognormal distributions are
useful in statistical work and can be used to approximate the concentration distributions
from wells at Superfund sites. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a normal and a lognormal
distribution.
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Figure 2.2

Measures of location: Mean, median, 25th percentile, 75th percentile, and
95th percentile for three hypothetical distributions
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Summary measures describing characteristics of the population distribution
are referred to as parameters or population parameters. Three important characteristics of the data described by these parameters:

Measures ‘of Location
Measures of location (or central tendency) are often used to describe where
most of the data lie along the concentration axis of the distribution plot. Examples of such
measures of location are:
.

"The mean (or average) concentration of all ground-water samples is
17.2 ppm” (i.e., 17.2 is the mean concentration);

.

“Half the ground-water samples have concentrations greater than 13
ppm and half less than 13 ppm” (13 is the median concentration);
or

.

“Concentrations of 5 ppm (rounded to the nearest unit) occur more
often than any other concentration value” (the mode is 5 ppm).

Another measure of location is the percentile. The Qth percentile is the
concentration which separates the lower Q percent of the ground-water measurements from
the upper 100-Q percent of the ground-water measurements. The median is a special
percentile, the 50th percentile. The 25th percentile is the concentration which is greater
than the lowest 25 percent of the ground-water measurements and less than the remaining
75 percent of the ground-water measurements. Figure 2.2 shows the mean, median, 25th
percentile, 75th percentile, and 95th percentile for three distributions introduced previously.
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Measures of Spread
Measures of spread provide information about the variability or dispersion
of a set of measurements. Examples of different measures of spread are:
.

.

.

The interquartile rangeis the difference between the 75th and
25th percentiles of the distribution.

For each distribution in Figure 2.2, the mean and the range of plus and
minus one standard deviation around the mean are shown on the plots.
Measure of Skewness
Skewness is a measure of the extent to which a distribution is symmetric or
asymmetric. A distribution is symmetric if the shape of the two halves are mirror images of
each other about a center line. One common symmetric distribution is the normal distribution, which is often described as having a “bell-shape.” Many statistical tests assume that
the sample measurements are normally distributed (i.e., have a normal distribution).
The distribution of concentrations is not likely to be symmetric. It may be
skewed to the right. That is, the highest measurements (those to the right on the plot of the
distribution function) are farther from the mean concentration than are the lowest concentrations. Ground-water measurements often have a skewed distribution which can be
approximated by a lognormal distribution (see Gilbert 1987, for additional discussion of
the normal and lognormal distributions). Note that for right skewed distributions (e.g., the
1ognormal distribution in Figure 2.2) the mean is greater than the median.
The three distributions shown in Figure 2.2 have the same mean and standard deviation. Note, however, that the occurrence of particularly high or low concentra-
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tions differs for the three distributions. In general, the more skewed the distribution, the
more likely are these extreme observations.
Selecting the Parameter to Compare to the Cleanup Standard
In order to determine if the contaminant concentrations attain the cleanup
standard the measure of location which is to be compared to the cleanup standard must be
specified. Even though the true distribution is unknown, the specified measure of location,
or parameter of interest, can be selected based on:
.

Information about the distribution from preliminary data;

.

Information about the behavior of each parameter for different
distributions;

.

The effects of various concentrations of the contaminant on human
health and the environment; and

.

Relevant criteria far protecting human health and the environment.

Chapter 3 discusses in more detail the selection of the mean or a percentile
to be compared to the cleanup standard.
2.3.2

Short-term Versus Long-term Tests

Due to fluctuating concentrations over time, the average contaminant
concentration over a short period of time may be very different from the average over a
long period of time. Figure 2.3 shows a hypothetical series of weekly ground-water
concentration measurements collected over a period of 70 weeks (about 16 months). The
figure shows the weekly concentration measurements, the average concentration for weeks
21 through 46 (6 months), and the long-term average concentration which is obtained from
data collected over 50 years (only a portion of which is shown here). From the figure, it
can be seen that the short-term average concentration can be very different from the longterm average.
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Figure 2.3

Illustration of the difference between a short- and long-term mean
concentration

The short-term average is estimated using data collected during the period of
interest, in this example during weeks 21 through 46. Similarly the longer term average
can be estimated based on data collected over the longer period of interest, perhaps 50
years. Fortunately, by using information on the correlation of the measurements across
time, it is usually possible to estimate the long-term average concentration from data
collected over a limited period of time. In order to estimate the average concentration for a
period which is longer than the data collection period, assumptions must be made which
relate the unmeasured future concentrations to the concentrations which are actually
measured. These assumptions are stated in terms of a model for the data.
Statistical decisions and estimates that only apply to the sampling period arc
referred to here as “short-term” estimates and are presented in Chapter 4. Decisions and
estimates that apply to the foreseeable future are called “long-term” estimates. The longterm estimates are made based on the assumption that the ground-water concentrations will
behave in a predictable manner. The assumptions take into account the expected natural
fluctuations in ground-water flows and contaminant concentrations.
In this document the ground water is said to attain the cleanup standard only
if the concentrations attain the cleanup standard for the foreseeable (or at least predictable)
future. Thus, long-term estimates and procedures are used to assess attainment. Shortterm estimates can be used to make interim managemcnt decisions.
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2.3.3

The Role of Statistical Sampling and Inference in Assessing
Attainment

When assessing attainment, it is desirable to compare the population mean
(or population percentile or other parameter) of the concentrations to the cleanup standard.
However, the data for assessing attainment arc derived from a sample, a small proportion
of the population. Statistical inference is used to make conclusions about the population
parameter from the sample measurements. For illustration, the following discussion
assumes that the population mean must be less than the cleanup standard if we arc to
conclude that the water in the well attains the cleanup standard.
The mean concentration calculated from the sample data provides an estimate of the population mean. Estimates of concentration levels computed from a statistical
sample are subject to “error” in part because they arc based on only a small subset of the
population. The use of the term “error” in this context in no way implies that then are
mistakes in the data. Rather, “error” is a short hand way of saying that there is variability
in the sample estimates from different samples. There are two components to this error
sampling error and lab, or measurement, error.
.

Different samples will yield different estimates of the parameter of
interest due to sampling error.

.

Unknown factors in the handling and lab analysis procedures result
in errors or variation in the lab measurements, i.e., two lab analyses
of the same ground-water sample will usually give slightly different
concentration values. This difference is attributed to lab error or
measurement error.

Because the sample mean is subject to error, it cannot be directly compared
to the cleanup standard to decide if the population mean is less than the cleanup standard.
For example, just because the mean for a particular sample happens to be below the cleanup
standard does not mean that the standard has been attained. To make meaningful inferences, it is necessary to obtain a measure of the error (or expressed another way, the precil
sion) associated with the sample mean . An estimate of the error in the sample mean can be
calculated from the sample and is referred to as the standard error of the mean. It is a
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basic measure of the absolute variability of the calculated sample mean from one sample to
another.
The standard error of the mean can be used to construct confidence
intervals around a sample mean using equation (2.1) in Box 2.1. Under general conditions, the interval constructed using equation (2.1) will include the population mean in
approximately 95 percent of all samples collected and is called a "95 percent two-sided
confidence interval.” This useful fact follows from the Central Limit Theoremwhich
states that, under fairly general conditions, the distribution of the sample mean is “close” to
a normal distribution even though we may not know the distribution of the original data.
Note also that the validity of the confidence interval given in Box 2.1 depends on the data
being independent in a statistical sense. Independent ground water measurements are
obtained when the sample collection times are randomly selected within the sampling
period.
When assessing attainment, a two-sided test would be used for pH because
both high and low values represent pollution. For most other pollutants, use one-sided
confidence intervals because only high values indicate pollution. A 95 percent one-sided
confidence interval can be obtained from equation (22) in Box 2.1. The interval from zero
(the lowest possible measurement) to this upper endpoint will also include the population
mean in approximately 95 percent of all samples collected.
Box 2.1
Construction of Confidence Intervals Under Assumptions of Normality
To construct a 95 percent two-sided confidence interval around a sample
mean:
lower endpoint = sample mean - 1.96 * standard error and
upper endpoint = sample mean + 1.96 * standard error.

(2.1)

To construct a 95 percent one-sided confidence interval:
upper endpoint = sample mean + 1.65 * standard error.

(2.2)

Using confidence intervals, the following procedure can be used to make
conclusions about the population mean based on a sample of data:
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(1)

Calculate the sample mean;

(2)

calculate the standard error of the sample mean;

(3)

Calculate the upper endpoint of the one-sided confidence interval;

(4)

If the upper endpoint of the confidence interval is below the cleanup
standard, then conclude that the ground water attains the cleanup
standard, otherwise conclude that the ground water does not attain
the cleanup standard.

A 95 percent confidence interval will not cover the population parameter in 5 percent of the
samples. When using the confidence interval to assess attainment, one will incorrectly
concluded that the ground water attains the cleanup standard in up to 5 percent of all
samples. Thus, this procedure is said to have a false positive rate of 5 percent. This false
positive rate is discussed in detail in the next section.
2.3.4

Specification o f P r e c i s i o n a n d C o n f i d e n c e L e v e l s f o r
Protection Against Adverse Health and Environmental Risks

The validity of the decision that a site meets the cleanup standard depends
on how well the samples represent the ground water during the period of sampling, how
accurately the samples are analyzed, and the criteria used to define attainment. The true but
unknown condition is that the ground water is either clean or contaminated. Similarly, the
decisions made using the statistical procedures will result in an attainment or non-attainment
decision. The relationship between these two conditions is shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1

False positive and negative decisions
True condition in the well:
Decision based on a
statistical sample

Clean (Attains the
cleanup standard)

Contaminated (Does
not attain the cleanup
standard)

Clean

Correct decision

False positive
decision

Contaminated

False negative
decision

correct decision

As a result of the sampling and measurement uncertainty, one may decide
that the site is clean when it is not. In the context of this document, this mistaken conclusion is referred to as a false positivefinding (statisticians refer to a false positive as a
‘Type I error”). There are several points to make regarding false positives:
.

Reducing the chance of a false positive decision helps to protect
human health and the environment;

.

A low false positive rate does not come without cost. The additional
cost of lowering false positive rates comes from taking additional
samples and using more precise analysis methods;

.

The definition of a false positive in this document is exactly the
opposite of the more familiar definition of a false positive under
RCRA detection and compliance monitoring.

In order to design a statistical test for assessing attainment, those specifying
the sampling and analysis objectives must select the maximum acceptable false positive rate
(the maximum probability of a false positive decision is denoted by the Greek letter alpha,
a). It is usually set at, levels such as 0.10, 0.05, or 0.01 (that is 10%. 5%, or 1%),
depending on the potential consequences of declaring that the ground water is clean when
in fact it is not. While different false positive rates can be used for each chemical, it is
recommended that the same rate be used for all chemicals being investigated. For a further
discussion of false positive rates, see Sokal and Rohlf (198 1).
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The converse of a false positive decision is a false negativedecision (or
Type II error), the mistake of concluding the ground water requires additional treatment
when, in fact, it attains the cleanup standard This error results in the waste of resources in
unnecessary treatment. It would be desirable to minimize the probability of false negative
the probability of a false negative decision.

sion will be made will be increased. Unfortunately, simultaneous reduction usually can
only be achieved by increasing sample size (the number of samples collected and analyzed),
which may be expensive.
The probability of declaring the ground water to be clean will depend on the
true mean concentration of the ground water. If the population mean is above the cleanup
standard, the ground water will rarely be declared clean (this will only happen if the particular sample chosen has a large associated sampling and/or measurement error). If the
population mean is much smaller than the cleanup standard, the ground water will almost
always be judged to be clean. This relationship can be plotted for various values of the
population mean as in Figure 2.4. The plot shows the probability of declaring the ground
water to be clean as a function of a hypothetical population mean, and is referred to as a
power curve. For practical purposes, in this volume the probability of declaring the site
clean is the “power of the test.” The following assumptions were made when plotting the
example power curve in Figure 2.4: the false positive rate is 5%, the false negative rate

If the population mean concentration is equal to or just above the cleanup
standard (i.e., does not attain the cleanup standard), the probability of declaring the ground

For the specification of the attainment objectives (discussed in Chapter 3),
the acceptable probabilities of a false positive and false negative decision must be specified.
Based on these values and the selected statistical procedures, the required sample size can
be calculated.
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2.3.5

Attainment Decisions Based on Multiple Wells

The ground water will be judged to attain the cleanup standard if the contaminant concentrations in the selected wells are sufficiently low compared to the cleanup
standard. Below are two possible ways in which the attainment decision can be based on
water samples from multiple wells:
.

Assess each well individually:make a separate attainment decision
for each well; conclude that the ground water at the site attains the
cleanup standard if the ground water in each tested well attains the
cleanup standard.

.

Associate selected wells into groups: collect samples in all wells in
a group at the same time, combine the results from all wells in the
same group into one summary statistic for that time period; conclude
that the ground water represented by each group attains the cleanup
standard if the summary statistic attains the cleanup standard.
Conclude that the ground water at the site attains the cleanup standard if the summary statistics from all groups attain the standard.

The choice of assessing wells individually or as a group has implications for
the interpretation of the statistical results and the false positive and false negative probabilities for deciding that the site, as opposed to the well, attains the cleanup standard. These
issues are discussed in more detail in the following three sections.
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Assessing Multiple Wells Individually

When assessing each well individually, slightly different criteria can be used
for each attainment decision. For example, different sample collection schedules can be
used for each well. Assessing each well individually may require substantially fewer
samples than assessing the wells as a group, depending on the concentrations in the wells.
The attainment decisions for each individual well must be combined to make
an attainment decision for the entire site. The only procedure discussed in this document
for combining the results from assessments on individual wells is to conclude that the
ground water at the site attains the cleanup standard only if the ground water in each well
attains the cleanup standard
If many wells are tested the site will not attain the cleanup standard if any
one of the wells does not attain the standard. Even if all wells actually attain the cleanup
standard, the more wells used to assess attainment, the greater the likelihood of a false
negative decision in one well, resulting in an overall non-attainment decision. On the other
hand, assessing all wells individually can result in significant protection for human health
and the environment because all concentrations must attain the cleanup standard in spite of
false negative decisions. Implicit in the above discussion is the conflict of protecting the
public health versus the cost of possible overcleaning are over attainment.

Testing Multiple Wells as a Group
When multiple wells are tested as a group, samples must be collected in
each well at the same. time and thus the same number of samples will be collected in all
wells within a group. At each sample time, the measurements from each well are combined
into a summary statistic. The ground water in the group of wells would be declared to
attain the cleanup standard if the summary statistic was significantly less than the cleanup
standard. Several methods can be used to combine the measurements from all tested wells
at each sample time into one summary statistic. Two methods arc:
.

Average of measurements from all wells within a group; and

.

Take the maximum concentration across all wells within a group.
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If the average across all wells must be less than the cleanup standard, then
the site may be declared clean if the concentrations in some wells are substantially greater
than the cleanup standard as long as concentrations in other wells arc much less than the
cleanup stand&d. These differences among wells in a groups can sometimes be minimized
by grouping wells with similar concentration levels. On the other hand, requiring that the
maximum concentration across all wells attain the cleanup standard assures that each well
individually will attain the standard.
If the average concentration across all wells is to be compared to the cleanup

standard, a decrease in lab costs may be achieved by compositing the water samples across
wells (and possibly across time) and analyzing the contaminant concentrations in the
composite samples. Since the recommended number of samples to be composited and the
length of the sample period will depend on the serial correlation of the data and several cost
and variance estimates, consultation with a statistician is recommended if compositing is
considered.

Multiple Statistical Tests
When assessing attainment in multiple wells (or groups of wells) and when
assessing attainment far multiple chemicals, two probabilities are of interest: the probability
of deciding that one compound in one well (or group of wells) is clean and the probability
of deciding that all compounds in all wells (or groups of wells) are clean. The following
discussion will be phrased in terms of testing individual wells. However, it also applies to
testing groups of wells.
For an individual statistical decision on one compound or well, the maximum probability of a false positive decision is denoted by the Greek letter alpha, a. This
may also be called the comparison-wise alpha. When multiple chemicals or wells are
being assessed, the overall alpha or experiment-wise alpha is the maximum probability
of incorrectly declaring that the all compounds in all ground water wells at the site attain the
cleanup standard.* In this document it is assumed that the site will be declared to have
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attained the cleanup standard only if all contaminants tested attain their specified cleanup
Standard

The probability of deciding that all compounds in all wells attain the cleanup
standard, i.e., the overall a, depends on the number of statistical tests performed. If wells
are assessed individually, more statistical tests will be performed than when assessing
wells as a group. Thus, the decision on whether to group wells is related to the selection of
the probabilities of a false positive or false negative decision.
The overall probability of declaring that a site has attained the cleanup
standard depends on the:
.

Number of contaminants and wells being assessed

.

Concentrations of the contaminants being assessed;

.

Statistical tests being used for the individual contaminants;

.

Correlation between the concentration measurements of different
contaminants in the same wells and contaminants in different wells;
and

.

Decision rules for combining the statistical results from each
contaminant and well to decide if the overall site attains the cleanup
Standard,

Although the calculation of the overall probability of declaring the site to attain the cleanup
standard can be difficult, the following general conclusions can be stated when using the
rule that all contaminants (or wells) must attain the cleanup standard:
.

The probability of incorrectly deciding that the site attains the
cleanup standard, the overall alpha, is always less than or equal to
the maximum probability of mistakenly deciding that any one
contaminant (or well) attains its cleanup standard (comparison-wise
alpha).

.

As the number of contaminants being assessed increases, the
probability of deciding that the site is clean decreases,regardless of
the true status of the site.

Choice of a strategy for combining the results from many statistical tests
involves both policy and statistical questions. As a result no general recommendations can
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be made in this document. When many contaminants or wells arc being assessed, consultation with a statistician is recommended.
2.3.6

Statistical Versus Predictive Modeling

A model is a mathematical description of the process or phenomenon from
which the data are collected. A model provides a framework for extrapolating from the
measurements obtained during the data collection period to other periods of time and for
describing the important characteristics of the data. Perhaps most importantly, a model
serves as a formal description, of the assumptions which are being made about the data.
The choice of statistical method used to analyze the data depends on the nature of these
assumptions. (See Appendix D for a discussion on modeling the data.)
Mathematical (deterministic) models can be used to predict or simulate the
contaminant concentrations, the effect of treatment on the contaminants, the time required
far remediation, and the remaining concentrations after remedial action. These models are
referred to here as predictive models. To predict future concentrations these models typically use (1) mathematical formulae describing the flow of ground water and contaminants
through porous or fractured media, (2) boundary conditions to specify the conditions at the
start of the simulation (often based on assumptions), and (3) assumptions about the aquifer
conditions. Predictive models are powerful tools, providing predictions in a relatively
short time with minimal cost compared to the corresponding field sampling. They allow
comparison of the expected results of different treatment alternatives. However, it is
difficult to determine the probability of correctly or incorrectly deciding if the ground water
attains the cleanup standard using predictive models, in part, due to the many assumptions
on which the models are based.
On the other hand, the statistical models and procedures discussed in this
document arc based on very few assumptions and can be used whether or not predictive
models have been applied at the site. The statistical procedures can also be used as a check
on the predictive models. Unlike the predictive models, the statistical models presented in
this document for assessing attainment only use measurements from the period after
remedial action has been terminated.
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While this document makes the assumption that the attainment decision will
be based on statistical models and procedures, predictive models and data collected prior to
the sampling for the attain-t decision provide a guide as to which wells are to be used
for assessing attainment, when to initiate an evaluation, and what criteria are to be used to
define attainment of the cleanup standard. If predictive models are used in other ways for
the attainment decision, consultation with a statistician is recommended. Due to the
complexity of both site conditions and predictive modeling, other procedures which might
be used to combine the results of predictive and statistical models are beyond the scope of
this document
2.3.7

Practical Problems with the Data Collection and Their
Resolution

With any collection of data there are possible problems which must be
addressed by the statistical procedures. The problems discussed below are: measurements
below the detection limit, missing data and very unusual observations, often called
"outliers.”
Measurements Below the Detection Limit
The detection limit for a laboratory measurementprocedure is the lowest
concentration level which can be determined to be different from a blank. Measurements
which arc below the detection limit may be reported in one of several different ways
(Gilbert 1987). For example:
.

A concentration value, with the notation that the reported concentration is below the detection limit;

.

Less than a specified detection limit; or

.

Coded as “below the detection limit” with no concentration or detection limit specified.

Special procedures arc required to use the below-detection-limit mesuremets in a statistical analysis. If, due to poor selection of the laboratory analysis method or
unanticipated problems with the analysis, the cleanup standard is below the detection limit,
the possible statistical procedures which might be used to compare the concentrations to the
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cleanup standard are very limited and required many assumptions which are difficult to
justify. As a result, this document only addresses the situation where the cleanup standard
is greater than the detection limit.
For all of the procedures described in this manual, the following procedures
for handling belowdetection-limit measurements are recommended:
.

Whenever the measured concentration for a given water sample is reported
by the laboratory, use this concentration in the analysis even though it is
below the detection limit;

.

When the concentration is reported as less than a specified detection limit,
use the value at the detection limit as the measured concentration in the
analysis; and

.

When the laboratory reports that the chemical concentration is “below the
detection limit” with no specified detection limit, contact the analytical
laboratory to determine the minimum detectable value, and use this value in
the analysis. Do not treat below-detection-level measurements as missing.

Using the detection limit for values below the detection limit is conservative;
i.e., errs in favor of minimizing health and environmental risks. Other methods of
handling below-detection-limit problems can be used, but are more difficult to implement
and have the potential of erring in the opposite direction. Selection of a method can be
dependent upon the proportion of non-detects. Alternative procedures should be investigated and assessed as to how data are affected Some of these alternative procedures are
discussed in the following references on detection limit problems: Bishop, 1985; Clayton et
al., 1986; Gilbert, 1981; Gilliom and Helsel, 1986; Helsel and Gilliom, 1986; and Gleit,
1985.

Missing Values
Missing concentration values are different from below-detection measurements in that no information about the missing concentration (either above or below the
detection level) is known. Missing values may be due to many factors, including either (1)
non-collection of the scheduled sample. (2) loss of the sample before it is analyzed due to
shipping or lab problems, or (3) loss of the lab results due to improper recording of results
or loss of the data records.
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Outliers
In many statistical texts, measurements that are (1) very large or small
relative to the rest of the data, or (2) suspected of being unrepresentative of the true concentration at the sample location are often called “outliers.” Observations which appear to be
unusual may correctly represent unusual concentrations in the field, or may result from
unrecognized handling problems, such as contamination, lab measurement, or data
recording errors. If a particular observation is suspected to be in error, the error should be
identified and corrected, and the corrected value used in the analysis. If no such verification is possible, a statistician should be consulted to provide modifications to the statistical
analysis that account for the suspected “outlier.” For more background on statistical
methods to handle outliers, see Barnett and Lewis (1984).
The handling of outliers is a controversial topic. In this document, all data

.

The expected distribution of concentration values may be skewed
(i.e., non-symmetric) so that large concentrations which look like
“outlicrs” to some analysts may be legitimate;

.

The procedures recommended in this document are less sensitive to
extremely low concentrations than to extremely high concentrations;
and

.

High concentrations arc of particular concern for their potential
health and environmental impact.
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2.4

Limitations and Assumptions of the Procedures Addressed in
this Document

Because a single document cannot adequately address the wide variety of
situations found at all Superfund sites, this document will only discuss those statistical
procedures that are applicable to most sites and can be implemented without a detailed
knowledge of statistical methods. Although the procedures recommended here will be
generally applicable, specific objectives or situations at some sites may require the use of
other statistical procedures. Where possible problems are anticipated, the text will recommend consultation with a statistician.
Due to the complex nature of conditions at Superfund sites, this document
cannot address all statistical issues applicable either to Superfund sites or to assessing the
attainment of cleanup standards. The discussion in this document is based on certain
assumptions about what statistical tests will be requited and what the situations at the site
will be. For completeness, the major assumptions are reviewed below.
.

The contaminants are known;

.

The ground water does not attain the cleanup standard until this
assumption (that is the null hypothesis) is rejected using a statistical
test;

.

At the time of sampling for assessing attainment, there are no
reasons to believe the ground-water concentrations might increase
over time;

.

Location of the monitoring and pumping (or treatment) wells arc
fixed and arc not to be specified as part of the statistical methods.
As a result, the attainment decision strictly applies only to the water
in the wells, not to the ground water in general. To draw general
conclusions about the ground water, additional assumptions must be
made or additional wells must be established; and
The cleanup standard is greater than the detection limit for all chemicals to be tested.

2.5

Summary

This guidance considers the variety and complexity of ground water conditions at Superfund sites and provides procedures which can be used at most sites and under
most conditions. This chapter outlines some of the conditions found at Superfund sites and
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some of the assumptions which have been made as a guide to the selection of statistical
procedures presented in later chapters.
Errors are possible in evaluating whether a site attains the cleanup standards, resulting in false positive and false negative decisions. Statistical methods provide
approaches for balancing these two decision errors and allow extrapolation in a scientifically-valid fashion.
This chapter reviews briefly the statistical concepts that farm a basis for the
procedures described in this guidance. These include:
.

false positive decision -- a site is thought to be clean when it is not;

.

false negative decision -- a site is thought to be contaminated when it
is not;

.

mean -- the value that corresponds to the “center” of the concentration distribution;

.

Qth proportion or percentile -- a value that separates the lower Q
percent of the measurements from the upper 100-Q percent of the
measurements;

.

confidence intervals -- a sample-based estimate of a mean or
percentile which is expressed as a range or interval of values which
will include the true parameter value with a known probability or
confidence;

.

null hypothesis -- the prior assumption that the contaminant concentrations in the ground water at the site do not attain the cleanup
Standard;

.

hypothesis tests -- a statistical procedure far assessing attainment of
the ground water by accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis on the
basis of data; and

.

power curve -- for a specified statistical test and sample size, the
probability of concluding that the ground water attains the cleanup
standard versus true concentration.

Unlike statistical tests in other circumstances, assessment of ground water
requires consideration of the correlation between measurements across time and space. As
a result of correlation across time, estimating the short-term and long-term concentrations
requires different procedures. The-ground water is defined as attaining the cleanup stan-
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dard if the statistical test indicates the long-term mean concentration or concentration
percentile at the site attains the cleanup standard
When many wells or contaminants are assessed, careful consideration must
be given to the decision procedures which arc used to combine data from separate wells or
contaminants in order to determine if the site as a whole attains all relevant cleanup standards. How the data from separate wells are combined affects the interpretation of the
results and the probability of concluding that the overall site attains the cleanup standard. A
complete discussion of how to assess attainment using multiple wells is beyond the scope
of this volume.
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This chapter discusses the specification of the attainment objectives, including the specific procedures to be used to assess attainment. The sampling and analysis
plans, discussed in the next chapter, outline procedures to be used to assess attainment
consistent with the attainment objectives. The specification of objectives must be completed by personnel familiar with the following:
.

The characteristics of the ground water and contamination present at
the waste site;

.

The health and environmental risks of the chemicals involved; and

.

The costs of sampling, analysis and remediation.

The flow chart in Figure 3.1 summarizes the steps required to specify the
sampling and analysis objectives and shows where each step is discussed. In general,
specification of the attainment objectivesfor the site under investigation involves specifying
the following items:
.

The wells to be sampled;

.
.

The chemicals to be tested and the laboratory test methods to be
used;

.

The relevant cleanup standard for the chemicals under investigation;

.

The parameter (e.g., the mean or a percentile) of the chemical
concentration distribution which is to be compared to the cleanup
standard

.

The “false positive rate” for the statistical test (the confidence level
for protection against adverse health and environmental risk);

.

The precision to be achieved; and

.

Any other secondary objectives for which the data are to be used
which may affect the choice of statistical procedure.
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Figure 3.1

Steps in defining the attainment objectives

CHAPTER 3: SPECIFICATION OF ATTAINMENT OBJECTIVES

The items which make up the attainment objectives are discussed in detail in
the following sections.

3.1

Data Quality Objectives

The Quality Assurance Management staff within EPA has developed
requirements and procedures for the development of Data Quality Objectives (DQOs) when
environmental data arc collected to support regulatory and programmatic decisions.
Although the DQOs are an important part of the attainment objectives, they are discussed in
detail elsewhere and will not be addressed here. For more information, readers should
refer to U.S. EPA (1987a) and U.S. EPA (1987b).

3 . 2

Specification of the Wells to be Sampled

Wells within the site will be monitored and evaluated with respect to the
applicable cleanup standards. Extending inferences from the sampled wells to the ground
water in general must be made on the basis of both available data and expert knowledge
about the ground-water system and not on the basis of statistical sampling theory. Careful
selection of the ground-water wells to be used for assessment is required to ensure that
attainment of the cleanup standard in the sampled wells implies to all parties concerned that
the ground-water quality has been adequately protected.
Sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.5 provide more discussion on the implications of the
decision on which wells must attain the cleanup standard.

3.3

Specification of Sample Collection and Handling Procedures

The results of any statistical analysis are only as good as the data on which
it is based. Therefore, an important objective for sampling and analysis plan is to carefully
define all aspects of data collection and measurement procedures, including:
.

How the ground-water sample is to be collected;

.

What equipment and procedures are to be used;
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.

How the sample is to be handled between collection and
measurements

.

How the laboratory measurements are to be made; and

.

What precision is to be achieved

One reference for guidance on these topics is The Handbook for Sampling
Wastewater (U.S. EPA, 1982).
3.4

Specification of the Chemicals to be ‘rested and Applicable
Cleanup Standards

The chemicals to be tested should be listed. When multiple chemicals are
tested, this document assumes that all chemicals must attain the relevant cleanup standard in
order for the ground water from the well(s) to be declared clean.
The term “cleanup standard” is a generic term for the value to which the
sample measurements must be compared. Throughout this document, the cleanup standard
will be denoted by Cs. The cleanup standard for each chemical of concern must be stated
at the outset of the study. Cleanup standards are determined by EPA in the process of
evaluating site-specific cleanup alternatives. Final selection of the cleanup standard
depends on many factors. These factors are discussed in Guidance on Remedial Actions
(U.S. EPA, 1988).

3.5

Specification of the Parameters to Test

In order to define a statistical test to determine if the contaminant concentrations in ground water well(s) attain the cleanup standard, the characteristic of the concentrations which is to be compared to the cleanup standard must be specified. Such characteristics are called parameters. The two parameters discussed in this document for testing
individual wells are the mean concentration and a specified percentile of the concentrations
such as the median or the 90th percentile of the ground-water concentrations. The following sections discuss the criteria for selecting the parameters to test. These parameters have
been defined previously in Section 2.3.1.
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3.5.1

Selecting the Parameters to Investigate

decision are:

Criteria for selecting the parameter to use in the statistical attainment

.

The criteria used to develop the risk-based standards, if known;

.

Whether the effects of the contaminant being measured are acute or
chronic;

.

The relative sample sizes required;

.

The likelihood of finding concentration measurements below the
Cleanup standard; and

.

The relative spread of the data.

For example, if the cleanup standard is a risk-based standard developed for
the mean concentration over a specified period of time, it is logical that the cleanup standard
be compared to the mean concentration. Alternatively, if the cleanup standard is a riskbased standard developed for extreme concentrations which should rarely be exceeded. it is
logical to test an upper percentile of the concentration distribution.
Many considerations may go into the selection of the parameter to test.
Table 3.1 presents criteria and conditions that support or contradict the use of each
parameter.
Some general rules for selecting the parameter to test are:
( 1 ) If the chemical contaminant of concern has short-term or acute
effects on human health or the environment, testing of upper
percentiles is recommended, with higher percentiles being chosen
for testing when the distribution of contamination has a higher
coefficient of variation.
(2)

If the chemical contaminant of concern has long-term or chronic
effects on human health or the environment, Table 3.2 shows the
recommended parameter based on the coefficient of variation of the
data and the likelihood of measurements below the detection level.
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Table 3.1

Parameter

Points to consider when trying to choose among the mean, upper
proportion/percentile, a median
Points to consider

1) Easy to calculate and estimate a confidence interval.
2) Useful when the cleanup standard has been based on consideration
of carcinogenic a chronic health effects a long-term average
exposure.
3) Useful when the data have little variation from sample to sample or
season to season.
4) If the data have a large coefficient of variation (greater than about
1.5) testing the mean can require more samples than for testing an
upper percentile in order to provide the same protection to human
health and the environment
5) Can have high false positive rates with small sample sizes and
highly skewed data, i.e. when the contamination levels are generally
low with only occasional short periods of high contamination.
6) Not as powerful for testing attainment when there is a large
proportion of less-thandetection-limit values.
7) Is adversely affected by outliers or errors in a few data values.
Upper
Proportion
Percentile

1) Requiring that an upper percentile be less than the cleanup standard
can limit the occurrence of samples with high concentrations,
depending on the selected percentile.
2) Unaffected by less-thandetection-limit values, as long as the
detection limit is less than the cleanup standard.
3) If the health effects of the contaminant axe acute, extreme
concentrations are of concern and are best tested by ensuring that a
large proportion of the measurements are below a cleanup standard.
4) The proportion of the samples that must be below the cleanup
standard must be chosen.
5) For highly variable or skewed data, can provide similar protection of
human health and the environment with a smaller sample size than
when testing the mean.
6) Is relatively unaffected by a small number of outliers.
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Table 3.1

Median

Points to consider when trying to choose among the mean, upper
proportion/percentile, or median (continued)

1) Has benefits over the mean because it is not as heavily influenced by
outliers and highly variable data, and can be used with a large
number of less-than-detection-limit values.
2) Has many of the positive features of the mean, in particular its

usefulness for evaluating cleanup standards based on carcinogenic
or chronic health effects and long-term average exposure.
3) For positively skewed data, the median is lower than the mean and

therefore testing the median provides less protection for human
health and the environment than testing the mean.
4) Retains some negative features of the mean in that testing the median

will not limit the occurrence of extreme values.

Table 3.2

Recommended parameters to test when comparing the cleanup standard to
the concentration of a chemical with chronic effects’
Proportion of the data with concentrations

(Perhaps 30%)
Large Coefficient
of Variation
(Perhaps cv > 1.5)
Intermediate Coefficient of
Variation
(Perhaps 1.5 > cv > .5)
Small Coefficient
of Variation
(Perhaps cv < .5)

MeanOr
Upper Percentile
(Upper percentile
requires fewer samples)

Upper Percentile

Mean or
Upper Percentile

Upper Percentile

Mean
or Median

Median

1

Based on Westat simulations and analysis summarized in an internal Westat memo.
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3.5.2

Multiple Attainment Criteria

In some situations two or more parameters might be chosen. For example,
both the mean and an upper percentile can be tested using the rule that the ground water
attains the cleanup standard if both parameters are below the cleanup standard.
Other more complicated criteria may be used to assess the attainment to the
cleanup criteria. Examples of multiple criteria are:
.

It is desirable that most of the ground-water samples have concentrations below the cleanup standard and that the concentrations
which are above the cleanup standard are not too large. This may be
accomplished by testing if the 75th percentile is below the cleanup
standard and the mean of those concentrations which are above the
cleanup standard is less than twice the cleanup standard. This combination of tests can be performed with modifications of the methods
presented in this document.

.

It is desirable that the mean concentration be less than the cleanup
standard and that the standard deviation of the data be small. This
may be accomplished by testing if the mean is below the cleanup
standard and the standard deviation is below a specified value. This
document does not address testing the standard deviation, variance,
or coefficient of variation against a standard.

For testing of multiple criteria not discussed in the guidance document, consultation with a
statistician is recommended.

3.6

Specification of ConfidenceLevels for Protection Against
Adverse Health and Environmental Risks

In order to design a statistical test for deciding if the ground water attains the
cleanup standard, those specifying the sampling and analysis objectives must select the
false positive rate. This rate is the maximum probability that the test results will show the
ground water to be clean when it is actually contaminated. It is usually set at levels such as
0.10, 0.05, or 0.01 (that < 10%, 5%, or 1%), depending on the potential consequences of
deciding that the ground water is clean when, in fact, it is not clean. While different false
positive rates can be used for each chemical, it is recommended that the same rate be used
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for all chemicals being investigated.1 For a further discussion of false positive rates see
Section 2.3.4 or Sokal and Rohlf (1981).
3.7

Specification of the Precision to be Achieved

Recision generally refers to the degree to which repeated measurements are
similar to one another. In this context it refers to the degree to which estimates from different samples are similar to one another. Decisions based on precise estimates will usually be
the same from sample to sample. The desired precision of the statistical test is specified by
the desired confidence in the statistical decisions resulting from the statistical test.
Specification of the precision to be achieved is required to completely define
the statistical test to use. The precision which is to be achieved can be defined by specifying the-parameter value for which the probability of a false negative decision is to be
controlled. For a definition of “false negative” see Section 2.3.4.
To completely define the precision when testing the mean, the following
items must be specified:
.

.

Cs, the cleanup standard;

To completely define the precision when testing percentiles, the following
items must be specified:
.
.

l

Cs, the cleanup standard;

When testing multiple chemicals from the same ground water samples. the overall false positive rate will
be approximately the same as that for individual chemical tests if the concentrations of different chemicals
are highly correlated. In situations when the concentrations are not highly correlated, the overall false
positive rate for the entire site will be smaller than that specified for the individual chemicals.
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.

PO, the largest acceptable proportion of ground-water samples with
concentrations above the cleanup standard;

The specification of these items is discussed in &tail Chapter 2 of this
document and in Chapter 6 and 7 of Volume L The reader should refer to Volume I for
detailed instructions on how these items arc to be specified.

3.8

Secondary Objectives

The sampling and analysis data may be used for purposes other than assessing the attainment of the cleanup standards. For example, they may be used to determine
the relationship between concentrations of different contaminants, to determine the seasonal
patterns in the measurements, or to get measurements on a contaminant not being assessed.
These secondary objectives maydetermine what procedure is used to collect the samples or
how often the samples arc collected.

3.9

Summary

This chapter discussed the specification of the various items which make up
the attainment objectives. The objectives will be specified by EPA, regulatory agencies,
and others familiar with the site, the environmental and health risks, and the sampling and
remediation costs. As part of the objectives, careful consideration must be given to
defining the wells to be tested, the ground-water sampling and analysis procedures, the
statistical parameter to be compared to the cleanup standard, and the precision and confidence level desired. The attainment objectives provide the background for developing the
sampling and analysis plans discussed in Chapter 4.
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Once the attainment objectives are specified by program and subject matter
personnel, statisticians and hydrogeologists can be useful in designing important components of sampling and analysis plans. The sampling plan specifies how the water samples
are to be collected, stored, and analyzed, and how many samples to collect. The analysis
plan specifies which of the statistical procedures presented in the following chapters are to
be used. The sampling and analysis plans are interrelated and must be prepared together.
The decision regarding attainment of the cleanup standard can be made only if the field and
laboratory procedures (in the sampling plan) provide data that are representative of the
ground water and can provide the parameter estimates (from the analysis plan) specified in
the attainment objectives.
The specification of the sampling and analysis plans will depend on the
characteristics of the waste site and the evidence needed to evaluate attainment. The statistical methods must be consistent with the sample design and attainment objectives. If there
appears to be any reason to use different sample designs or analysis plans than those
discussed in this guidance, or if there is any reason to change either the sample design or
the analysis plan after field data collection has started, it is recommended that a statistician
be consulted.

4.1

The Sample Design
The sample design, or sampling plan; outlines the procedure for

collecting the data, including the timing, location, and filed procedures for obtaining each
physical water sample. The discussion here focuses on the timing of the sample collection
activities. Common types of sample design are random sampling and systematic sampling.
Either of these sample collection procedures can require a fixed number of samples or use
sequential sampling in which the number of samples to be collected is not specified before
the sampling period.
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4.1.1

Random Sampling

In a random sample design, samples arc collected at random times throughout the sampling period. For example, using simple random sampling 48 sample collection
times might be randomly selected within a four year sampling period. Using simple
random sampling, some years may have more samples than other years. One alternative to
‘simple random sampling is stratified random sample in which 12 samples arc collected in
each of four years, with the sample times within each year being randomly selected. In
either case, with a simple random sample the time interval between the collection of the
water samples will vary. Some samples may be collected within days of each other while
at other times there may be many months between samples.
Although random sampling has some advantages when calculating the
statistical results for short term tests (Chapter 5), systematic sampling is generally recommended far assessing attainment.

4.1.2

Systematic Sampling

Using a systematic sample with a random start, ground water samples arc
collected at regular time intervals, (such as every week, month, three months, year, etc.)
starting from the fast sample collection time, which is randomly determined. In this
document, the systematic sample with a random start will be referred to as simply a
systematic sample.
When sampling ground water, a systematic sample is usually preferred over
a simple random sample because:
.

Extrapolating from the sample period to future periods is easier with
a systematic sample than a simple random sample;

.

Seasonal cycles can be easily identified and accounted for in the data
analysis;

.

A systematic sample will be easier to administer because of the fixed
schedule for sampling times; and

.

Most ground water samples have been traditionally collected using a
systematic sample.
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The procedures described in the following chapters assume that either a
systematic or random sample is used when collecting data for a short term test and that a
systematic sample is collected when assessing attainment. If other sample designs arc
considered, consultation with a statistician is recommended. It should be noted that when
implementing a systematic sample, care must be taken to capture any periodic seasonal
variations in the data. The seasonal patterns in the data will repeat themselves (after adjusting for measurement errors) following a regular pattern. For example, if ground water
measurements at a site exhibit seasonal fluctuations, following the four seasons of the year,
collecting data every six months may miss some important aspects of the data, such as high
or low measurements, and could present a misleading picture of the status of the site.
Because many seasonal patterns will have a yearly cycle (due to yearly patterns in surface
water recharge) the text will often refer to the number of samples per year instead of the
number of samples per seasonal cycle.
One variation of the standard systematic sample uses a different random
start for each years data. For example, if one water sample is collected each month, in the
first year samples might be collected on the 17th of each month and in the second year on
the 25th of each month, etc. This variation is preferred when there arc large seasonal
fluctuations in the data.
Follow the steps below to specify the systematic sample design:
(1)

Determine the period of any seasonal fluctuation (i.e., time period
between repeating patterns in the data). This period will usually be a
year. If no period is discernible from the data, the use of a one-year
period is recommended

(2)

Determine the number of ground water samples, n, to collect in each
year (seasonal cycle) and the corresponding sampling period
between samples. A minimum of four sample collections per year is
recommended.

(3)

Specify the beginning of the attainment sampling period.

(4)

Randomly select a sampling time during the first sampling period.

(5)

Subsequent sampling should be at equal intervals of the sampling
period after the first sample is collected.

In practice, the samples need not be collected precisely at the time called fur
by the sampling interval. However, the difference between the scheduled sampling time
and the actual time of sampling should be small compared to the time between successive
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samples. The sample collection of subsequent samples should not be changed if one
sample is collected early or later than scheduled. An example of the procedure is presented
in Box 4.1.
Box 4.1
Example of Procedure for Specifying a Systematic Sample Design

4.1.3

(1)

The seasonal cycle in the measurements is assumed to have a period
of one year.

(2)

Based on the methods in Chapter 8, it is decided to collect 6
samples per year, one every two months.

(3)

The attainment sampling period is to start on April 1, 1992

(4)

The first sampling time during the first two-month sampling period
is randomly selected using successive flips of a coin. Each flip
divides the portion of the sampling period being considered into
two. Heads chooses the earlier half, tails the later half. After 5
flips, the chosen day for the first sample is April 15.

(5)

Samples are scheduled to be collected the 15th of every other month.
If one sample is collected on the 20th of a month, the subsequent
sample should still be targeted for the 15th of the appropriate month.

Fixed versus Sequential Sampling

For most statistical tests or procedures, the statistical analysis is performed
after the entire set of water samples has been collected and the laboratory results arc
complete. This procedure uses a fixed sample size test because the number of samples
to be collected is established and fixed before the sample collection begins. In sequential
testing, the water samples are analyzed in the lab and the statistical analysis is performed
as the sample collection proceeds. A statistical analysis of the data collected at any point in
time is used to determine whether another sample is to be collected or if the sampling terminates. Sequential statistical tests for data collected using sequential sampling of ground
water are discussed in detail in Chapter 9.
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4.2

The Analysis Plan

Similar to sampling plan, planning an approach to analysis begins before the
first physical sample is collected. The first step is to define the attainment objectives,
discussed in Chapter 3. If the mean is to be compared to cleanup standards, the statistical methods will be different than if a specified proportion of the samples must have
concentrations below the cleanup standard. Second, the analysis plan must be developed in
conjunction with the sampling plan discussed earlier in this chapter.
Third, determine the appropriate sample size (i.e. the number of physical
samples to be collected) for the selected sample and analysis plan. Whether using a fixed
sample size or sequential design, calculate the sample size for the fixed sample size test.
Use this sample size for comparing alternate plans. In some cases, the number of samples
is determined by economics and budget rather than an evaluation of the required accuracy.
Nevertheless, it is important to evaluate the accuracy associated with a prespecified number
of samples.
Fourth, the analysis plan will describe the statistical evaluation of the data.
In many cases, specification of the sampling and analysis plan will involve
consideration of several alternatives. It may also be an iterative process as the plans are
refined. In cases where the costs of meeting the attainment objectives are not acceptable, it
may be necessary to reconsider those objectives. When trying to balance cost and precision, decreasing the precision can decrease the sampling and lab costs while increasing the
costs of additional remediation due to incorrectly concluding that the ground water does not
attain the cleanup standard. In this situation, consultation with a statistician, and possibly
an economist, is recommended.
Chapters 8 and 9 offer various statistical methods, depending on attainment
objectives and the sampling plan. Table 4.1 presents the locations in this document where
various combinations of analysis and sampling plans are discuss&
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Table 4.1

Locations in this document of discussions of sample designs and analysis
for ground water sampling
Sample Design

Type of Evaluation

Analysis Method

Continuous Data

Test of the Mean

Discrete Data

Test of Proportions

4.3

Fixed Sample Site

Sequential

Sections 8.3 and 8.4 Sections 9.3 and 9.4
Section 8.5

section 9.5

Other Considerations for Ground Water Sampling and Analysis
Plans
!

At a minimum, all ground water sampling and analysis plans should’
.

sampling objective;

.

sampling preliminaries;

.

Sample collection;

.

In-situ field analysis;

.

Sample preservation and analysis;

.

Chain of custody control;

.

Analytical procedures and quantitation limits;

.

Field and laboratory QA/QC plans;

.

Analysis procedures far any QC data;

.

statistical analysis procedures; and

.

Interim and final statistics to be provided to project personnel.

For more information on other considerations in ground water sampling and
analysis, see RCRA Ground Water Monitoring Technical Enforcement Guidance Document
(EPA, 1986b).
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4.4

Summary

Design of the sampling and analysis plan requires specification of attainment
objectives-by program and subject matter personnel. The sampling and analysis objectives
can be refined with the assistance of statistical expertise. The sample design and analysis
plans go together, therefore, the methods of analysis must be con&tent with the sample
design and both must be consistent with the characteristics of the data and the attainment
objectives.
Types of sample design include simple random sampling or systematic
sampling, and fixed sample size or sequential sampling. This guidance assumes the data
will be collected using a systematic sample when assessing attainment.
Steps required to plan an approach to analysis are:
.

Specify the attainment objectives;

.

Develop the analysis plan in conjunction with the sampling plan,

.

Determine the appropriate sample size; and

.

Describe how the resulting data will be evaluated.
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5. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND HYPOTHESIS TESTING

This chapter introduces the reader to some basic statistical procedures that
can be used to both describe (or characterize) a set of data, and to test hypotheses and make
inferences from the data. The procedures use the mean or a selected percentile from a
sample of ground water measurements along with its associated confidence interval. The
confidence interval indicates how well the population (a actual) mean on percentile can be
estimated from the sample mean or percentile. These parameter estimates and their
confidence intervals can be useful in communicating the current status of a clean up effort.
Methods of assessing whether the concentrations meet target levels are useful for evaluating
progress of the remediation. The statistical procedures given in this chapter arc called
“parametric” procedures. These methods usually assume that the underlying distribution of
the data is known. Fortunately, the procedures perform well even when these assumptions
arc not strictly true; thus they are applicable in many different field conditions (see
Conover, 1980). The text notes situations in which the statistical procedures are sensitive
to violations of these assumptions. In these cases, consultation with a statistician is

Calculations of means, proportions, percentiles, and their corresponding
standard errors and their associated confidence intervals (measures of how precise these
estimated means, proportions, or percentiles are) will be described. The statistics and
inferential procedures presented in this chapter are appropriate only for estimating shortlevels. By “short-term characteristics" we mean
characteristics such as the mean or percentile of contaminant concentrations during the fixed
period of time during which sampling occurs. For example, data collected over a one year
period can be used to characterize the mean contaminant concentrations during the year.
Procedures for estimating the long-term mean and for assessing attainment arc discussed in
Chapters 8 and 9. The distinction between the methods of this chapter and those given in
Chapters 8 and 9 is that inferences based on short-term methods apply only to the specified
period of sampling and not to future points of time. The procedures discussed in this
chapter can be used in any phase of the remedial effort; however, they will be most ‘useful
during treatment, as indicated in Figure 5.1. For a further discussion of short- versus
long-term tests. see Section 2.3.2.
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Figure 5.1

Example scenario for contaminant measurements during successful remedial
action

Much of the material on means, percentiles, standard errors and confidence
intends has been previously presented in Volume I of this series of guidance documents.
To avoid duplication, the discussion of these topics in this chapter is limited to the main
points. The reader should refer to Volume I (Section 6.3 and 7.3) for additional details.

Some Notations and Definitions

-this manual to denote the contaminant concentration measurements for N ground-water
samples taken at regular intervals during a specified period of time. The subscript on the
x’s indicates the time order in which the sample was drawn; e.g., x1 is the first (or oldest)
measurement while XN is the Nth (or latest) measurement. Collectively, the set of x’s is
referred to as a data set, and, in general, xi will be used to denote the ith measurement in the
d a t a s e t .
The data set has properties which can be summarized by individual
numerical quantities such as the sample mean, standard deviation or percentile
(including the median). In general, these numerical quantities are called sample
statistics. The sample mean or median provides a measure of the central tendency of the
data or the concentration around which the measurements cluster. The sample standard
deviation provides a measure of the spread or dispersion of the data, indicating whether the
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sample data are relatively close in value or somewhat spread out about the mean. The
sample variance is the square of the standard deviation. The computational formulas for
these quantities arc given in subsequent sections.
As one of many possible sets of samples which could have been obtained
from a ground water well, the mean, standard deviation, or median of the observed sample
of measurements, xl, x2, . . . , xN, represent just one of the many possible values that could
have been obtained. Different samples will obviously lead to different values of the sample
mean, standard deviation or median. This sample-to-sample variability is referred to as
sampling error or sampling variability and is used to characterize the precision of
sample-based estimates.
The precision of a sample-based estimate is measured by a quantity known
as the standard error. For example, an estimate of the standard error of the mean will
provide information on the extent to which the sample mean can be expected to vary among
different sets of samples, each set collected during the same sample collection period. The
standard error can be used to construct confidence intervals. A confidence interval
provides a range of values within which we would expect the true parameter value to lie
with a specified level of confidence. Statistical applications requiring the use of standard
errors and confidence intervals are described in detail in the sections which follow. The
standard error differs from the standard deviation in that the standard deviation measures
the variability of the individual observations about their mean while the standard error
measures the variability of the sample mean among independent samples.
Throughout the remainder of this document, certain mathematical symbols
will be used. For reference, some of the frequently-used symbols are summarized in
Table 5.1.
Finally, note that the equations that follow assume that there are no missing
observations. If there arc relatively few missing observations (i.e., five percent or less of
the data set have missing data for the chemical measurement under consideration), the
ground-water samples with missing data should be deleted from the data set. In this case,
all statistics should be calculated with the available data, where the “sample size” now
corresponds to the number of samples which have non-missing concentration values.
However, if more than five percent of the data arc missing, a statistician should be
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consulted. Additional comments regarding the treatment of the missing values will be
given in the sections where specific statistical procedures are being discussed.

Table 5.1

Summary of notation used in Chapters 5 through 9
Definition
Contaminant measurement for the ith ground water sample. For
measurements reported as below detection, Xi = the detection limit.
In the discussion of regression, the dependent variable, often the
sample collection time, sometimes the sample collection time after a
transformation.

m

The number of years for which data were collected (usually the
analysis will be performed with data obtained over full year periods)

n

The number of sample measurements per year (for monthly data, n =
12; for quarterly data, n = 4). This is also referred to as the number of
“seasons” per year

N

The total number of sample measurements (for data obtained over full
year periods with no missing values, N = nm)
An alternative way of denoting a contaminant measurement, where k =
1, 2, . . . , m denotes the year; and j = 1, 2, . . . , n denotes the sampling
period (season) within the year. If there are no missing values, the
subscript for xjk is related to the subscript for Xi in the following
manners: i = (k-l)n + j.
The mean (or average) of the N ground water measurements.
The variance of the N ground water measurements.
The standard deviation of the N ground water measurements.
The standard error of the mean (this is calculated differently for long
and short term tests).
The degrees of freedom associated with the standard error of an
estimate.
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Table 5.1

summary of notation used in Chapters 5 through 9 (continued)

Symbol

Definition

P

The “true” but unknown proportion of the ground water with
contaminant concentrations greater than the cleanup Standard.

PO

The criterion for defining whether the sample area is clean or
contaminated using proportions. According to the attainment
objectives, the ground water attains the cleanup standard if the
proportion of the ground water samples with contaminant
concentrations greater than the cleanup standard is less than Po i.e.,
the ground water is clean if P<pO.
The value of P under the alternative hypothesis for which a specified
false negative rate is to be controlled.
The desired false positive rate for the statistical test. The false positive
rate for the statistical procedure is the probability that the ground water
will be declared to be clean when it is actually Contaminated.
The false negative rate for the statistical procedure is the probability
that the ground water will be declared to be contaminated when it is
actually clean (see Section 2.3.4 and Table 2.1 for further
discussion).

In the discussion of regression, the independent variable, often the
contaminant measurement for the ith ground water sample, sometimes
the measurement after transformation.
The “true” but unknown mean concentration across the sample area,
the population mean.
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5.1

Calculating the Mean, Variance, and Standard Deviation of the Data

The basic equation presented in Box 5.1 for calculating the mean and
variance (or standard deviation) for a sample of data can be found in any introductory
statistics text (e.g., Sokal and Rohlf, 1981 or Neter, Wasserman, and Whitmore, 1982).

Box 5.1
calculating Sample Mean, variance and standard Deviation

The mean and standard deviation are descriptive statistics that provide
information about certain properties of the data set. The mean is a measure of the
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concentration around which the individual measurements cluster (the location central
tendency). The standard deviation (or equivalently, the variance) provides a measure of the
extent to which sample data vary about their mean.
Note that samples with missing data should be excluded from these
calculations, in which case N equals the number of samples with non-missing
observations. If more than five percent of the data have missing values, consult a
statistician.
The term, “Degrees of Freedom,” denoted by Df, can be thought of as a
measure of the amount of information used to estimate the variance (or standard deviation)
and thus reflects the precision of the estimate. For example, the variance and standard
deviation calculated from formulas (5.2) and (5.3). respectively, are based on “N-l degrees
of freedom.” For other estimates of variance (e.g., see Section 5.2.2 or 5.2.4). the
associated degrees of freedom may be different. The degrees of freedom is used in
calculating confidence intervals and performing hypothesis tests.

5.2

Calculating the Standard Error of the Mean

A number of different formulas are available for calculating the standard
error of the mean. The appropriate formula to use depends on the behavior of contaminant
measurements over time and the sampling design used for sample collection. Four
methods of calculating the standard error and the conditions under which they are
applicable are discussed below. Care should be taken in each case to insure that an
appropriate estimation formula for the standard error is chosen. Appropriate formulas
should be decided on a site-by-site basis.
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General rules for the selection of the formula for calculating the standard
error of the mean include:
.

If the ground water samples are collected using a random sample,
use the formulas in section 5.2.1 and Box 5.2.

.

If the ground water samples are collected using a systematic sample:
.

Use the formulas in Section 5.2.4 and Box 5.6 unless there
are no obvious seasonal patterns or the serial correlations in
the data are not significant.

.

Use the formulas in Section 5.2.2 and Box 5.3 if there are
obviously no seasonal patterns in the data however the data
might be correlated.

.

Use the formulas in Section 5.2.3 and Box 5.4 if there are
seasonal patterns in the data and serial correlations in the
residuals are not significant.

.

Use the formulas in Section 5.2.1 and Box 5.2 if there are
obviously no seasonal patterns in the data and serial
correlations in the data are not significant.

.

If there are trends in the data consider using regression
methods (Chapter 6). If regression methods are not used
and the trends are small relative to the variation of the data,
the methods using differences (Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.4) are
preferred over the other methods.

Sections 5.3 and 5.6 discusses procedures for estimating the serial
correlation and statistical tests for determining if it is significant.

5.2.1

Treating the Systematic Observations as a Random Sample

The simplest method of estimating the standard error is to treat the
systematic sample as a simple random sample (see Section 4.1). In this case, the standard
provide a reasonably good estimate of the standard error if the contamination is distributed
randomly with respect to time. The formula may overstate the standard error if there are
trends in contamination over time, seasonal patterns or if the data are serially correlated.
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Box 5.2
Calculating the Standard Error Treating the Sample
as a Simple Random Sample
(5.4)
where s is the standard deviation of the data as computed from equation
(5.3) and N is the number of non-missing observations. Equation (5.4) is
equivalent to

The degrees of freedom for this estimate of the standard error is N-l.

5.2.2

Estimates From Differences Between Adjacent Observations

Another method in common use is based on overlapping pairs of
consecutive observations. That is, observation 1 is paired with observation 2.2 with 3, 3
with 4, and so on. This method often gives a more accurate estimate of the standard error
if the serial correlation between successive observations is high. The computational
formula for this estimate of the standard error is given in Box 5.3 (e.g., see Kish, 1965,
page 119 or Wolter, 1985, page 251).
If the data are independent, that is if the samples are collected using a
random sample or if the data have no seasonal patterns or serial correlations, the standard
error calculated using equation (5.6) will be less precise than that using equation (5.4).
Since most statistics text books assume that the data are independent, these text books
present only equation (5.4) for estimating the standard error of the mean. However, when
using a systematic sample, the data are rarely independent. When the data are not
independent, equation (5.4) may over estimate the standard error of the short term mean.
On the other hand, equation (5.6) is preferred because it provides a less biased estimate of
the standard error of the short-term mean. Calculation of the standard error using the
differences between adjacent observations, equation (5.6), is not appropriate for estimating
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the standard error of a long-term mean. Because systematic samples and short term means
(i.e., the mean of the limited population being sampled) are often of interest in survey
sampling, equation (5.6) is more commonly used in the analysis of sample surveys.

Box 5.3
Calculating the Standard Error Using Estimates Between Adjacent

(5.6)

We suggest that this method of successive differences using overlapping
pairs be used to estimate the standard error of the mean unless there are obvious seasonal
patterns in the data, or seasonal patterns are expected. If there are seasonal patterns or
trends in the data, equation (5.6) will tend to overestimate the standard error. If the sample
data reflect seasonal variation, the method for computing the standard error discussed in the
next section should be employed.
5.2.3

Calculating the Standard Error After Correcting for Seasonal

The formulas given in the preceding sections for calculating the standard
error are are appropriate for data exhibiting seasonal variability. Seasonal variability is
generally indicated by a regular pattern that is repeated every year. For example,
Figure 5.2 shows 16 chemical observations taken at quarterly intervals. Notice that
beginning with the first observation, there is a fairly obvious seasonal pattern in the data.
That is, within each year, the first quarter observation tends to have the largest value, while
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the third quarter observation tends to have the smallest value. Over the year, the general
pattern is for the concentration to start at a high value, decrease in the second quarter,
decrease again in the third quarter, and then in the fourth quarter..

Example of data from a monitoring well exhibiting as a seasonal pattern

When the data exhibit regular seasonal patterns, the seasonal means should
denote the observed concentration for the ground water sample taken from the jth time point
in year k. Let n be the number of “seasons” in a seasonal cycle. Note that if data arc
collected every month, then we have n = 12 and j = 1, 2, . . . , 12. However, if data arc
collected quarterly, then we have n = 4 and j = 1, 2, 3, 4. In general, let j = 1, 2, . . . , n;
and k = 1, 2, . . . , mj, where mj is the number of non-missing observations that arc
available for season j. Note that mj will equal m (the number of years) far all j (i.e., for all
seasons) unless some data arc missing. Even if the seasonal effects arc relatively small, it
is recommended that the seasonal means be subtracted from the sample data. The presence
of “significant” seasonal patterns can be formally tested by means of analysis of variance
(ANOVA) techniques. A statistician should be consulted for more information about these
tests.
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The equations for the jth seasonal average, the average of the mj (nonmissing) sample observations for season j, and the sample residual after correcting for the
seasonal means are given in Box 5.4. Additional discussion of methods for adjusting for
Seasonality can be found in Statistical Analysis of Ground-Water Monitoring Data at RCRA
Facilities (EPA, 1989b).

Box 5.4
Calculating Seasonal Averages and Sample Residuals
The jth seasonal average is:
(5.7)
where mj is the number of non-missing observations available for season j.
The sample residual after correcting for the seasonal means is defined by
(5.8)

By subtracting the estimated seasonal means from the measurements, the
resulting values, Ejk (or residuals), will all have an expected mean of zero and the variation
of the ejk about the value zero reflects the general variation of the observations. Using the
residuals calculated from formula (5.8). the standard error of the mean can be calculated
from the equations in Box 5.5 (e.g., see Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner, 1985, pages 573
many statistical computer packages (e.g.. see Appendix E for details on using SAS to
calculate the relevant statistics).
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Box 5.5
Calculating the Standard Error After Removing Seasonal Averages
The standard error based on the residuals resulting from removing the
seasonal averages is:

where

(5.10)
The degrees of freedom associated with the standard error is Df = N-n.
Note that equation (5.9) can also be written as:

where
(5.12)

5.2.4

Calculating the Standard Error After Correcting for Serial
Correlation
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Box 5.6
Calculating the Standard Error After Removing Seasonal Averages
The-standard error based on the residuals resulting from removing the
seasonal averages is:

(5.13)

5.3

Calculating Lag 1 Serial Correlation

The serial correlation (or autocorrelation) measures the correlation of observations separated in time. Consider the situation where the ground water concentrations are
distributed around an average concentration, with no long-term trend or seasonal patterns.
The ground water measurements will fluctuate around the mean due to historic fluctuations
in the contamination events and the ground water flows and levels. Even though the
measurements fluctuate around the mean in what may appear to be a random pattern, the
measurements in ground water samples taken close in time (such as on successive days)
will typically be more similar than measurements taken far apart in time (such as a year
apart). Therefore measurements taken close together in time arc more highly correlated
than measurements taken far apart in time. The extent to which successive measurements
arc correlated if measured by the serial correlation. The presence of significant serial correlation affects the standard error of the mean.
If serial correlation is present in the data, statistical methods must be
selected which will provide correct results when applied to correlated data Some of the
statistical procedures described in Chapters 5, through 9 require the calculation of the serial
correlation. In general, serial correlations need not be based on observations which
immediately follow one another in time sequence (“lag 1” serial correlations). Serial
correlations may be defined that are 2 time periods, 3 time periods, etc., apart. These are
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referred to as “lag 2”, “lag 3”, or in general, “lag k” serial correlations. Serial correlations
are discussed more fully in Gilbert (1987). page 38 or Box and Jenkins (1976). page 26.
only "lag l” serial correlations will be considered in this document,
To calculate the serial correlation, first compute the seasonally adjusted
residuals, ejk; using the procedure described in Section 5.2.3. Order the ejk,'s
chronologically and denote the ith time-ordered residual by ei The serial correlation
between the residuals can then be computed as shown in Box 5.7 (see Neter, Wasserman,
and Kutner, 1985, page 456).

Box 5.7
Calculating the Correlation from the Residuals After Removing
Seasonal Averages

The sample estimate of the serial correlation of the residuals is:
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assumptions about the factors which affect the correlations in the measurements. These
assumptions become more important as the frequency at which the observations are
collected differs from monthly (see Box and Jenkins, 1970, page 57 and Appendix D).

Box 5.8
Estimating the Serial Correlation Between Monthly Observations
The estimated serial correlation between monthly observations based on a
sample estimate of the serial correlation between observations separated by t
months is:
(5.15)

Under these conditions, the combined estimate of serial correlation is calculated by
averaging the estimates calculated for each well.

5.4

Statistical Inferences:
Data

What can be Concluded from Sample

The first two sections of this chapter dealt with the computation of several
types of measures that can be used to characterize the sample data, means, standard errors,
and serial correlation coefficients. In addition to characterizing or describing one’s data
with summary statistics, it is often desirable to draw conclusions from the data, such as an
answer to the question: Is the mean concentration less than the cleanup standard?
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A general approach to drawing conclusions from the data, also referred to as
making inferences from the data, uses a standard structure and process for making such’
decisions referred to as “hypothesis testing" in statistical literature. It can be outlined as
follows,
1.

Make an assumption about the concentrations which you would like to
disprove (e.g.. the average population measure of a contaminant is greater
than the cleanup standard of 2.0 ppm). This cleanup standard represents
your initial or null hypothesis about the current situation.

2.

Collect a set of data, representing a random sample from the population of
interest.

3.

Construct a statistic from the sample data. Assuming that the null
hypothesis is true, calculate the expected distribution of the statistic.

4.

If the value of the statistics is consistent with the null hypothesis, conclude
that the null hypothesis provides an acceptable description of the present
situation.

5.

If the value of the statistic is highly unlikely given the assumed null
hypothesis, conclude that the null hypothesis is incorrect.

Of course, sample data may occasionally provide an estimate that is
somewhat different from the true value of the population parameters being estimated. For
example, the average value of the sample data could be, by chance, much higher than that
of the full population. If the sample you happened to collect was substantially different
from the population, you might draw the wrong conclusion. Specifically, you might
conclude that the value assumed in the null hypothesis had changed when it really had not.
This false conclusion would have been arrived at simply by chance, by the luck of
randomly selecting a particular set of observations or data values. The probability of
incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis by chance can be controled in the hypothesis test.
If the chance of obtaining a value of a test statistic beyond a specified limit
is, say, 5% if the null hypothesis is true, then if the sample value is beyond this limit you
have substantial evidence that the null hypothesis is not true. Of course, 5% of the time
when the null hypothesis is true a test statistic value will be beyond that specified limit.
This probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis is generally denoted by the
symbol a (alpha) in statistical literature. The person(s) making the decision specify the risk
of making this type of error (often referred to as a Type I error in statistical literature) prior
to analyzing the data.
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up to a one percent chance of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis. With less concern

Many of the test procedures presented below use confidence intervals. A
confidence interval shows the range of values for the parameter of interest for which the
test statistics discussed above would not result in the rejection of the null hypothesis.

5.5

The Construction and Interpretation of Confidence Intervals

about Means

A confidence intendis a range of values which will include the population

parameter, such as the population mean, with a known probability or confidence. The
confidence interval indicates how closely the mean of a sample drawn from a population
approximates the true mean of the population. Any level of confidence can be specified for
a confidence interval. For example, a 95 percent confidence interval constructed from
sample data will cover the true mean 95 percent of the time. In general, a l00( l-a) percent
confidence interval will cover the true mean 100(1-a) percent of the time. As indicated
chosen to be small; e.g., 0.10, 0.05, or 0.01. The general form of a confidence interval
for the mean is shown in Box 5.9.

Box 5.9
General Construction of Two-sided Confidence Intervals
A two-side confidence interval for a mean is generally of the form:
(5.16)

sample standard errors) on either side of the sample average that is likely to include the true
population mean. One determines t from a table of the t-distribution giving the probability
that the ratio of (a) the difference between the true mean and the sample mean to (b) the
sample standard error of the mean exceeds a certain value. To determine t, you actually
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Given below are the formulas for one- and two-sided confidence limits for a
population mean (Boxes 5.10 and 5.11). Here, the population (or “true”) mean is the
conceptual average contamination over all possible ground-water samples taken during the
specified time period. The one-sided confidence interval (establishing an acceptable limit
on the range of possible values for the population mean on only one side of the sample
mean) can be used to test whether the ground water in the well for the (short-term) period
of is significantly less than the cleanup standard The two-sided version of the
confidence interval can be used to characterize the ground-water contamination levels
during the period of sampling.

Box 5.10

Box 5.11
Construction of Two-sided Confidence Intervals
The corresponding two-sided confidence limits are given by:
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Table 5.2

Alternative formulas for the standard error of the mean

Formula

Df
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over a specified period of time is less than the cleanup standard, Cs (see Box 5.12).

Box 5.12
Comparing the Short Term Mean to the Cleanup Standard Using

5.6

Procedures for Testing for Significant Serial Correlation

Different statistical methods may be required if the data have significant
serial correlations. The serial correlation can be estimated using the procedures in Box 5.7.
The Durbin-Watson test and the approximate large sample test in sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2
zero.

5.6.1

Durbin-Watson Test

The discussion here on determining the existence of serial correlation in the
data assumes the knowledge of confidence intervals and hypothesis testing. Sections 5.4
and 2.3.4 provide a discussion of these concepts, if the reader would like to review them.
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(e.g., see Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner, 1985, page 450). compute the statistic D shown
in Box 5.14.

Box 5.13
Example: Calculation of Confidence Intervals

Since the cleanup standard is Cs = 0.5 ppm it is concluded that for the
period of observation, there is insufficient evidence to conclude with
confidence that the true mean ground-water concentration is less than the
cleanup standard. This is the case even though the sample mean happens to
be less than the cleanup standard. There is enough variability in the data
that a true mean greater than 0.5 ppm cannot be ruled out.

Box 5.14
Calculation of the Durbin-Watson Statistic
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5.6.2

An Approximate Large-Sample Test

If N > 50, the following approximate test can be used in place of the
Durbin-Watson test (e.g., see Abraham and Ledolter, 1983, page 63).

Box 5.15
Large Sample Confidence Interval for the Serial Correlation

(5.22)

5.7

Procedures for Testing the Assumption of Normality

Many of the, procedures discussed in this manual assume that the sampling
and measurement error follow a normal distribution. In particular, the assumption of
normality is critical for the method of tolerance intervals described later in Section 5.8.
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Thus, it will be important to ascertain whether the assumption of normality holds. Some
methods for checking the normality assumption are discussed below.

5.7.1

Formal Tests for Normality

The statistical tests used for evaluating whether or not the data follow a
specified distribution are called “goodness-of-fit tests.“* The computational procedures
necessary for performing the goodness-of-fit tests that work best with the normal
distribution are beyond the scope of this guidance document. Instead, the user of this
document should use one of the statistical packages that implements a goodness-of-fit test.
SAS (the Statistical Analysis System) is one such statistical package. A good reference for
these tests is the book on nonparametric statistics by Conover (1980). Chapter 6. There axe
many different tests for evaluating normality (e.g. D’Agostino, 1970; Filliben, 1975;
Mage, 1982; and Shapiro and Wilk, 1985). If a choice is available, the Shapiro-Wilk or
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with the Lilliefors critical values is recommended.

5.7.2

Normal Probability Plots

A relatively simple way of checking the normality of the data or residuals
(such as those obtained from Box 5.4) is to plot the data or residuals ordered by size
against their expected values under normality. Their ith expected value will be called EVi.
Such a plot is referred to as a “normal probability plot.”
If there are no seasonal effects, the residual ei, is simply defined to be the
difference between the observed value and the sample mean, i.e.,
(5.23)
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(5.24)

Under normality, the plot of the ordered residuals, e(i), against EVi should
fall approximately along a straight line. An example of the use of normal probability plots
is given in Section 6.X For more rigorous statistical procedures for testing normality, use
the “goodness-of-fit” tests mentioned in Figure 6.17.

5.8

Procedures for Testing Percentiles Using Tolerance Intervals

This section describes a statistical technique for estimating and evaluating
percentiles of a concentration distribution. The technique is based on tolerance intervals
and is not recommended if there are seasonal or other systematic patterns in the data.
Moreover, this procedure is relatively sensitive to the assumption that the data (or
transformed data) follow a normal distribution. If it is suspected that a normal distribution
does not adequately approximate the distribution of the data (even after transformation),
tolerance intervals should not be used. Instead, the procedure described later in Section 5.9
should be used.

5.8.1

Calculating a Tolerance Interval

The Qth percentile of a distribution of concentration measurements is that
concentration value, say XQ, for which Q percent of the concentration measurements are
less than XQ and (100-Q) percent of the measurements arc greater than XQ. For example,
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where k is a constant that depends on n, a, and PO = (l00-Q)/l00. The appropriate values
of k can be obtained from Appendix Table A.3. For values not shown in the table, see
Guttman (1970).

5.8.2

Inference: Deciding if the True Percentile is Less than the
Cleanup Standard

The upper confidence interval as computed from equation (5.26) can be
used to test whether the true (unknown) Qth percentile, XQ, for a specified sampling period
is less than a value, Cs. The decision rule to be used to test whether the true percentile is
below Cs is:
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Box 5.16

Tolerance Intervals: Testing for the 95th Percentile with Lognormal Data

The standard deviation of the transformed observations, s, as calculated
from equation (5.3) is 0.715.

5.9

Procedures for Testing Proportions

To apply this test, each sample ground-water measurement should be coded
as either equal to or above the cleanup standard, Cs, (coded as " 1”) or below Cs (coded as
“0”). The statistical analysis is based on the resulting coded data set of O’s and 1’s. This
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test can be applied to any concentration distribution (unlike the method of tolerance
intervals which applies only to normally distributed data) and requires only that the cleanup
Standard be greater than the detection limit.

(5.27)

(5.28)

(5.29)

Formula (5.29) will tend to over estimate the variance if the data have a significant serial
correlation. If the data have significant serial correlations, we can use formula (5.6) with
the x’s replaced by the y’s. Note that formulas (5.29) and (5.6) should only be used if N

5.9.1

Calculating Confidence Intervals for Proportions

least 10 samples with measurements above the cleanup standard and 10 with measurements
below the cleanup standard), an approximate confidence interval may be constructed using
the normal approximation. If there is concern about the sample size N being too small
relative to p, a statistician should be consulted.
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where p is the proportion of ground-water samples that have concentrations exceeding Cs,
Appendix Table A.2).

by:

5.9.2

Inference: Deciding Whether the Observed Proportion Meets
the Cleanup Standard

The upper confidence limit as computed from equation (5.30) can be used to
test whether the true (unknown) proportion, P, is less than a specified standard, P0. The
decision rule to be used to test whether the true proportion is below PO is:
If Pua, < PO, conclude that the proportion of ground-water samples with
contaminant concentrations exceeding Cs is less than PO.
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Box 5.17
Calculation of Confidence Intervals
For 184 ground-water samples collected during an 8-year period, 11
samples had concentrations greater than or equal to the cleanup standard.
The proportion of contamination samples is (equation 5.27):

A one-sided confidence interval has an upper limit of (from equations 5.30):

5.9.3

Nonparametric Confidence Intervals Around a Median

An alternate approach to testing proportions is to test percentiles. For
example, the following two approaches are equivalent: (a) testing to see if less than 50% of
the samples have contamination greater than the cleanup standard and (b) testing to see if
the median concentration is less than the cleanup standard. The method presented in this
section for testing the median can be extended to testing other percentiles, however, the
calculations can be cumbersome. If you wish to test percentiles rather than proportions, or
to test the median using other confidence intervals than are presented here, consultation
with a statistician is recommended
If the data do not adequately follow the normal distribution even after
transformation, a nonparametric confidence interval around the median can be constructed.
The median concentration equals the mean if the distribution is symmetric (see Section
2.5). The nonparametric confidence interval for the median is generally wider and requires
more data than the corresponding confidence interval for the mean based on the normal
distribution. Therefore, the normal or log-normal distribution interval should be used
whenever it is appropriate.
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The nonparametric confidence interval for the median requires a minimum
of seven (7) observations in order to construct a 98 percent two-sided confidence interval,
or a 99 percent one-sided confidence interval. Consequently, it is applicable only for the
pooled concentration of compliance wells at a single point in time a for sampling to
produce a minimum of seven observations at a single well during the sampling period.
The procedures below for construction of a nonparametric confidence
interval for the median concentration follow (U.S. EPA, 1989b). An example is presented
in Box 5.19.
(1)

(2)

Determine the critical values of the order statistics as follows. If the
minimum seven observations is used, the critical values arc 1 and 7.
Otherwise, find the smallest integer, M, such that the cumulative
binomial. distribution with parameters N (the sample size) and p =
0.5 is at least 0.99. Table 5.3 gives the values of M and N+l-M
together with the exact confidence coefficient far sample sizes from
4 to 11. For larger samples, use the equation in Box 5.18.

(3)

Once M has been determined, find N+l-M and take as the
confidence limits the order statistics XM and Xn+1-M. (With the
minimum seven observations, use xl and x7.)

(4)

Inference: Deciding whether the site meets the cleanup standards.
After calculating the upper one-sided nonparametric confidence limit
XM from (3). use the following rule to decide whether the ground
water attains the cleanup standard:
If xM < Cs, conclude the median ground water concentration in the
wells during the sampling period is less than the cleanup standard.
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Values of M and N+l-M and confidence coefficients for small samples

Table 5.3
N

M

N+l-M

Two-sided
confidence

Box 5.18
Calculation of M
(5.33)
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5.10

Determining Sample Size for Short-Term Analysis and Other
Data Collection Issues

The discussion in Chapter 4 assumes that the number of ground-water
samples to be analyzed has been previously specified. In general, determination of the
number of samples to be collected for analysis must be done before collection of the
samples. The appropriate sample size for a particular application will depend upon the
desired level of precision, as well as on assumptions about the underlying distribution of
the measurements. Given below arc some guidelines for determining sample size for
estimating means, percentiles and proportions for short term analyses. When assessing
whether remediation has indeed been successful, use the procedures discussed in chapters
8 and 9 to determine the required sample size. Some discussion of various data collection
issues is also offered hue.
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Box 5.19
Example of Constructing Nonparametric Confidence Intervals
Table 5.4 contains concentrations of a contaminant in parts per million from
two hypothetical wells. The data are are assumed to consist of 4 samples taken
each quarter for a year, so that 16 observations are available from each
well. The data are not normally distributed, neither as raw data nor when
log-transformed Thus, the nonparametric confidence interval is used. The
Cs is 25 ppm
(1)

The l6 measurements are ordered from the least to greatest within
each well separately. The numbers in parentheses beside each
concentration in Table 5.4 arc the ranks or order of the observation.
For example, in Well 1, the smallest observation is 2.32, which has
rank 1. The second smallest is 3.17, which has rank 2, and so
forth, with the largest observation of 21.36 having rank 16.

(2)

The sample size is large enough so that the approximation (equation
5.33) is used to find M:

(3)

The approximate 95 percent confidence limits are given by the N + 1
- M observation (16 + 1 - 14 = 3rd) and the Mth largest observation
(14th). For Well 1, the 3rd observation is 3.39 and the 14th
observation is 10.25. Thus the confidence limits for Well 1 are
(3.99, 10.25). Similarly for Well 2, the 3rd observation and the
14th observation arc found to give the confidence interval (2.20,
11.02). Note that for Well 2 there were two values below the
detection. These were assigned a value equal to the detection limit
and received the two smallest ranks. Had there been three or more
values below the detection, the lower limit of the confidence interval
would have been the limit of detection because these values would
have been the smallest values and so would have included the third
order statistic.

(4)

Neither of the two confidence intervals’ upper limit exceeds the
cleanup standard of 25 ppm. Therefore, the short-term median
ground water concentrations arc less than the cleanup standard.

5.10.1

Sample Sizes for Estimating a Mean
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Use of Data from a Comparable Period

data expected from the sampling effort. Comparable data will have a similar level of
contamination and be collected under similar conditions. For calculating the sample size
required for assessing attainment, one may be able to use data on contamination levels for
the wells under investigation from ground-water samples collected during the period in
calculated using formula (5.3).
Use of Data Collected Prior to Remedial Action
If data from samples collected prior to remediation are available. the
the coefficient of variation. The coefficient of variation is defined to be the standard
deviation divided by the mean. Remediation will usually result in a lowering of both the
mean and the standard deviation of contamination levels. In this case, it might be
reasonable to expect the coefficient of variation to remain approximately constant. In this
as follows.
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Conducting a Preliminary Study After Remedial Action

The following approach can be used if there are no existing data on
before sampling begins.

Box 5.20
Suppose that the number of ground-water samples to be taken from a
monitoring well prior to remedial action was limited to 10. The
concentrations of total PAH'S from the samples axe:
0.24, 2.93, 3.09, 0.14, 0.60, 4.20, 3.81, 2.31, 1.11, and 0.07
and the standard deviation of the measurements is s = 1.60 ppm.
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A Rough Approximation of the Standard Deviation

The approximation is based on the fact that the range of possible groundwater measurements (i.e., the largest such value minus the smallest such value) provides a
measure of the underlying variability of the data. Moreover, if the frequency distribution of
the ground-water measurementsof interest is approximately bell-shaped, then virtually all
of the measurements can be expected to lie within three standard deviations of the mean. In

(5.36)

Formula for Determining Sample Size for Estimating a Mean
The equations for determining sample size require the specification of the
be computed from the following formula (e.g., see Neter, Wasserman, and Whitmore,
1982, page 264 and Appendix F):
(5.37)
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Strictly speaking, formula (5.37) applies to simple random sampling.
However, the standard error of a mean based on a systematic sample will usually be less
than or equal to the standard error of a mean based on a simple random sample of the same
size. Therefore, using the sample size formula given above may provide greater precision
than is required.

Box 5.21
Example of Sample Size Calculations

Rounding up, the sample size is 46.

5.10.2

Sample Sizes for Estimating a Percentile Using Tolerance
Intervals
To determine the required sample size for tests based on the procedure

Volume 1, Section 7.6). Once these terms have been established, the following quantities
should be obtained from Appendix Table A.2:
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The sample size necessary to meet the stated objectives is then (see
Guttman, 1970):
(5.38)

Box 5.22
Calculating Sample Size for Tolerance Intervals

5.10.3

Sample Sizes for Estimating Proportions
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Box 5.23
Sample size Determination Estimating Proportions

Using formula (5.39).

= 183.3
Rounding up gives a final sample size of 184.

5.10.4

Collecting the Data

After the sample size and sampling frequency have been specified,
collection of the ground-water samples can begin. In collecting the samples, it is important
to maintain strict quality control standard and to fully document the sampling procedures.
Occasionally, a sample will be lost in the field or the lab. If this happens, it is best to try to
collect another sample to replace the missing observation before teaching the next sampling
period. Any changes in the sampling protocol should be fully documented.
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Data resulting from a sampling program can only be evaluated and
interpreted with confidence when adequate quality assurance methods and procedures have
been incorporated into the program design. An adequate quality assurance program
requires awareness of the sources of error or variation associated with each step of the
sampling effort.
If a timely and representative sample of proper size and content is not
delivered to the analytical lab, the analysis cannot be expected to give meaningful results.
Failing to build in a quality assurance program often results in considerable money spent on
sampling and analysis only to find that the samples were not collected in a manner that
allows valid conclusions to be drawn from the resulting data. Seen in its broadest sense,
the QA program should address the sample design selected, the quality of the ground-water
samples, and the care and skill spent on the preparation and testing of the samples.
The samples should reflect what is actually present in the ground water.
Improper or careless collection of the samples can likely influence the magnitude of the
sample collection error. Sample preparation also introduces quality control issues.
While a full discussion of these topics is beyond the scope of this
document, the implementation of an adequate QA program is important

5.10.5

Making Adjustments for ValuesBelow the Detection Limit

Sometimes the reported concentration for a ground-water sample will be
below the detection limit (DL) for the sampling and analytical procedure used. The rules
outlined in Section 2.3.7 should be used to handle such measurements in the statistical
analysis.

5.11

Summary

This chapter introduces the reader to some basic statistical procedures that
can be used to both describe (or characterize) a set of data, and to test hypotheses and make
inferences from the data. The chapter discusses the calculation of means and proportions.
Hypothesis tests-and confidence intervals are discussed for making inferences from the
data The statistics and inferential procedures presented in this chapter are appropriate &
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By “short-term
characteristics” we mean characteristics such as the mean or percentile of contaminant
concentrations during the fixed of time during which sampling occurs. Procedures
far estimating the long-term mean and far assessing attainment are discussed in Chapters 8
and 9. The procedures discussed in this chapter can be used in any phase of the remedial
effort; however, they will be useful during treatment.
This chapter provided procedures for estimating the sample sizes required
for assessing the status of the cleanup effort prior to a final assessment of whether the
remediation effort has been successful. It also discussed briefly issues involved in data
collection.
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6. DECIDING TO TERMINATE TREATMENT USING
REGRESSION ANALYSIS

The decision to stop treatment is based on many sources of information
including (1) expert knowledge of the ground water system at the site; (2) mathematical
modeling of how treatment affects ground water flows and contamination levels; and (3)
statistical results from the monitoring wells from which levels of contamination can be
model and extrapolated. This chapter is concerned with the third source of information.
In particular, it describes how one statistical technique, known as regression analysis,
can be used in conjunction with other sources of information to decide when to terminate
treatment. The methods given here are applicable to analyzing data from the treatment
period indicated by the unshaded portion of Figure 6.1. Methods other than regression
analysis, such as time series analysis (Box and Jenkins, 1970) can also be used.
However, these methods are usually computer intensive and require the assistance of a
statistician familiar with these methods,

Figure 6.1

Example Scenario for Contaminant Measurements During Successful
Remedial Action

Section 6.1 provides a brief overview of regression analysis and serves as a
review of the basic concepts for those readers who have had some previous exposure to the
subject. Section 6.2, the major focus of the chapter, provides a discussion of the steps
required to implement a regression analysis of ground water remediation data Section 6.3
6-l
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briefly outlines important considerations in combining statistical and nonstatistical information.
6

.

1

Introduction to Regression Analysis

Regression analysis is a statistical technique far fitting a theoretical curve to
a set of sample data For example, as a result of site clean-up, it is expected that contamination levels will decrease over time. Regression analysis provides a method for modeling
(i.e., describing) the rate of this decrease. In ground-water monitoring studies, regression
techniques can be used to (1) detect trends in contaminant concentration levels over time,
(2) determine variables that influence concentration levels, and (3) predict chemical concentrations at future points in time. An example of a situation where a regression analysis
might be useful is given in Figure 6.2 which shows a plot of chemical concentrations for
15 monthly samples taken from a hypothetical monitoring well during the period of treatment. As seen from the plot, there is a distinct downward trend in the observed chemical
concentrations as a function of time. Moreover, aside from some “random” fluctuation, it
appears that the functional relationship between contaminant levels and time can be reasonably approximated by a straight line for the time interval shown. This mathematical relationship is referred to as the regression “curve” or regression model. The goal of a regression analysis is to estimate the underlying functional relationship (i.e., the model), assess
the fit of the model, and, if appropriate, use the model to make predictions about future
.-observations.
In general, the underlying regression model need not be linear. However,
to fix ideas, it is useful to introduce regression methods in the context of the simple
linear regressionmodel of which the linear relationship in Figure 6.2 is an example.
Underlying assumptions, required notation, and the basic framework for simple linear
regression analysis are provided in Section 6.1.1. Section 6.1.2 gives the formulas
required to fit the regression model. Section 6.1.3 discusses how to evaluate the fit of the
regression model using the residuals. Section 6.1.4 discusses how some important
regression statistics can be used for inferential purposes (i.e., forming statistically defensible conclusions form the data).
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Figure 6.2

Example of a Linear Relationship Between Chemical Concentration
Measurements and Time

6.1.1

Definitions, Notation, and Assumptions

Assume that a total of N ground water samples have been taken from a
monitoring well over a period of time for chemical measurement. Denote the sample
collection time for ith sample as ti and the chemical concentration measurement in the ith
th
sample as ci where i = 1, 2, . . . , N. Let yi denote some function of the i observed
log transformation; yi = 1n(Ci). Let xi denote time or a function of the time, for example, if
the “time” variable is the original collection time, xi = ti, if the time variable is the reciprocal
of the collection time then Xi = l/ti, etc. If the samples are collected at regular time intervals, then the time index, i, can be used to measure time in place of the actual collection
time, i.e., Xi = i or xi = l/i in the examples above. Note that the notation used in this
section is different from that introduced in Chapter 5.

The simple linear regression model relating the concentration measurements to time is defined by equation (6.1) in Box 6.1.
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Box 6.1
Simple Linear Regression Model
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These assumptions are critical for the Validity Of the statistical tests used in a
regression analysis. If they do not hold, steps must be taken to accommodate any departures from the underlying assumptions. Section 6.2.3 describes some simple graphical
procedures which can be used to study the aptness of the Underlying assumptions and also
indicates some corrective measures when the above assumptions do not hold
Interested readers should refer to Draper and Smith (1966) or Neter,
Wasserman, and Kutner (1985) for more details on the theoretical aspects of regression
analysis.
6.1.2

Computational Formulas for Simple Linear Regression

The computational formulas for most of the important quantities needed in a
simple linear regression analysis are summarized below. These formulas are given primarily for completeness, but have been written in sufficient detail so that they can be used by
persons wishing to carry out a simple regression analysis without the aid of a computer,
spreadsheet, or scientific calculator. Readers who do not need to know the computational
details in a regression analysis should skip this section and go directly to Sections 6.1.3
and 6.1.4, where specific procedures for assessing the fit of the model and making inferences based on regression model arc discussed

by the values b1 and b0 in equations (6.2) and (6.3) in Box 6.2. ‘The statistics bl and b0 arc
referred to as least squares estimates.If the four critical assumptions given in Section
6.1.1. hold for the simple linear regression model in Box 6.1, bl and b0 will be unbiased

The estimated regression line (or, more generally, the fitted curve)
under the model is represented by equation (6.4) in Box 6.3.
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Box 6.2
Calculating Least Square Estimates

CHAPTER 6: DECIDING TO TERMINATE TREATMENT USING REGRESSION:

(6.5)

Formally, we define the sum of squares due to error (SSE) and the
corresponding mean square error (MSE) by formulas (6.5) and (6.6). respectively, in
Box 6.5.

(6.7)

As seen in the formulas in Box 6.2, the analysis of a simple linear regression model requires the computation of certain sums and sums of cross products of the
observed data values. Therefore, it is convenient to define the five basic regression quantitics in Box 6.6.
The estimated model parameters and SSE can be computed from these terms
using the formulas in Box 6.7.
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Box 6.6
Five Basic Quantities for Use in Simple Linear Regression Analysis
(6.8)

(6.9)
(6.10)

(6.11)
(6.12)

Box 6.7
Calculation of the Estimated Model Parameters ad SSE

(6.14)

(6.15)

An example of these basic regression calculations is presented in Box 6.8.
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Box 6.8
Example of Basic Calculations for Linear Regression
Table 6.1 gives hypothetical water contamination levels for each of 15
consecutive months. A plot of the data is shown in Figure 6.3. Using the
formulas in Box 6.5, the following quantities were calculated:

The straight line in Figure 6.4 is a plot of the fitted model.

Table 6.1

Hypothetical Data for the Regression Example in F’igure 6.3

Contamination (PPM)
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Figure 6.3

Plot of data for from Table 6.1
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6.1.3

Assessing the Fit of the Model

It is important to note that the computational procedures given in Section
6.1.2 can-always be applied to a set of data, regardless of whether the assumed model is
true. That is, it is always possible to fit a line (or curve) to a set of data. Whether the fitted
model provides an adequate description of the observed pattern of data is a question that
must be answered through examination of the “residuals.” The residuals are the difference
between the observed and predicted values for the dependent variable (see Box 6.4). If the
model does not provide an adequate description of the data, examination of the residuals
can provide clues on how to modify the model.

ited by the residuals should be consistent with the assumptions given in Section 6.1.1 if the
fitted model is correct. This means that the residuals should be randomly and approximately normally distributed around zero, independent, and have constant variance. Some
graphical checks of these assumptions, arc indicated below. An example of an analysis of
residuals is presented in Box 6.17.
1.

To check for model fit, lot the residuals against the time index or
the time variable, xi:. The appearance of cyclical of curvilinear
patterns (see Figure 6.5, plots b and c) indicate lack of fit or inadequacy of the model (see Section 6.2.1 for a discussion of corrective
measures).

2.

To check for constancy of variance, examine the plot of the residuals
against xi and the plot of the residuals against the predicted value,
horizontal band such as illustrated in Figure 6.5a If the variability
in the residuals increases such as in Figure 6.5d, the assumption of
constant variance is violated (see Section 6.2.4 for a discussion of
corrective measures in the presence of nonconstant variances).
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Figure 6.5

Examples of Residual Plots (source: adapted from figures in Draper and
Smith, 1966, page 89)

CHAPTER 6: DECIDING TO TERMINATE TREATMENT USING REGRESSION ANALYSIS
3.

To check for normality of the residuals, plot the ordered residuals
(from smallest to largest) against their expected values under
normality, EVi using the procedures of Section 5.7.2. Note that in
this case, the formula for computing EVi is given by equation (5.24)

4.

To test for independence of the error terms, compute the serial
correlation of the residuals and perform the Durbin-Watson test (or
the approximate large-sample test) described in Section 5.6.

It may happen that one or more of the underlying assumptions for linear
regression is violated. Corrective measures are discussed in Section 6.2. Figure 6.6
shows the residuals for the analysis discussed in Box 6.8. These residuals can be
compared to the examples in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.6

Plot of residuals for from Table 6.1

Month

6.1.4

Inference in Regression

As mentioned earlier, two important goals of a regression analysis on
ground water remediation arc the determination of significant trends in the concentration
measurements and the prediction of future concentration levels. Assuming that the hypothesized model is correct, the mean square error (MSE) defined by equation (6.6) plays an
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important role in malting inferences from regression models. The MSE is an estimate of
that portion of the variance of the concentration measurements that is not explained by the
model. It provides information about the precision of the estimated regression coefficients
and predicated values, as well as the overall fit of the model.
6.1.4.1

Calculating the Coefficient of Determination

The coefficient of determination,
denoted by R2, is a descriptive
statistic that provides a measure of the overall fit of the model and is defined in Box 6.9.

Box 6.9
Coefficient of Determination
(6.16)

R2 is always a number between 0 and 1 and can be interpreted as the
proportion of the total variance in the y1's that is accounted for by the regression model. If
R2 is close to 1 then the regression model provides a much better prediction of individual
observations than does the mean of the observations. If R2 is close to 0 then using the
regression equation to predict future observations is not much better than using the mean of
the y1's to predict future observations. A perfect fit (i.e., when all of the observed data
points fall on the fitted regression line) would be indicated by an R2 equal to 1. In practice,
a value of R2 of 0.6 or greater is usually considered to be high and thus an indicator that the
model can be reasonably used for predicting future observations; however, it is not a
guarantee. A plot of the predicted values from the model and the corresponding observed
values should be examined to assess the usefulness of the model.
Figure 6.7 shows the R2 values for several hypothetical data sets. Notice
that the data in the middle of the chart (represented by the symbol “x”) exhibit a pronounced
6-14
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2

downward linear and, and this is reflected in a high R of .93. On the other hand,-the set
of data in the top of the chart (represented by “diamonds”) exhibits no and in concentrations, and this is reflected in a low R2 of .02. Finally, we note that the R2 for the set of
data at the bottom of the chart is fairly low (about 0.5). even though there appears to be a
fairly strong (nonlinear) trend. This is because R2 measures the linear trend over time
(months). For these data, the and in the concentrations is not linear, thus the correspond2
ing R is fairly low. If the time axis were transformed to the reciprocal of time, the
resulting R2 for the third data set would be close to 0.90.

Examples of R-Square for Selected Data Sets

While R2 is a useful indicator of the fit of a model and the usefulness of the
model for predicting individual observations, it is not definitive. If the model is used to
predict the mean concentration rather than an individual observation or if the trend in the
concentrations is of interest, other measures of the model fit arc more useful. These arc
addressed in the following sections.
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6 . 1 . 4 . 2 Calculating the Standard Error of the Estimated
Slope
In a simple linear regression, the slope of the fitted regression line gives the
magnitude and direction of the underlying trend (if any). Because different sets of samples
would provide different estimates of the slope, the estimated slope given by equation (6.2)
‘is subject to sampling variability. Even if the form of the assumed model (6.1) were
known to be true, it would still not be possible to determine the slope of the true relationship exactly. However, it is possible to estimate, with a specified degree of confidence, a
range within which the true slope is expected to fall.

The standard error of bl provides a measure of the variability of the
estimated slope. It is denoted by s(bl) and is defined in Box 6.10.

Box 6.10
Calculating the Standard Error of the Estimated Slope

Box 6.11
Calculating a Confidence Interval Around the Slope
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The confidence interval provides a measure of reliability for the estimated
value b1. The narrower the interval, the greater is the precision of the estimate b1. Because
be used to test hypotheses concerning the significant of the observed trend.

6.1.4.3

Decision Rule for Identifying Significant Trends

If the confidence interval given by equation (6.17) contains the value zero,
there is insufficient evidence (at the a significance level) to conclude that them is a trend
On the other hand, if the confidence interval includes only negative (or only
positive) values, we would conclude that there is a significant negative (or positive) trend.
An example in which the above decision rule is used to identify a significant
trend is given in Box 6.12.

6.1.4.4

Predicting Future Observations

Note that if the fitted regression model is based on data collected during the
cleanup period, the confidence limits given by formula (6.20) may not strictly apply after
treatment is terminated. Consequently, confidence limits based on data from the treatment
period which are used to draw inferences about the post-treatment period should be interpreted with caution. Further discussion of the use of predicted values in ground water
monitoring studies is given in Section 6.2.
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Box 6.12
Using the Confidence Interval for the Slope to Identify a Significant Trend
For the data in Table 6.1, the estimated regression line was

Since the interval (-.2373, -.1273) does not include zero, we can
conclude that the observed downward trend is significant at the a = .05
level. That is, we have high confidence that the observed downward trend
is real and not just due to sample variability.

Box 6.13
Calculating the Standard Error and Confidence Intervals for Predicted
Values

(6.20)
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An example in which the regression model is used to predict future values is
presented in Box 6.14.

Box 6.14
Using the Simple Regression Model to Predict Future Values
Continuing the example in Box 6.11, suppose that the site manager
is interested in predicting the contaminant concentration for month 16*. The
predicted concentration level for month 16, assuming that the model holds,
is

Thc standard error of the predicted value is

6.1.4.5

Predicting Future Mean Concentrations

If the fitted model is appropriate, then an unbiased prediction of the mean
time h. Although the predicted mean and the predicted value for an individual observation
arc the same, the prediction error of the predicted mean is less than that for an individual
predicted value. The standard error of the predicted mean is given by equation (6.21), and
the corresponding l00(1 - a) percent confidence limits around the predicted mean at time h
are given by formula (6.22) in Box 6.15
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Note that if the fitted regression model is based on data collected during the
cleanup period, the confidence limits given by formula (6.19) may not strictly apply after
treatment is terminated. Consequently, confidence limits based on data from the treatment
period which are used to draw inferences about the post-treatment period should be
interpreted with caution. Further discussion of the use of predicted values in ground water
monitoring studies is given in Section 6.2.

6.1.4.6

Example of a “Nonlinear” Regression

Applying regression analysis is not always as straightforward as the
examples in Boxes 6.8, and 6.12 indicate. To show some of the possible complexities and
to help fix some of the ideas presented, we will do a regression analysis on the data in
Table 6.2. As shown in Figure 6.8, these data are not linear with respect to time and hence
a transformation of the independent variable was employed (More information about the
use of transformations is given later in Section 6.2.3.) The analysis is summarized in Box
6.16 and the fitted model is plotted in Figure 6.9.
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Table 6.2

Hypothetical concentration measurement for mercury (Hg) in ppm for 20
ground water samples taken at monthly intends

Figure 6.8

Plot of Mercury Measurements as a Function of Time (See Box 6.16)
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Box 6.16
Example of Basic Regression Calculations

Figure 6.9

Comparison of Observed Mercury Measurements and Predicted Values
under the Fitted Model (See Box 6.16)
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Box 6.17
Analysis of Residuals for Mercury Example
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Figure 6.10

Plot of Residuals Against Time for Mercury Example (see Box 6.17)

Figure 6.11
Model (see Box 6.17)
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Figure 6.12

Plot of Residuals Based on Alternative Model (see Box 6.17)

Figure 6.13

Plot of Ordered Residuals Versus Expected Values for Alternative Model
(see Box 6.17)
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To summarize, if the data are originally linear (such as the data in Table
6.l), then we may fit the simple linear regression model of Box 6.1. If the data are more
complex (e.g. the data in Table 6.2). then a transformation may be used as was done in
Box 6.16. One can transform either the independent (i.e., the explanatory) variable or the
dependent (i.e., the outcome) variable, or both. Finding the appropriate transformation is
as much an art as it is a science. Consultation with a statistician is recommend in order to
help identify useful transformations and to help interpret the model based on the
transformed data.

6.2

Using Regression to Model the Progress of Ground Water
Remediation

As samples arc collected and analyzed during the cleanup period, trends or
other patterns in the concentration levels may become evident. As illustrated in
Figure 6.14, a variety of patterns are possible. In situation 1, regression might be used to
determine the slope for observations beyond time 20 to infer if the treatment is effective. If
not, a decision might be made to consider a different remedial program. For Situation 2,
the concentration measurements have decreased below the cleanup standard, and regression
might be used to investigate whether the concentrations can be expected to stay below the
cleanup standard. For Situation 3 in Figure 6.14, which could arise from factors such as
interruptions or changes in the treatment technology or fluctuating environmental conditions, regression can be used to assess trends. However, due to the highly erratic nature of
the data any p&dictions of trends of future concentrations arc likely to be very inaccurate.
Additional data collection will be necessary before conclusions can be reached. Where
appropriate, regression analysis can be useful in estimating and assessing the significance
of observed trends and in predicting expected levels of contaminant concentrations at future
points in time.

Figure 6.15 summarizes the steps for implementing a simple linear regression analysis at Superfund sites. These steps are described in detail in the sections that
follow.
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Figure 6.14

Examples of Contaminant Concentrations that Could Be Observed During
Cleanup
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Figure 6.15

Steps for Implementing Regression Analysis at Superfund Sites
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6.2.1

Choosing a Linear or Nonlinear Regression

The first step in a regression analysis is to decide whether a linear or nonlinear model is appropriate. An initial choice can often be made by observing a plot of the
sample data over time. For example, for the data of Figure 6.2, the relationship between
concentration measurements and time is apparently linear. In this case, the regression
model (6.1) with xi = i would be appropriate. However, for the data displayed in Figure
6.16. some sort of nonlinear model would be appropriate.
Sometimes it is possible to model a nonlinear relationship such as that
shown in Figure 6.16 with linear regression techniques by transforming either the dependent or independent variable. In some cases, theoretical considerations of ground water
flows and the type of treatment applied may lead to the formulaton of a particular nonlinear
model such as “exponential decay.” This, in turn, may lead to consideration of a particular
type of transformation (e.g., logarithmic or inverse transformations). However, these a
priori considerations do not preclude testing the model for adequacy of fit. Choosing the
appropriate transformation may require the assistance of a statistician; however, if the
(nonlinear) relationship is not too complicated, some relatively simple transformations may
be sufficient to “linearize” the model, and the procedures given in Section 6.1 may be used.
On the other hand, after analysis of the residuals (as described below in Section 6.2.3), if
none of the given transformations appears to be adequate, nonlinear regression methods
should be used (see Draper and Smith, 1966; Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner, 1985). A
statistician should be consulted about these methods.
Figure 6.17 shows examples of two general types of curves that might
reasonably approximate the relationship between observed contaminant levels and time. If
a plot of the concentration measurements versus time exhibits one of these patterns, the
transformations listed below in Box 6.18 may be helpful in making the model linear. Since
the initial choice of transformation may not provide a “good” fit, the process of determining
the appropriate transformation may require several iterations. The procedures described in
Section 6.2.3 can be used to assess the fit of a particular model. Box 6.18 contains some
suggested transformations for the two types of curves shown in Figure 6.17 (source:
Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner, 1985).
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Figure 6.16

Example of a Nonlinear Relationship Between Chemical Concentration
Measurements and Time

Figure 6.17

Examples of Nonlinear Relationships
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Box 6.18
Suggested Transformations
Type A: Contaminant concentrations following this pattern decrease
slowly at tit and then more rapidly later on. A useful transformation to
consideris
where p is a constant greater than l. If the decline in concentrations is very
steep, set p = 2, initially, and then try alternative values, if necessary, to
obtain a good fit.
Type B: Contaminant concentrations following this pattern decrease
rapidly at first and then more slowly later on. Useful transformations to
consider in this case are

Alternatively, one can also consider transforming yi; e.g., use the
transformed variable

There is no guarantee that using transformations will help; and its effectiveness must be determined by checking the fit of the model and examining the
residuals. Consultation with a statistician is recommended to help identify
useful transformations and to interpret the model based on the transformed
measurements.
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6.2.2

Fitting the Model

In a regression analysis, the process of “fitting the model” refers to the process of
estimating the regression parameters and associated sampling errors from the observed
data. With these estimates, it is then possible to (1) determine whether the model provides
an adequate description of the observed chemical measurements; (2) test whether there is a
significant trend in the chemical measurements over time; and (3) obtain estimates of
concentration levels at future points in time.
Given a set of concentration measurements, yi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N, and corresponding time values, xi, the estimated slope and interpret of the fitted regression line can
be computed from the equations in Section 6.1.2. For the fitted model, the error sum of
squares, SSE, and coefficient of determination should also be computed,
Note that the model fitting will, in general, be an iterative process. If the
fitted model is inadequate for any of the reasons indicated below in Section 6.2.3, it may be
possible to obtain a better fitting model by considering transformations of the data.

6.2.3

Regression in the Presence of Nonconstant Variances

If the residuals for a fitted model exhibit a pattern such as that shown in
Figure 6.14d the assumption of constant variance is violated, and corrective steps must be
taken. The two most common corrective measures arc: (1) transform the dependent
variable to stabilize the variance; or (2) perform a “weighted least squares regression”
(Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner, 1985).
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The other major method for dealing with nonconstant variance is weighted
least squares regression. Weighted least squares analysis provides a formal way of
g nonconstant variance in regression. To apply this method, the form of the
underlying variance structure must be known or estimated from the data. This method is
described elsewhere; e.g., Draper and Smith (1966). A statistician should be consulted
when applying these methods.

6.2.4

Correcting for Serial Correlation

It is sometimes possible to remove the serial correlation in the residuals by
transforming the dependent and independent variables. Applied Linear Statistical Models
by Neter, Wasserman, and Kutner (1985), amplifies the following iterative procedure.

6.2.4.1

Fitting the Model

The four steps for fitting the model to remove serial correlations arc
discussed below.

5.14.
(2) For i = 2, 3, . . . , N, transform both the dependent and independent variables
using equation (6.23) in Box 6.19. Perform an ordinary least squares regression on the
transformed variables. That is, using the procedures of Section 6.1.2, fit the “new” model
given by equation (6.24).
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Box 6.19

Note that one observation is lost in the transformed measurements because
(6.26) cannot be determined for i = 1.

Box 6.20
“New” Fitted Model for Transformed Variables

(3) Perform the Durbin-Watson test (or approximate test if the sample size is large)
on the residuals of the model fitted in step (2). If the test indicates that the serial correlation is not significant, go to step (4). Otherwise, terminate the process and consult a
statistician far alternative methods of correcting for serial correlation.
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(4) In terms of the original variables, the slope and the intercept of the fitted
regression line are provided in Box 6.21.

Box 6.21
Slope and Intercept of Fitted Regression Line in Terms of Original Variables
(6.26)

The approach given above has the effect of adjusting the estimates of
variance to account for the presence of autocorrelation. Typically, the variance of the
estimated regression coefficients is larger when the errors are correlated, as compared with
uncorrelated errors. An example of the use of this technique is given in Box 6.22.

6.2.4.2

Determining Whether the Slope is Significant

The standard error of the slope of the original model is simply the standard
error of the slope, b1, obtained from the regression analysis performed on the transformed
data defined in Box 6.21. The formulas given in Section 6.1.4 can be used to compute the
standard error of b1'. The decision rule in Section 6.1.4.3 can be used to identify whether
the trend is statistically significant Note that for the transformed data, the total number of
observations is N- 1.
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Box 6.22
Correcting far Serial Correlation
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Table 6.3

Benzene concentrations in 15 quarterly samples (see Box 6.22)

Figure 6.18

Plot of Benzene Data and Fitted Model (see Box 6.22)
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6.2.4.3

Calculating

the Confidence Interval for a

Predicted Value

The general procedures in Section 6.1.4 can also be used to develop confidence limits for the predicted concentration at arbitrary time h (as shown in BOX 6.23).

Since the limits given in equations (6.27) and (6.28) are in the transformed
scale, the upper- and lower-confidence limits in the original scale arc given
by:

and

6.3

Combining Statistical Information with Other Inputs to the
Decision Process

The statistical techniques presented in this chapter can be used to (1) determine whether contaminate concentrations are decreasing over time, and/or (2) predict future
concentrations if present trends continue. Other factors must be used in combination with
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these statistical results to decide whether the remedial effort has been successful, and when
treatment should be terminated Several factors to consider are:
.

Expert knowledge of the ground Water at this site and experience
with other remedial efforts at similar sites;

.

The results of mathematical models of ground water flow and
chemistry with sensitivity analysis and assessment of the accuracy
of the modeling results; and

.

cost and scheduling considerations.

The sources of information above can be used to answer the following
questions:
.

How long will it take for the ground water system to reach steady
state before the sampling for the attainment decision can begin?

.

What is the chance that the ground water concentrations will
substantially exceed the cleanup standard before the ground water
reaches steady state?

.

What are the chances that the final assessment will conclude that the
site attains the cleanup standard?

.

what are the costs of (1) continuing treatment, (2) performing the
assessment, and (3) planning for and initiating additional treatment if
it is decided that the site does not attain the cleanup standard?

The answers to these questions should be made in consultation with both
statistical and ground water experts, managers of the remediation effort and the regulatory
agencies.

6.4

Summary

This chapter discussed the use of regression methods for helping to decide
when to stop treatment. In particular, procedures were given for estimating the and in
contamination levels and predicting contamination levels at future points in time. General
methods for fitting simple linear models and assessing the adequacy of the model were also
discussed.
In deciding when to terminate treatment, the chapter emphasized that:
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Deciding when to terminate treatment should be based on a combination of
statistical results, expert knowledge, and policy decisions. Note that regression is only one
of various statistical methods that may be used to decide when treatment should be terminated. Regression analysis was discussed in this document because of its relative simplicity and wide range of applicability; however, this does not constitute an endorsement of
regression as a method of choice.

7. ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED BEFORE STARTING
ATTAINMENT SAMPLING

After terminating treatment and before collecting water samples to assess
attainment, a period of time must pass to ensure that any transient effects of treatment on
the ground water system have sufficiently decayed. This period is represented by the
unshaded portion in the figure below. This chapter discusses considerations for deciding
when the sampling for the attainment decision can begin and provides statistical tests,
which can be easily applied, to guide this decision. The decision on whether the ground
water has reached steady state is based on a combination of statistical calculations, ground
water modeling, and expert advice from hydrogeologists familiar with the site.

Figure 7.l

Example Scenario for Contaminant Measurements During Successful Remedial Action

The degree to which remediation efforts affect the ground water system at a site is difficult
to determine and depends on the physical conditions of the site and the treatment technologies used. As previously discussed, the ground water can only be judged to attain the
cleanup standard if both present and future contaminant concentrations are acceptable.
Changes in the ground water system due to treatment will affect the contaminant concentrations in the sampling wells. For example, while remediation is in progress pumping can
alter water levels, water flow, and thus the level of contamination being measured at
monitoring wells. To adequately determine whether the cleanup standard has been attained,
the ground water conditions for sampling must approximate the expected conditions in the
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future. Consequently, it is important to establish when the residual effects of the treatment
process (or any other temporary intervention) on the ground water appear to be negligible.
When this point is reached, sampling to assess attainment can be started and inferences on
attainment can be drawn. We will define the state of the ground water when temporary
influences no longer affect it as a “steady state.” “Steady state,” although sometimes
defined in the precise technical sense, is used here in a less formal manner as indicated in
Section 7.1.

7.1

The Notion of “Steady State”
The notion of “steady state” may be characterized by the following

1.a.

After treatment, the water levels and water flow, and the
corresponding variability associated with these parameters (e.g.,
seasonal patterns), should be essentially the same as for those from
comparable periods of time prior to the remediation effort.
or

1.b.

In cases where the treatment technology has resulted in permanent
changes in the ground water system, such as the placement of slurry
wells, the hydrologic conditions may not return to their previous
state. Nevertheless, they should achieve a state of stability which is
likely to reflect future conditions expected at the site. For this steady
state, the residual effects of the treatment will be small compared to
seasonal changes.

2.

The pollutant levels should have statistical characteristics (e.g., a
mean and standard deviation) which will be similar to those of future
periods.

The first component implies that it is important to establish estimates of the
ground water levels and flows prior to remediation or to predictively model the effect of
structures or other features which may have permanently affected the ground water.
Variables such as the level of ground water should be measured at the monitoring wells for
a reasonable period of time prior to remediation, so that the general behavior and characteristics of the ground water at the site are understood.
The second component is more judgmental. Projections must be made as
to the future characteristics of the ground water and the source(s) of contamination, based
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on available, current information. Of course, such projections cannot be made with certainty, but reasonable estimates about the likelihood of events may be established.
The importance of identifying when ground water has reached a steady state
is related to the need to make inferences about the future. Conclusions drawn from tests
assessing the attainment of cleanup standards assume that the current state of the ground
water will persist into future. There must be confidence that once a site is judged clean,
it will remain clean. Achieving a steady state gives credence to future projections derived
from current data.

7.2

Decisions to be Made in Determining When a Steady State is
Reached

Immediately after remediation efforts have ended. the major concern is
determining when ground water achieves steady state. In order to keep expenditures of
time and money to a minimum, it is desirable to begin collecting data to assess attainment as
soon as one is confident that the ground water has reached a steady state.
When sampling to determine whether the ground water system is at steady
state, three decisions arc possible:
.

The ground water has reached steady state and sampling for assessing attainment can begin;

.

The measurements of contaminant concentrations during this period
indicate that the contaminant(s) are unlikely to attain the cleanup
standard and further treatment must be considered; or

.

More time and sampling must occur before it can be confidently
assumed that the ground water has reached steady state.

Next, various criteria will be considered that can be used in determining
whether a steady state has been reached

7.3

Determining When a Steady State Has Been Achieved

In the following sections, qualitative and quantitative criteria involved in
making the decision as to whether the ground water has returned to a steady state following
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remediation are discussed. Some of these criteria are based on a comparison of present
ground water levels with comparable levels before treatment. Others are based solely on
measurements and conditions after treatment has terminated. To a certain extent, the
decision as to when steady state has been reached is judgmental. It is not possible to prove
that a ground water system has achieved steady state. Thus, it is important to examine data
obtained from the ground water system to see if there are patterns which suggest that steady
state has not been achieved. If there are no such patterns (e.g., in the water level or speed
and direction of water flow), it may be reasonable to conclude that a steady state has been
reached.
Any data on the behavior of the ground water prior to the undertaking of
remediation may serve as a useful baseline, indicating what “steady state” for that system
had been and, thus, to what it might return. However, the actions of remediation and the
resulting physical changes in the area may change the characteristics of steady state. In this
case, such a comparison may be less useful. When it seems clear that steady state characteristics have changed after remediation efforts, it is usually prudent to allow mom time for
remediation effects to decay.
Collection of data to determine whether steady state has been achieved
should begin at the various monitoring wells at the site after remediation has been terminated. The variables for which data will be obtained should include measures related to the
contaminant levels, the ground water levels, the speed and direction of the flow, and any
other measures that will aid in determining if the ground water has returned to a steady
state. The frequency of data collection will depend on the correlation among consecutively
obtained values (it is desirable to have a low correlation). A period of three months
between data collection activities at the wells may be appropriate if them appears to be some
correlation between observations. With little or no correlation, monthly observations may
prove useful. If the serial correlation seems to be high, the time interval between data
collection efforts should be lengthened. With little or no information about seasonal
patterns or serial correlations in the data, at least six observations per year are recommended. After several years of data collection, this number of observations will allow an
assessment of seasonal patterns, trends, and serial correlation. It may be useful to consult
with a statistician if there is some concern about the appropriate sampling frequency.
All data collected should be plotted over time in order to permit a visual
analysis of the extent to which a steady state exists for the ground water. In Section 7.4,
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the chatting of data and the construction of plots arc discussed. Section 7.4.3 provides
illustrations of such plots and their interpretation. In Section 7.4.4, statistical tests that can
be employed for identifying departures from randomness (e.g., trends) in the data are
indicated. Suggestions far seasonally adjusting data prior to plotting are provided, and
graphical methods are discussed.
7.3.1

Rough Adjustment of Data for
Seasonal Effects

One concern in applying graphical techniques is that the data points being
plotted are assumed to be independent of each other. Even if the serial correlation between
observations is low, there may be a seasonal effect on the observations. For example,
concentrations may be typically higher than the overall average in the spring and lower in
the fall. To adjust for seasonal effects, one may subtract a measure of the “seasonal”
average from each data value and then add back the overall average (Box 7.1). The addition of the overall average will bring the adjusted values back to the original levels of the
variable to maintain the same reference frame as the original data.

Box 7.1
Adjusting for Seasonal Effects
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7.4

Charting the Data

In general, it is useful to plot the data collected from a monitoring program.
Such plots are similar to “control charts” often used to monitor industrial processes, except
control limits will not appear on the charts discussed here. Use the horizontal, or X-axis,
to indicate the time at which the observation was taken; and use the vertical, or Y-axis, to
indicate the value of the variable of interest (e.g., the contaminant level or water table level
or the value of other variables after adjustment for seasonal effects). Figure 7.2 gives an
example of a plot which may be used to assess stability during the period immediately
following treatment.
Notice that in Figure 7.2, the “prior average” has also been placed on the
plot. This line represents the average of the baseline data collected before remediation
efforts began. For example, this value could be the average of eight points collected
quarterly over a two-year period. It may also be useful to plot separately the individual
observations gathered to serve as the baseline data, so that information reflecting seasonal
variability and the degree of serial correlation associated with the baseline period can be
readilyexamined.
Figure 7.2

Example of Time Chart for Use in Assessing Stability
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7 . 4 . 1 A Test for Change of Levels Based on Charts

If the ground water conditions after remediation are expected to be comparable to the prior conditions, we would expect that the behavior of water levels and flows to
resemble that of those same variables prior to the remediation effort in terms of average and
variability. One indication that a steady state may not have been reached is the presence of
a string of measurements from the post treatment period which arc consistently above or
below the average prior to beginning remediation. A common rule of thumb used in industrial Statistical Process Control (SPC) is that if eight consecutive points are above or below
the average (often called a “run” in SPC terminology), the data are likely to come from a
different process than that from which the average was obtained (Grant and Leavenworth,
1980). This rule is based on the assumption that the observations are independent. This
assumption is not strictly applicable in ground water studies since there is likely to be serial
correlation between observations as well as seasonal variability. Assuming independent
observations, an eight-point run is associated with a 1 in 128 chance of concluding that the
mean of the variable of interest has changed when, in fact, there has been no change in the
mean.
The above discussion suggests that for the purpose of deciding whether the
ground water has achieved steady state, a string of 7 to 10 consecutive points above or
below the prior average might serve as evidence indicating that the state of the ground water
is different from that in the baseline period. If it is suspected that a high degree of serial
conelation exists, it would be appropriate to require a larger number of consecutive points.

7.4.2

A Test for Trends Based on Charts

The charts described here provide a simple way of identifying trends. If six
consecutive data points arc increasing (or decreasing)1 -- sometimes stated as “5
consecutive intervals of data” so that it is understood that the first point in the string is to be
counted -- then there is evidence that the variable being monitored (e.g., water levels or
flows, or contaminant concentrations) has changed (exhibits a trend). Again, independence
1

This rule of 6 is based on the assumption that all 720 orderings of the points are equally likely. This is
not always true. Hence such rules are to be considered only as quick but reasonable approximations.
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of the observations is assumed. A group of consecutive points that increase in value is
sometimes referred to as a “run up,” while a group of consecutive points that decrease in
value is referred to as a “run down.”
With the rule of six consecutive data points described above, the chance of
erroneously concluding that a trend exists is only 1 in 360, or about 0.3 percent. In
contrast, a rule based on five consecutive points has a 1 in 60 chance (1.6 percent) of
erroneously concluding that there is a trend, while a rule based on seven consecutive points
would have a corresponding 1 in 2,520 chance (0.04 percent) of erroneously concluding
that there is a trend. Thus, depending on the degree of serial correlation expected, a “and”
of 5 to 7 points may suggest that the ground water levels and flows are not at steady state.
In practice, data for many ground water samples may be collected before
any significant runs are identified. For example, in a set of 30 monthly ground water flow
rate measurements, there may be a run up of seven points and several shorter runs. Such
patterns of runs can be analyzed by examining the length or number of runs in the series.
Formal statistical procedures for analyzing trends in a time series are given by Gilbert
(1987).
A quick check for a general trend over a long period of time can be accomplished as follows. Divide the total number of data points available, N, by 6. Take the
th
closest integer smaller than N/6 and call it I. Then select the I data value over time, the
2(Ith), the 3(Ith), etc. For example, if N = 65, then I = 10, and we would select the 10th,
th
20 , etc., points over time. If there are six consecutive points increasing or decreasing
over time, there is evidence of a trend. This test will partially compensate for serial
con-elation.

7.4.3

Illustrations and Interpretation

Once the plotting of data has begun, there are various patterns that may
appear. Figures 7.3 through 7.8 represent six charts which indicate possible patterns that
may be encountered. Evidence of departures from stability is being sought. The first five
charts, except Figure 7.4, indicate evidence of instability (or in the cases of Figures 7.5 and
7.6, suspicions of possible instability), i.e., changes in characteristics over time.
Figure 7.3 shows “sudden” apparent outliers or spikes that indicate unexpected variability
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in the variable being monitored. Figure 7.4 illustrates a six-point trend in the variable being
monitored. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 suggest that a trend may exist but there is insufficient
evidence to substantiate it. Attention should be paid to the behavior of subsequent dam in
these cases. (In particular, the data in Figure 7.5 could indicate a general trend using the
“quick check” discus& in the previous section depending on the randomly selected set of
points included in the test.) Figure 7.7 reflects a change (around observation 15) in both
variability (the spread of the data becomes much greater) and average (the average appears
to have increased). Figure 7.8 indicates a variable that appears to be stable.
In interpreting the plots, the return to a steady state will generally be indicated by a random scattering of data points about the prior average. The existence of
patterns such as runs or trends suggests instability. Pattern, associated with seasonality
and serial correlation should be consistent with those seen prior to remediation. At the
very least, the average value for levels of contaminants after remediation should be lower
than that prior to remediation. A run below the prior average fur contaminant level
measures would certainly not be evidence that the ground water is not at steady state, since
the whole point of the remediation effort is to reduce the level of contamination. A trend
downwards in contamination levels may be an indication that a steady state has not been
reached. Nevertheless, if substantial evidence suggests that this decline or an eventual
leveling off will be the future state of that contaminant on the site, tests for attainment of the
cleanup standards would be appropriate.
On the other hand, if it seems that the average contamination level after
remediation will be above the prior average or that there is a consistent trend upwards in
contamination levels, it may be decided that the previous remediation efforts were not
totally successful, and further remediation efforts must be undertaken. This may be done
with a minimal amount ‘of data, if, based on the data available, it appears unlikely that the
cleanup standard will be met. However, what should be taken into account is the relative
cost of making the wrong decision. Two costs should be weighed against each other: the
cost of obtaining further observations from the monitoring wells if it turns out that the
decision to resume remediation is made at a later date (the loss here is in terms of time and
the cost of monitoring up to the time that remediation actually is resumed) against the cost
of resuming remediation when in fact a steady state would eventually have been achieved
(the loss here is in terms of the cost of unnecessary cleanup effort and time). In addition,
the likelihood of making each of these wrong decisions, as estimated based on the available
information, should be incorporated into the decision process.
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Figure 7.3 Example of Apparent Outliers

Figure 7.4

Example of a Six-point Upward Trend in the Dam
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7.4.4

Assessing Trends via Statistical Tests

The discussions- in Section 7.4.3 considered graphical techniques for
exploring the possible existence of trends in the dam. Regression techniques discussed in
Chapter 6 provide a formal statistical procedure for considering possible trends in the

Other formal procedures for testing for trends also exist. Gilbert (1987)
discusses several of them, such as the Seasonal Kendall Test, Sen’s Test for Trend, and a
Test for Global Trends (the original articles in which these tests ate described were: Hirsh
and Slack, 1984; Hirsch, Slack, and Smith, 1982; Farrell, 1980; and van Belle and
Hughes, 1984).
The Seasonal Kendall Test provides a test for trends removes seasonal
effects. It has been shown to be applicable in cases where monthly observations have been
gathered for at least three years. The degree to which critical values obtained from a normal
table approximate the true critical values apparently has nut been established for other time
intervals of data collection--e.g., quarterly or semi-annually. This test would have to be
carried out for each monitoring well separately at a site. Sen’s Test for Trend is a more
sensitive test far detecting monotonic trends if seasonal effects exist, but requires more
complicated computations if there are missing data. The Test for Global Trends provides
the capability for looking at differences between seasons and between monitoring wells, at
season-well interactions, and also provides an overall trend test. All three of these tests
(the Seasonal Kendall, Sen’s, and the Global tests) require the assumption of independent
observations. (Extensions of these tests allowing for serial correlations require that much
more data be collected--for example, roughly 10 years worth of monthly data for the
Seasonal Kendall test extension.) If this assumption is violated these tests tend to indicate
that a trend exists at a higher rate than specified by the chosen a level when it actually does
not. Thus, these tests may provide useful tools for detecting trends, but the finding of a
trend via such a test may not necessarily represent conclusive evidence that a trend exists.
Gilbert provides a detailed discussion of all three tests as well as computer code that can be
used for implementing the tests. However, this discussion does not consider the power of
these trend tests, i.e., the likelihood that such tests identify a trend when a trend actually
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exists is not addressed. If the power of these tests is low, existing trends may not be
detected in a timely fashion.

7.4.5

Considering the Location of Wells

In addition to assessing the achievement of steady state in a well over time,
it is also useful to consider the comparison of water and contamination levels across wells
at given points in time. This can readily be done by constructing either (1) a scatter plot
with water or contamination levels on the vertical axis and the various monitoring wells
indicated on the horizontal axis, or (2) constructing a contour plot of concentrations or
water levels across the site and surrounding area. Commercial computer programs are
available for preparing contour plots. In particular, see the discussion in Volume 1 (Chapter
10) on kriging. If there are, large, unexpected differences in water or contamination levels
between wells, this may suggest that steady state has not yet been reached.

7.5

Summary

Finding that the ground water has returned to a steady state after terminating
remediation efforts is an essential step in the establishment of a meaningful test of whether
or not the cleanup standard have been attained. There arc uncertainties in the process, and
to some extent it is ‘judgmental. However, if an adequate amount of data are carefully
gathered prior to beginning remediation and after ceasing remediation, reasonable decisions
can be made as to whether or not the ground water can be considered to have reached a
state of stability.
The decision on whether the ground water has reached steady state will be
based on a combination of statistical calculations, plots of data, ground water modeling,
use of predictive models, and expert advice from hydrogeologists familiar with the site
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Figure 7.6
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Example of a Pattern in the Data that May Indicate a Downward Trend
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Figure 7.7

Example of Changing Variability in the Data Over Time
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8. ASSESSING ATTAINMENT USING FIXED SAMPLE
SIZE TESTS

In this chapter statistical procedures are present for assessing the attainment of cleanup standards for ground water at Superfund sites. As discussed previously,
the procedures presented arc suitable for assessing the time series of chemical concentrations measured in individual wells relative to a cleanup standard. Note that attainment
objectives, as discussed in Chapter 3, must be specified by those managing the site
remediation before the sampling for assessing attainment begins.
The collection of samples for assessing attainment of the cleanup standards
will occur after the remedial action at the site has been completed and after a subsequent
period has passed to allow transient affects due to the remediation to dissipate. This wiIl
allow the ground water concentrations, flows, and water table levels to reach equilibrium
with the surrounding environment. It will be important to continue to chart the ground
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water dam to monitor the possibility of unexpected departures from an apparent steady
state. Some such departures are illustrated in Figures 7.3 through 7.7.
The attainment decision is an assessment of whether the post-cleanup
contaminant concentrations are acceptable compared to the cleanup standard and whether
they are likely to remain acceptable. To assess whether the contaminant concentrations are
likely to remain acceptable, the statistical procedures provide methods for determining
whether or not a long-term average concentration or a long-term percentage of the well
water concentration measurements are below the established cleanup standards.
It is assumed in this chapter that the periodic or seasonal patterns in the data
repeat on a yearly cycle. It may be that another, perhaps shorter, period of time would be
appropriate. In such a case, the reference to “yearly” averages may be adjusted by the
reader to reflect the appropriate period of time for the site under consideration. In the text,
mention of alternative "seasonal cycles or periods” indicates where such adjustments may
be appropriate.
This chapter presents statistical procedures for determining whether:
.

The mean concentration is below the Cleanup standards; or

.

A selected percentile of all samples is below the cleanup standard
(e.g., does the 90th percentile of the distribution of concentrations
fall below the cleanup standard?).

Many different statistical procedures can be used to assess the attainment of
the cleanup standard. The procedures presented here have been selected to provide reasonable results with a small sample size in the presence of correlated dam. They require
minimal statistical background and expertise. If other procedures are considered, consultation with a statistician is recommended. In particular, in the unlikely event that the
measurements are not serially correlated, the methods presented in chapter 5 which assume
a random sample can be used.
The procedures presented arc of two types: fixed sample size tests are
discussed in this chapter, and sequential tests arc discus& in Chapter 9. Figure 8.2 is a
flow chart outlining the steps involved in the cleanup process when using a fixed sample
size test. Section 8.6 discusses testing for trends if the levels of contaminants are
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Figure 8.2

Steps in the Cleanup Process When Using a Fixed Sample Size Test
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8.1

Fixed Sample Size Tests

This chapter discusses assessing the attainment of cleanup standards using a
test based on-a predetermined sample size. For a fixed sample size test, the ground water
samples are collected on a regular schedule, such as every two months, for a predetermined
number of years. After all the data have been collected, the data are analyzed to determine
whether the concentrations in the ground water attain the cleanup standard. Even if the
initial measurements suggest that the ground water may attain the cleanup standard, all
samples must be collected before the statistical test can be performed. An advantage of this
approach is that the number of samples required to perform the statistical test will be known
before the sampling begins, making some budgeting and planning tasks easier than when
using a sequential test (Chapter 9).
Three procedures are presented for testing the mean when using fixed
sample size tests. The first and second procedures use yearly averages concentrations.
The first method, based on the assumption that the yearly means have a normal distribution, is recommended when there are missing values in the data and the missing values are
not distributed evenly throughout the year. The second procedure assumes that the distribution of the yearly average is skewed, similar to a lognormal distribution, rather than
symmetric. If there are few or no missing values, the second method using the log transformed yearly averages is recommended even if the data are not highly skewed. The third
method requires calculation of seasonal effects and serial correlations to determine the
variance of the mean. Because the third method is sensitive to the skewness of the data, it
is recommended only if the distribution of the residuals is reasonably symmetric.
Regardless of the procedure used, the sample size for assessing the mean should be determined using the steps described in Section 8.2.1.

8.2

Determining Sample Size and Sampling Frequency

Whether the calculation procedures used for assessing attainment use yearly
averages or individual measurements, the formulas presented below for determining the
required sample size use the characteristics of the individual observations. In the unlikely
event that many years of observations are available for estimating the variance of yearly
average, the number of years of sampling (using the same sample frequency as in the
available data) can also be determined from the yearly averages using equation (5.35). The
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following sections discuss the calculation of sample size for testing the mean and testing
proportions.

8.2.1

Sample Size for Testing Means

The total number of samples to collect and analyze from each well is determined by selecting the frequency of sampling within a year or seasonal period and then
determining the number of years or seasonal periods through which data must be collected.
in Box 8.1 and are discussed below in more detail.
Using previous data to estimate the serial correlation between observations
separated by a month is discussed in Section 5.3. Since these estimates will not be exact,
they will require the following adjustment before calculating the sample size: If the
estimated correlation is less than or equal to 0.1, a serial correlation between monthly
observations of 0.1 should be assumed when determining the frequency of sampling. The
higher the serial correlation, the larger will be the recommended time interval between
samples.
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Box 8.1
Steps for Determining Sample Size for Testing the Mean

(2)

Estimate the ratio of the annual overhead cost of maintaining
sampling operations at the site to the unit cost of collecting processing, and analyzing one ground water sample. Call this ratio $R.

(3)

(4)

The sampling frequency (i.e., the number of samples to be taken per
year) is np or 4, whichever is larger. Denote this sampling
frequency as n. Note that, under this rule, at least four samples per
year per sampling well will be collected.

(8.1)

Appendix Table A.4 shows the approximate number of observations per
year (or period) which will result in the minimum overall cost for the assessment (see
Appendix F for the basis for Table A.4). Note that the sampling frequencies given in Table
A.4 are approximate and are based on numerous assumptions which may only approximate
the situation and costs at a particular Superfund site. Using the table requires knowledge of
the serial cotrelations between observations separated by one month (or one-twelfth of the
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seasonal cycle) and the cost of extending the sampling period for one more year relative to
taking an additional ground water sample.

For determination of sample frequency, these quantities need not be precise.
If there arc several compounds to be measured in each sample, calculate the sample
frequency for each compound. Use the average sample frequency for the various
compounds

It is recommended that at least four samples per year (or seasonal period) be
collected to reasonably reflect the variability in the measured concentration within the year.
Therefore, the sampling frequency (i.e., number of samples to be taken per year) is the
maximum of four and np. Denote the sampling frequency by n. Note that, under this rule,
at least four samples per year per sampling well will be collected.
As more observations per year arc collected, the number of years of
sampling required for assessing attainment can be reduced. However, there arc limits to
how much the sampling time can be reduced by increasing the number of observations per
year. If the cost of collecting, processing, and analyzing the ground water samples is very
small compared to the cost of maintaining the overall sampling effort many samples can be
collected each year and the primary cost of the assessment sampling will be associated with
maintaining the assessment effort until a decision is reached. On the other hand, if the cost
of each sample is very large and a monitoring effort is to be maintained at the site regardless
of the attainment decision, the costs of waiting for a decision may be minimal and the
sampling frequency should be specified so as to minimize the sample collection, handling,
and analysis costs. It should be noted that it is assumed that the ground water remains in
steady state throughout the period of data collection.
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The frequency of sampling discussed in this document is the simplest and
most straightforward to implement: determine a single time interval between samples and
select a sample at all wells of interest after that period of time has elapsed (e.g., once every
month, once every six weeks, once a quarter, etc.). However, there are other approaches
to determining sampling frequency, for example, site specific data may suggest that time
intervals should vary among wells or groups of wells in order to achieve approximately the
same precision for each well. Considering such approaches is beyond the scope of this
document, but the interested reader may reference such articles as Ward, Loftis, Nielsen,
and Anderson (1979), and Sanders and Adrian (1978). It should be noted that these articles arc oriented around issues related to sampling surface rather than ground water but
many of the general principlesapply to both. In general, consultation with a statistician is
recommended when establishing sampling procedures.

Because the statistical tests require a full year’s worth of data, the number of
years of data collection, md, is rounded to the next highest integer, m. Thus, n samples
will be collected in each of m years, for a total number of samples per well of N where N is
the product m*n. An example of using these procedures to calculate sample size for testing
the mean is provided in Box 8.2.
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Box 8.2
Example of Sample Size Calculation for Testing the Mean

Rounding up gives a sampling duration of nine years and a total sample size
of 9*9= 81 samples.

8.2.2

Sample Size for Testing Proportions

The testing of proportions is similar to the testing of means in that the
average coded observation (e.g., the proportion of samples fop which the cleanup standard
has been exceeded) is compared to a specified proportion. The method for determining
sample size described below works well when there is a low con-elation between observations and no or small seasonal patterns in the data. If the correlation between monthly
observations is high or there arc large seasonal changes in the measurements, then consultation with a statistician is recommended. If the parameter to be tested is the proportion of
contaminated samples from either one well or an array of wells, one can determine the
sample size for a fixed sample size test using the procedures in Box 8.3. These procedures
for determining sample size require the specification of the following quantities:
and P1 (see Section 3.7 and Section 5.4.1). In general, many samples are required for
testing when testing small proportions.
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Box 8.3
Determining Sample Size for Testing Proportions

(2)

Estimate the ratio of the annual overhead cost of maintaining
sampling operations at the site to the unit cost of collecting, processing and analyzing one ground water Sample. Call this ratio $R.

(3)

(4)

The sampling frequency (i.e., the number of samples to be taken per
year) is np or 4, whichever is larger. Denote this sampling
frequency as n. Note that, under this rule, at least four samples per
year per sampling well will be collected.

(5)
(6)

The number of years of data will be denoted by m, and will be
determined by rounding md to the next highest integer. The total
number N of samples per well will be N=nm.
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8.2.3

An Alternative Method for Determining Maximum Sampling
Frequency

The maximum sampling frequency can be determined using the hydrogeologic parameters of ground water wells. The Darcy equation (Box 8.4) using the hydraulic
conductivity, hydraulic gradient, and effective porosity of the aquifer. can be used to
determine the horizontal component of the average linear velocity of ground water. This
method is useful for determining the sampling frequency that allows sufficient time to pass
between sampling events to ensure, to the greatest extent technically feasible, that there is a
complete exchange of the water in the sampling well between collection of water samples.
Although samples collected at the maximum sampling frequency may be independent in the
physical sense, statistical independence is unlikely. Other factors such as the effect of
contamination history, remediation, and seasonal influences can also result in correlations
over time periods greater than that required to flush the well. As a result, we recommend
that the sampling frequency be less than the maximum frequency based on Darcy’s
equation. Use of the maximum frequency can be approached only if estimated correlations
based on ground-water samples are close to zero and the cost ratio, $R, is high. A detailed
discussion of the hydrogeologic components of this procedure is beyond the scope of this
document. For further information refer to Practical Guide for Ground-Water Sampling
(Barcelona et al., 1985) or Statistical Analysis of Ground-Water Monitoring Data at RCRA
Facilities (U.S. EPA, 1989b).

Box 8.4
Choosing a Sampling Interval Using the Darcy Equation
The sampling frequency can be based on estimates using the average linear
velocity of ground water. The Darcy equation relates ground water velocity
(V) to effective porosity (NC), hydraulic gradient (i), and hydraulic
conductivity (k):

The values for k, i, and Ne can be determined from a well’s hydrogeologic
characteristics. The time required for ground water to pass through the well
diameter can be determined by dividing the monitoring well diameter by the
average linear velocity of ground water (V). This value represents the
minimum time interval required between sampling events which might yield
an independent ground water sample.
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8.3

Assessing Attainment of the Mean Using Yearly Averages

When using yearly averages for the analysis, the effects of serial correlation
can generally be ignored (except for extreme conditions unlikely to be encountered in
ground water). For the procedures discussed in this section, the variance of the observed
yearly averages is used to estimate the variance of the ova-all average concentration. First,
data are collected using the guidelines indicated in Chapter 4. Values recorded below the
detection limit should be recorded according to the procedures in Section 2.3.7. Wells can
be tested individually or a group of wells can be tested jointly. In the latter case, the data
for the individual wells at each point in time are used to produce a summary measure (e.g.,
the mean or maximum) for the group as a whole.
Two calculation procedures for assessing attainment are described below.
Both procedures use the yearly average concentrations. The first is based on the assumption that the yearly averages can be described by a (symmetric) normal distribution. This is
based on a standard t-test described in many statistics books. The second procedure uses
the log transformed yearly averages and is based on the assumption that the distribution of
the yearly averages can be described by a (skewed) lognormal distribution. Because the
second procedure performs well even when the data have a symmetric distribution, the
second method is recommended in most situations. Only when there arc missing data
values for which the sampling dates axe not evenly distributed throughout the year and there
is also an apparent seasonal pattern in the data is the first procedure recommended.
The calculations and procedures when using the untransformed yearly
averages are described below and summarized in Box 8.5. This procedure is appropriate in
all situations but is not preferred, particularly if the data axe highly skewed. The calculations can be used (with some minor loss in efficiency) if a some observations are missing.
If the proportion of missing observations varies considerably from season to season and
there are differences in the average measurements among seasons, consultation with a
statistician is recommended. If there arc few missing values and the data arc highly
skewed, the procedures described in Box 8.12 which use the log transformed yearly
averages are recommended.
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Box 8.5
Steps far Assessing Attainment Using Yearly Averages

Use the formulas in Box 8.6 for calculating the yearly averages. If there ate
missing observations within a year, average the non-missing observations. Using the
yearly averages for the statistical analysis, calculate the mean and variance of the yearly
averages using the equations in Box 8.7. The variance will have degrees of freedom equal
to one less than the number of years over which the data was collected.
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Box 8.6
Calculation of the Yearly Averages

For each year, the yearly average is the average of all of the observations
taken within the year. If the results for one or more sample times within a
year are missing, calculate the average of the non-missing observations.

(8.6)

where the summation is over all non-missing observations within the year.

Box 8.7
Calculation of the Mean and Variance of the Yearly Averages

(8.7)
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sample collection times within the year, the jth seasonal average is
For the n
the average of all the measurements taken at the jth collection time. If there
is a missing observation, the measurement from the jth sample collection
time may be different from the jth sequential measurement within the year.
Note that observations below the detection limits should be replaced by the
detection limit and are not counted as missing observations.

Finally, if the upper one-sided confidence interval is less than the cleanup
standard and if the concentrations are not increasing over time, decide that the tested ground
water attains the cleanup standard. If the ground water from all wells or groups of wells
attains the cleanup standard then conclude that the ground water at the site attains the
cleanup standard. The steps in deciding attainment of the cleanup standard are shown in
Box 8.10.
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Box 8.9

Calculation of Upper One-sided Confidence Limit for the Mean

(8.11)

Box 8.10

If the average ground water concentration in the wells is less than the
cleanup standard, perform a trend test using the regression techniques
described in Chapter 6 to determine if there is a statistically significant
increasing trend to the yearly averages over the sampling period (also see
Section 8.6). Note that at least 3 years’ worth of data are required to identify a trend. If there is not a statistically significant increasing trend
conclude that the ground water attains the cleanup standard (and possibly
initiate a follow-up monitoring program). If a significant trend does exist,
resume sampling or reconsider treatment effectiveness.

When the data are noticeably skewed, the calculation procedures in Box
8.12 (using the log transformed yearly averages) are recommended over those in Box 8.5.
Because the procedures in Box 8.12 also perform well when the data have a symmetric
distribution, these procedures are generally recommended in all cases where there are no
missing data. There is no easy adjustment for missing data when using the log transformed
yearly averages. Therefore, if the number of observations per season (month etc.) is not
the same for all seasons and if there is any seasonal pattern in the data, use of the procedures in Box 8.5 is recommended
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Box 8.11
Sample of Assessing Attainment of the Mean Using Yearly Averages

Since the cleanup standard is Cs = 0.5 ppm the average is significantly less
than the cleanup standard. However, the yearly averages are consistently
increasing and regression analysis indicates that the trend is statistically
significant at the 5 percent level (p = .0l0l). Therefore, it cannot be
concluded that the attainment objectives have been achieved. If the present
trend continues, the concentrations would exceed the cleanup standard in
about 10 years. Possible options include continued monitoring to determine
if the trend will continue or to reassess the treatment effectiveness and why
the upward trend exists.

The calculations when using the log transformed yearly averages are slightly
more difficult than when using the untransformed yearly averages. After calculating the
yearly averages, the natural log is used to transform the data. The transformed averages are
then used in the subsequent analysis. The upper confidence interval for the mean concentration is based on the mean and variance of the log transformed yearly averages. The
formulas are based on the assumption that the yearly averages have a log normal
distribution.
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Box 8.12
Steps far Assessing Attainment Using the Log Transformed Yearly
Averages

(5)

Decide whether the ground water attains the cleanup standards
(Box 8.10).

Use the formulas in Box 8.6 for calculating the yearly averages. If there are
missing observations within a year, average the non-missing observations. Calculate the
log transformed yearly averages using equation (8.12) in Box 8.13. The natural log transformation is available on many calculators and computers, usually designated as “LN”,
“1n”, or “loge.” Although the equations could be changed to use the base 10 logarithms,
use only the base e logarithms when using the equations in Boxes 8.13 through 8.15.
Calculate the mean and variance of the log transformed yearly averages using the equations
in Box 8.14. The variance will have degrees of freedom equal to one less than the number
of years over which the data was collected.

Box 8.13

(8.12)
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Box 8.14
Calculation of Mean and Variance of the Natural Logs of the Yearly

(8.13)

Calculate the upper one sided l-a percentconfidence interval for the mean
using equation 8.x in Box 8.15. Calculation of the upper confidence interval requires use
of a, specified in the attainment objectives, and the degrees of freedom for the standard
deviation, the number of years of data minus one, to determine the relevant t-statistic from
Table A.2 in Appendix A. If the lower one-sided confidence limit is desired, replace the
second plus sign in equation (8.15) with a minus sign.
Finally, if the upper one-sided confidence interval is less than the cleanup
standard and if the log transformed concentrations arc not increasing over time, decide that
the tested ground water attains the cleanup standard If the ground water from all wells or
groups of wells attains the cleanup standard then conclude that the ground water at the site
attains the cleanup standard. The steps in deciding attainment of the cleanup standard are
shown in Box 8.10.
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Box 8.15
Calculation of the Upper Confidence Limit for the Mean Based on Log
Transformed Yearly Averages

8.4

Assessing Attainment of the Mean After Adjusting for Seasonal
Variation

This section provides an alternative procedure for testing the mean concentration. It is expected to provide more accurate results with large sample sizes, correlated
data, and data which is not skewed. Because this procedure is sensitive to skewed data, it
is recommended only, if the distribution of the residuals is reasonably symmetric.
After the data have been collected using the guidelines indicated in
Chapter 4, wells can be tested individually or a group of wells can be tested jointly. In
the latter case, the data for the individual wells at each point in time arc used to produce a
summary measure for the group as a whole. This summary measure may be an average,
maximum, or some other measure (see Section 2.35). These summary measures will be
averaged over the entire sampling period. The tests for attainment and the corresponding
calculations required when removing seasonal averages arc described next.
The calculations and procedures when using the mean adjusted fop seasonal
variation arc described below and summarized in Box 8.16. This procedure is not recommended if the data are noticeably skewed. The following calculations and procedures are
appropriate if the number of observations per year is the same far all years. However, they
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can still be used (with some minor loss in efficiency) if a few observations are lost as long
as the loss is not concentrated in

a

particular season (note example in Section 8.3). If the

proportion of observations varies considerably from season to season, consultation
with

a

statistician is recommended. If the data are obviously skewed, the procedures

described in Box 8.15 which use the log transformed yearly averages are recommended.

Box 8.16
Steps for Assessing Attainment Using the Mean After Adjusting for
Seasonal Variation
(1)

Use the formulas in Box 8.8 for calculating the seasonal averages and the
mean of the seasonal averages. If there are missing observations within a season, average
the non-missing observations. Calculate the residuals, the deviations of the measurements
from the respective seasonal means using equation (8.16) in Box 8.17. Box 8.18 shows
how to calculate the variance of the residuals. The variance will have degrees of freedom
equal to the number of measurements less the number of seasons. Calculate the serial
correlation of the residuals using equation (8.18) in Box 8.19. If the serial correlation is
less than zero, use zero when calculating the confidence interval.
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Box 8.17
Calculation of the Residuals
From each sample observation, subtract the corresponding seasonal mean.
That is, compute the ejk, the deviation from the mean:

Box 8.18
Calculation of the Variance of the Residuals
Calculate the variance of the residuals ejk after adjustments for possible
seasonal differences:
(8.17)
Alternatively, the ANOVA approach described in Appendix D can be used
to compute the required variance.

Box 8.19
Calculating the Serial correlation from the Residuals After Removing
Seasonal Averages
The sample estimate of the serial correlation of the residuals is:
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Box 8.20
Calculation of the Upper Confidence Limit for the Mean After Adjusting for Seasonal Variation
Calculation of the Upper One-Sided Confidence Limit

(8.19)
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Box 8.21
Example calculation of confidence Intervals

If the cleanup standard were 6 ppb, it would be concluded that the ground
water has not attained the cleanup standard.

Figure 8.3

Plot of Arsenic Measurements for 16 Ground Water Samples (see Box
8.21)
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Table 8.1

Arsenic measurements (ppb) for 16 ground water samples (see Box 8.21)

8.5

Fixed Sample Size Tests for Proportions

If the parameter to be tested is the porportion of contaminated samples from
either one well or an array of wells, the sample collection and analysis procedures are the
same as those outlined above for testing the mean with the following changes:
.

To apply this nonparametric test, each measurement is either coded
“1” (the actual measurement was equal to or above the relevant
cleanup standard Cs), or “0” (below Cs). The statistical analysis is
based on the resulting coded variable of O’s and 1’s.

.

Only the analysis procedure which used yearly averages, in Box 8.6
is appropriate for the calculations. Do not use the calculation procedures which correct for the seasonal pattern in the data and the serial
correlation of the residuals or which use the log transformed data.

.

See Section 8.22 for procedures far estimating the sample size.
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8.6

Checking for Trends in Contaminant Levels After Attaining the
Cleanup Standard

Once a fixed sample size statistical test indicates that the cleanup standard
for the site has been met, there remains one final concern. The model we have used
assumes that ground water at the site has reached a steady state and that there is no reason
to believe that contaminant levels will rise above the cleanup standard in the future. We
need to check this assumption. Regression models, as discussed in Chapter 6, can be used
to do so. By establishing a simple regression model with the contaminant measure as the
dependent variable and time as the independent variable, a test of significance can be made
as to whether or not the estimated slope of the resulting linear model is positive (see Section
6.1.3). Scatter plots of the data will prove useful in assessing the model. When using the
yearly averages, the regression can be performed without adjusting for serial correlation.
To minimize the chance of incorrectly concluding that the concentrations are
increasing over time, we recommend that the alpha level for testing the slope (and selecting
the t statistic in Box 6.11) be set at a small value, such as 0.01 (one percent). If, on the
basis of the test, there is not significant evidence that the slope is positive, then the evidence
is consistent with the preliminary conclusion that the ground water in the well(s) attains the
cleanup standard. If the slope is significantly greater than zero, then the concern that
contaminant levels may later exceed the cleanup standard still exists and the assumption of a
steady state is called into question. In this case, further consideration must be given to the
reasons for this apparent increase and, perhaps, to additional remediation efforts.
8.7

Summary

This chapter presented the procedures for assessing attainment of the
cleanup standards for ground water measurements using a fixed sample size test. The
testing procedures can be applied to samples from either individual wells or wells tested as
a group. These procedures are used after the ground water has achieved steady state. Both
parametric and nonparametric methods for evaluating attainment arc discussed. If the
ground water at the site is judged to attain the cleanup standards because the concentrations
are not increasing and the long-term average is significantly less than the cleanup standard,
follow-up monitoring is recommended to check that the steady state assumption holds.

9. ASSESSING ATTAINMENT USING SEQUENTIAL

TESTS

achieved steady state, ground water samples can be collected to determine whether the
resulting concentrations of contaminants attain the relevant cleanup standard The
sampling and evaluation period making this attainment decision is represented by the
unshaded portion in the figure below.

Figure 9.1

Example for Contaminant Measurements During Successful

In this chapter statistical procedures are presented for assessing the attainment of cleanup standard for ground water at Superfund sites using sequential statistical
tests. Note that attainment objectives,as discussed in Chapter 3, must be specified before
the sampling for assessing attainment begins.
The collection of samples for assessing attainment of the cleanup standards
will occur after the remedial action at the site has been completed and after a subsequent
period has passed to allow transient affects due to the remediation to dissipate. The attainment decision is an assessment of whether the remaining contaminant concentrations are
acceptable compared to the cleanup standard and whether they are likely to remain accept-
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able. To assess whether the contaminant concentrations are likely to remain acceptable, the
statistical procedures provide methods for determining whether or not a long-term average
concentration or a long-term percentage of the well water concentration measurements are
below the established cleanup standards. In particular, in the unlikely event that the
measurements are not serially correlated, the methods presented in chapter 5, which assume
a random sample, can be used and consultation with a statistician is recommended. If
sequential tests are being considered, note that on the average, the sequential tests will
require fewer samples than the fixed sample size tests in Chapter 8 or, if applicable, those
in chapter 5.
This chapter discusses assessing the attainment of cleanup standards using a
sequential statistical test. For a sequential test, the ground water samples are collected on a
regular schedule, such as every two months. Starting after the collection of three years of
data, a statistical test is performed every year to determine whether (1) the ground water
being sampled attains the cleanup standard, or (2) the ground water does not attain the
cleanup standard, or (3) more data are required to make a decision. If more data are
required, another year’s worth of data is collected before the next statistical test is performed. Figure 9.2 is a flow chart outlining the steps involved in the cleanup process
when using a sequential statistical test.
Unlike the fixed sample size test, the number of samples required to reach a
decision using the sequential test is not known at the beginning of the sampling period. On
the average, the sequential tests will require fewer samples and a corresponding shorter
time to make the attainment decision than for the tests in Chapter 8. If the ground water
clearly attains the cleanup standard, the sequential test will almost always require fewer
samples than a fixed sample size test. Only when the contaminant concentrations are less
than the cleanup standard and greater than the mean for the alternate hypothesis might the
sequential test be likely to require more samples than the fixed sample size test.
This chapter presents statistical procedures for determining whether:
.

The mean concentration is below the cleanup standard; or

.

A selected percentile of all samples is below the cleanup standard
(e.g., does the 90th percentile of the distribution of concentrations
fall below the cleanup standard?).
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Figure 9.2

Steps in the Cleanup Process When Using a Sequential Statistical Test
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The measured ground water concentrations may fluctuate over time due to
many factors including:
.

Seasonal and short-term weather patterns affecting the ground water
levels and flows;

.

Variation in ground water concentrations due to historical fluctuations in the contamination introduced the ground water; and

.

Sampling errors and laboratory measurement errors and fluctuations.

The effects of periodic seasonal fluctuations in concentration can be eliminated from the analysis, resulting in a more precise statistical test, by either averaging the
measurements over a year or correcting for any seasonal patterns found in the data These
two statistical analysis procedures arc presented in sections 9.3 and 9.4, respectively. The
method of using yearly averages is, in general, easier to implement and preferred.
Correcting for the seasonal pattern may provide more precise statistical tests in situations
where large correlations exist between measurements and when the measurement errors
have a symmetric distribution.
Three procedures are presented for testing the mean when using sequential
tests. The first and second procedures use yearly average concentrations. The first
method, based on the assumption that the yearly means have a normal distribution, is
recommended when there are missing values in the data and the missing values are not
distributed evenly throughout the year. The second procedure assumes that the distribution
of the yearly average is skewed, similar to a lognormal distribution, rather than symmetric.
If there are no missing values, the second method using the log transformed yearly
averages is recommended even if the data are not highly skewed. The third method
requires calculation of seasonal effects and serial correlations to determine the variance of
the mean. Because the third method is sensitive to the skewness of the data, it is recommended only if the distribution of the residuals is reasonably symmetric. Regardless of the
procedure used, the sample frequency for assessing the mean should be determined using
the steps described in Section 9.1.
These sequential procedures arc an adaptation of Wald's sequential probability ratio test, specifically a version of the sequential t-test They assume that the data is
normally distributed or can be made so by a log transformation. See Hall (1962). Hayre
(1983). and Appendix F for details.
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Determining Sampling Frequency for Sequential Tests

9.1

The ground water samples will be collected at regular intervals using a
systematic sample with a random start as described in Chapter 4. An important part of
determining the sample collection procedures is to select the time interval between samples
or the number of samples to collect per seasonal period usually per year. Asdiscussed in
Chapter 8, the term "year” will be used to mean a full seasonal cycle, which in most cases
can be considered a calendar year.

Box 9.1
Steps for Determining Sample Frequency for Testing the Mean

(2)

Estimate the ratio of the annual overhead cost of maintaining
sampling operations at the site to the unit cost of collecting processing, and analyzing one ground water sample. Call this ratio $R.

The steps for determining sample frequency when testing a proportion are
provided in Box 9.2 and are discussed in Section 8.2 in more detail.
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Box 9.2
Steps for Determining Sample Frequency far Testing a Proportion

(2)

Estimate the ratio of the annual overhead cost of maintaining
sampling operations at the site to the unit cost of collecting, processing, and analyzing one ground water sample. Call this ratio $R.

(4)

The sampling frequency (i.e., the number of samples to be taken per
year) is np or 4, whichever is larger. Denote this sampling frequency as n. Note that, under this rule, at least four samples per
year per sampling well will be collected.

Box 9.3
Example of Sample Frequency Calculations
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9.2

Sequential Procedures for Sample Collection and Data
Handling

The samples are assumed to be collected using a systematic sample as
discussed Chapter 4.
The sample collection and analysis procedures require the following limitations on the quantity and frequency of data collected:
.

To provide the minimal amount of data required for the statistical
tests, at least three years of data must be collected before any statistical test can be performed.

.

It is strongly recommended that at least four samples be collected in
each period or year to capture any seasonal differences or variation
within a year or period.

.

The statistical tests are performed only on data representing a
complete year of data collection. Thus, the first statistical test would
be performed after three full years of data collection, and the second
after four full years of data collection, etc.

.

If the proportion of contaminated samples is required to be below a
specified value of P0 collect at least a number of samples N' such

Handling of outliers and measurements below the detection limit is discussed in Section 2.3.7.

9.3

Assessing Attainment of the Mean Using Yearly Averages

As noted in Chapter 8, the approach of using yearly averages substantially
reduces the effects of any serial correlation in the measurements. For the procedures
discussed in this section, the variance of the observed yearly averages is used to estimate
the variance of the overall average concentration. Wells can be tested individually or a
group of wells can be tested jointly. In the latter case, the data for the individual wells at
each point in time are used to produce a summary measure for the group as a whole. This
may be an average, a maximum, or some other measure for all data values collected at a
particular point in time (see Sections 2.3.5). These summary measures will be averaged
over the yearly period.
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Two calculation procedures for assessing attainment are described in this
section. Both procedures use the yearly average concentrations. The first is based on the
assumption that the yearly averages can be described by a symmetric normal distribution.
The second procedure uses the log transformed yearly averages and is based on the
assumption that the distribution of the yearly averages can be described by a (skewed)
lognormal distribution. Because the second procedure performs well even when the data
have a symmetric distribution, the second method is recommended in most situations.
Only when there are missing data values which are not evenly distributed throughout the
year and there is also an apparent seasonal pattern in the data is the first procedure recom-

The calculations and procedures when using the untransformed yearly
averages are described below and summarized in Box 9.4. This procedure is appropriate in
most situations but is not preferred particularly if the data are highly skewed. The calculations can-be used (with some minor loss in efficiency) if some observations (are missing. If
the proportion of missing observations varies considerably from season to season and there
are differences in the average measurements among seasons, consultation with a statistician
is recommended. If the data are highly skewed, the procedures described in Box 9.12
which use the log transformed yearly averages are recommended unless the data exhibit
both a seasonal pattern and missing observations.
Use the formulas in Box 9.5 for calculating the yearly averages for the m
years of data collect&l so far. If there are missing observations within a year, average the
non-missing observations. Calculate the mean and variance of the yearly averages using
the equations in Box 9.6. The variance will have degrees of freedom equal to m-l, one
less than the number of years over which the data was collected.

will he compared to the cleanup standard for assessing attainment. If however, there are
missing observations, the mean of the yearly averages may provide a biased estimate of the
average concentration during the sample period. This will be true if the missing observations occur mostly at times when the concentrations arc generally higher or lower than the
mean concentration. To correct for this bias, the mean of the seasonal averages will be
compared to the cleanup standard when there are missing observations. Box 9.7 provides
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Box 9.4
Steps for Assessing Attainment Using Yearly Averages
(1)

Calculate the yearly averages for the m years of data collected so far
(see Box 9.5)
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Box 9.5
Calculation of the Yearly Averages
Let xjk the measurements from an individual well or a combined measure
from a group of wells obtained for testing whether the mean attains the
cleanup standard, xjk represents the concentration for season j (the jth
sample collection time out of n) in year k (where data has been collected for
m years).

(9.3)
where the summation is over all non-missing observations within the year.
Calculate the yearly average for all m years.

Box 9.6
Calculation of the Mean and Variance of the Yearly Averages

This variance estimate has m-l degrees of freedom.
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Box 9.7

Calculation of Seasonal Averages and the Mean of the seasonal Averages
th

Far the n sample collection times within the year, the
j seasonal average is
the average of all the measurements taken at the jth collection time. Note
that if there is a missing observation at one collection time, the measurement
from the jth sample collection time may be different than the jth sequential
measurement within the year.

observations.
(9.6)

The mean of n seasonal averages is:

Use equation (9.11) in Box 9.9 to calculate the likelihood ratio for the
sequential test ‘This equation provides a good approximation to the actual likelihood ratio
which is difficult to calculate exactly. For references and more details about this approximation, see Appendix F.
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Box 9.8

Box 9.9
Calculation of the Likelihood Ratio for the Sequential Test
The likelihood ratio is:
(9.11)
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Box 9.10
Deciding if the Tested Ground Water Attains the Cleanup Standard

(9.12)
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Box 9.11
Example Attainment Decision Based on a Sequential Test
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When the data are noticeably skewed, the calculation procedures using the
log transformed yearly averages (Box 9.12) arc recommended over those in Box 9.4.
Because the procedures in Box 9.12 also perform well when the data have a symmetric
distribution, these procedures arc generally recommended,in all cases where there are no
missing data. There is no easy adjustment for missing data when using the log transformed
yearly averages. Therefore, if the number of observations per season (month etc.) is not
the same for all seasons and if there is any seasonal pattern in the data, use of the procedures in Box 9.4 is recommended.
The calculations procedure when using the log transformed yearly averages
is described below and summarized in Box 9.12. The calculations arc slightly more
difficult than when using the transformed yearly averages. After calculating the yearly
averages, take the natural log is used to transform the data. The transformed averages are
then used in the subsequent analysis. The upper confidence interval for the mean concentration is based on the mean and variance of the log transformed yearly averages. The
formulas are based on the assumption that the yearly averages have a log normal
distribution.

Box 9.12
Steps for Assessing Attainment Using the Log Transformed Yearly Averages

(1)
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Use the formulas in Box 9.5 for calculating the yearly averages. If there are
missing observations within a year, average the non-missing observations. Calculate the
log transformed yearly averages using equation (9.13) in Box 9.13. The natural log
transformation is available on many calculators and computers, usually designated as
"LN”, “1n”, or “loge.” Although the equations could be changed to use the base 10 logarithms, use only the base e logarithms when using the equations in Boxes 9.13 through
9.15. Calculate the mean and variance of the log transformed yearly averages using the
equations in Box 9.14. The variance will have degrees of freedom equal to one less than
the number of years over which the data was collected.

Box 9.13
Calculation of the Natural Logs of the Yearly Averages
The natural log of the yearly average is:

(9.14)

This variance estimate has m-l degrees of freedom.
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Box 9.15

(9.17)
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9.4

Assessing Attainment of the Mean After Adjusting for Seasonal
Variation

This section provides an alternative procedure for testing if the mean
concentration is less than the cleanup standard. It is expected to provide more accurate
results when there are many samples per year and the data is both serially correlated and the
distribution of the data is not skewed. Because this procedure is sensitive to skewness in
the data, it is recommended only if the distribution of the measurement errors is reasonably
symmetric.
After the data have been collected using the guidelines indicated in
Chapter 4, wells can be tested individually or a group of wells can be tested jointly. In
the latter case, the data for the individual wells at each point in time are used to produce a
summary measure for the group as a whole. This summary measure may be an average,
maximum, or some other measure (see Chapter 2). These summary measures will be
averaged over the entire sampling period. The steps involved for incorporating seasonal
adjustments and serial correlations into the calculations associated with the statistical tests
arc discussed.
The calculations and procedures for assessing the mean after adjusting for
seasonal variation arc described below and summarized in Box 9.16. An example is
provided in Box 9.21. The calculations can be used (with some minor loss in efficiency) if
some observations are missing. With a large proportion of missing observations in any
season, consultation with a statistician is recommended. If the data are obviously skewed,
the procedures described in Box 9.12 which use the log transformed yearly averages arc
recommended.
Use the formulas in Box 9.7 for calculating the seasonal averages and the
mean of the seasonal averages. If there are missing observations within a season, average
the non-missing observations. Calculate the residuals, the deviations of the measurements
from the respective seasonal means, using equation (9.18) in Box 9.17. Box 9.18 shows
how to calculate the variance of the residuals. The variance will have degrees of freedom
equal to the number of measurements less the number of seasons.
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Box 9.17
Calculation of the Residuals
From each sample observation, subtract the corresponding seasonal mean.
That is, compute the, ejk the deviation from the seasonal mean:
(9.18)
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Box 9.18
Calculation of the Variance of the Residuals
Calculate the variance of the observations ejk reflecting adjustments for
possible seasonal differences using the equation in Box 8.12.
(9.19)
Alternatively, the ANOVA approach described in Appendix D can be used
to compute the required variance.

Box 9.19
Calculating the Serial Correlation from the Residuals After Removing
Seasonal Averages
The sample estimate of the serial correlation of the residuals is:
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(9.20)

(9.21)

Use the formula in Box 9.21 to calculate the likelihood ratio for the sequential test Although this formula for calculating the likelihood ratio looks different than when
using the yearly averages (see Box 9.9). the two formulas are equivalent

Box 9.21
Calculation of the Likelihood Ratio for the Sequential Test When Adjusting
for Serial correlation

(9.22)
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Box 9.22
Example Calculation of Sequential Test Statistics after Adjustments for
Seasonal Effects and serial Correlation

and

9.5

Sequential Tests for Proportions

In general, sequential procedures for testing proportions require that more samples be
collected before starting the fast test of hypothesis than when testing the mean. If the
parameter to be tested is the proportion of contaminated samples from either one well or an
array of wells, the sample collection and analysis procedures arc the same as those outlined
above for testing the mean, with the following changes:
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9.6

.

To apply this test, each ground water sample measurement is either
coded “1” (the actual measurement was equal to or above the
cleanup standard Cs), or “0” (below Cs). The statistical analysis is
based on the resulting coded variable of O’s and 1’s.

.

Only the analysis procedure which used yearly averages is appropriate for the calculations (Box 9.4). Do not use either of the
calculation procedures in Boxes 9.12 or 9.16.

A Further Note on Sequential Testing

It should be noted that sequential testing, as discussed in this chapter, has a
small chance of continuing for a very long time if the data gathered provide insufficient
evidence for making a clear-cut determination. A stopping rule, such as the following can
be implemented to handle such cases: determine the sample size necessary for a fixed
for assessing attainment can be used to estimate the variance so the sample size can be
computed). Call this sample size mfixed. If the number of years of sample collection
exceeds twice mfixed, determine the likelihood ratio. If the likelihood ratio is less than 1.0,
conclude that the ground water does not attain the cleanup standard. If the likelihood ratio
is greater than l.0 conclude that the mean concentration is less than the cleanup standard
and test if there is a significant positive slope in the data.l

9.1

Checking for Trends in Contaminant Levels After Attaining the
Cleanup Standard

Once a fixed sample size statistical test indicates that the cleanup standard
for the site has been met, there remains one final concern. The model we have used
assumes that ground water at the site has reached a steady state and that there is no reason
to believe that contaminant levels will rise above the cleanup standard in the future. We
need to check this assumption. Regression models, as discussed in Chapter 6, can be used
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to do so. By establishing a simple regression model with the contaminant measure as the
dependent variable and time as the independent variable, a test of significance can be made
as to whether or not the estimated slope of the resulting linear model is positive (see Section
6.1.3). Scatter plots of the data will prove useful in assessing the model. When using the
yearly averages, the regression can be performed without adjusting for serial correlation.
To minimize the chance of incorrectly concluding that the concentrations are
increasing over time, we recommend that the alpha level for testing the slope (and selecting
the t statistic in Box 6.11) be set at a small value, such as 0.01 (one percent). If, on the
basis of the test, there is not significant evidence that the slope is positive, then the evidence
is consistent with the preliminary conclusion that the ground water in the well(s) attains the
cleanup standard. If the slope is significantly greater than zero, then the concern that
contaminant levels may later exceed the cleanup standard still exists and the assumption of a
steady state is called into question. In this case, further consideration must be given to the
reasons for this apparent increase and, perhaps, to additional remediation efforts.

9.8

Summary

This chapter presented the procedures for assessing attainment of the
cleanup standard for ground water measurements using a sequential statistical test. For
most statistical tests or procedures, the analysis is performed after the entire sample has
been collected and the laboratory results are complete. However, in sequential testing, the
samples are analyzed as they are collected. A statistical analysis of the data collected so far
is used to determine whether another years worth of samples should be collected or
whether the analysis should terminate.
We presented three alternate procedures for assessing attainment using
sequential tests. Two procedures use the yearly average concentrations, one assumes the
yearly average has a normal distribution, the other assumes a log normal distribution. The
third procedure uses the individual observations and makes a correction for seasonal
patterns and serial correlations. In general, the method which assumes the yearly averages
have a log normal distribution is recommended.
These testing procedures can be applied to samples from either individual
wells or wells tested as a group. These procedures are used after the ground water has
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achieved steady state. If the ground water at the site is judged to attain the cleanup
standards because the concentrations arc not increasing and the long-term average is
significantly less than the cleanup standard, follow-up monitoring is recommended to check
that the steady state assumption holds.
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APPENDIX F: DERIVATIONS AND EQUATIONS
Simulations

For each test and each set of simulations with the same distributional assumptions, Figure 8 shows
the range in the false positive rate across simulations. Figure 9 shows similar information for the
false negative rate.
As can be seen from Figure 8, the false positive rate for the tests are close to the nominal level of
0.05 when the data have a normal distribution, as desired. For skewed and correlated data, the
false positive rate generally exceeds the nominal level.
For skewed and correlated data, the false positive rate for the standard sequential t-test exceeds the
nominal value for all simulations. The performance of the modified test and the modified test with
adjustments for seasonal patterns and serial correlations had similar false positive rates. Both of
these tests are sensitive to correlated and skewed data. The false positive rate for the modified test
adjusted for skewness is lower than for the other three tests. Only for correlated data does this test
have a false positive rate consistently greater than the nominal level. Censoring resulted in a
relative decrease in the false positive rate. Of the tests based on the modified sequential t-test, the
test with adjustments for skewness had the lowest average sample sizes and lowest false positive
rates.
Based on both the average sample sizes and false positive rates from the simulations, the modified
test adjusted for skewness is preferred over the other sequential tests. To the extent that the false
positive rate exceeds the nominal level for skewed and correlated data, the power can be improved
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by using two year averages instead of one year averages. Results for the skewed and correlated
data using two year averages are also shown in Figure 8.
As shown in Figure 9, the false negative rate for all tests was generally similar to or less than the
nominal level. The false negative rate for the standard sequential t-test exceeded that for the
procedures based on the modified test For all tests, the false negative rate increased greatly in the
presence of censoring. Procedures based on the modified test, the modified test adjusted for
skewness had a false negative rate closest to the nominal level under the simulated conditions.
Although the average sample sizes for the tests were similar, the test adjusted for skewness had
highest average sample sizes. At the alternate hypothesis no one calculation procedure is clearly
preferred, however, the modified test has false negative rates lower than the nominal value for all
but censored observations and is the simplest to calculate.
The sample sizes for the skewed data were similar to those for the normally distributed data for
which the sequential test required fewer samples, on the average, than the equivalent fixed sample
size test. Therefore, it is likely that the sequential tests would also have lower average sample size
than for a fixed sample size test where the sample size calculations accounted for the skewed and/or
correlated nature of the data.
6.

Conclusions and Discussion

For assessing attainment of Superfund cleanup standards based on the mean contaminant levels
using sequential tests, the conclusions from this simulation study are:
Given the situations found at Superfund sites, a sequential test can reduce the number of
samples compared to the that for an equivalent fixed sample size test;
The standard sequential t-test can have false negative rates greater than the nominal value.
An adjustment factor can be used to improve the power performance of the sequential t-test
without greatly increasing the sample sizes. Different criteria will result in the selection of
different adjustment factors, however. all of the adjustment factors considered improved
the performance of the test. In this paper, the adjustment factor (n-2)/n was evaluated.
Use of a simple approximation to the likelihood ratio performs well compared to that based
on the non-central t distribution;
Sampling rules which terminate the sequential test if the number of samples exceeds twice
the sample size for the equivalent fixed sample size test are likely to have little effect on the
power of the sequential t-test;
A modified sequential t-test with an adjustment for skewness has the lowest false positive
rate among the tests considered and has acceptable false negative rates and sample sizes
relative to the other tests; and
All test procedures were sensitive to censored data.
The procedures used here set censored values equal to the detection limit. Other possible
approaches place censored values at half the detection limit or at zero. Further work is required to
determine how the sequential tests perform using different rules for handling values below the
detection limit The decision rule which places censored values at the detection level was chosen to
protect human health and the environment when assessing attainment at Superfund sites.
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The problem of testing multiple wells and contaminants is particularly troublesome when the
decision rule requires that all wells and all contaminants must attain the relevant cleanup standards.
Even if all concentrations are below the cleanup standard, the probability of a false negative on any
one of several statistical tests increases the probability of falsely concluding that additional cleanup
is required. The false negative rate for the modified sequential tests considered in this paper are
generally lower than the nominal value for all but censored data. Therefore, use of these tests will
generally not contribute, beyond that planned for in the sample and analysis plan, to incorrectly
concluding that the ground water attains the Cleanup standard unless the data are censored.
All of the power curves are based on the assumption that the standard deviation will remain
constant as the mean changes. Another possible assumption is that the coefficient of variation will
remain constant as the mean changes. While the assumption about how the standard deviation
changes as the mean changes does not affect the conclusions presented, the actual shape of the
power curves will depend on the assumptions made.
Finally, these modified sequential t-tests can also be used when the alternate hypothesis is greater
than the null hypothesis. The results above can be applied if the false negative and false positive
labels are reversed. For compliance monitoring, i.e., to answer the question: do the concentrations
exceed an action level?, all of the modified sequential tests perform well if the data arc not
censored. With censored data, alternate rules for handling the observations below the detection
level should be considered.
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Tables of t for selected alpha and degrees of freedom
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Table A.2

Tables of z for selected alpha
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Table A.3

Tables of k for selected alpha, PO, and sample size far use in a toleranace interval test
(Continued)
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Table A.3

Tables of k for selected alpha, PO, and sample size far use in a tolerance interval test
(Continued)
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Table A.5

Variance factors F for determining sample size
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APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE WORKSHEETS

The worksheets in this appendix have been completed to serve as an example in
understanding the forms and making the necessary calculations.
Please note that to maintain adquate precision in doing the computations appearing
in the worksheets, (particularly in the calculations of estimated variances, standard deviations, or
standard errors), the number of decimal places retained should be as high as possible, with a
minimum of four.

A Scenario

To help understand how to use the worksheets provided, a scenario has been
constructed with associated data concerning a site for which a cleanup effort has been undertaken.
In order that undue time is not spent on data manipulation and data entry, parameters were set in
such a way that the number of years for which data needed to be collected in the example was kept

required for a fixed sample size test was limited to three years, which is highly unlikely to be the
case in practice.
The scenario involves a Superfund site with a treatment well and 5 monitoring
wells. Two of the’ monitoring wells are close to the source of contamination and have been
monitored individually (involving Worksheets 2 through 7b). The remaining three wells are
relatively far from the source of contamination and have been analyzed as a group (Worksheets 8
through 14b). Two chemicals were of interest in monitoring for cleanup. The example
worksheets have been provided for one of the two chemicals for one of the two wells being
monitored individually and for the group of three wells. For illustrative purposes, for the single
well being examined, both a fixed sample test and a sequential test have been carried out.
However, in practice, a decision would be made before hand about which of the two approaches
would be used, and only that test would be employed. It is interesting to note that, for the example
data set, it turns out that the fixed sample size test indicates that the site is clean while the sequential
test indicates that more data are needed before a decision can be reached. On average, the
sequential test will yield a result more quickly, but since the parameters were specified so as to
require only-three years for the fixed sample test, which is the minimum amount of time required
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for a sequential test, it is not altogether surprising that a decision could not be made via the
sequential test
Worksheets 15 and 16 have been filled out with data independent of the five well
example. They were used simply to indicate how a serial correlation could be estimated via the
worksheets. The number of observations on which the estimated serial correlation is based,
twelve, is fewer than should normally be used in practice.
The number of samples per year used in the example was six. Note that in
Worksheet 3 the estimated serial correlation between monthly data was .2, so that the correlation
2
between observations obtained between two-month periods would be estimated to be .2 =.04.
Since .04 represents a rather low correlation between Observations, data could be reasonably
gathered on a bimonthly schedule without great concern about a lack of independence between
observations.
Worksheets 1R and 2R present the computation of regression coefficients and
related tests of significance using the three sample means obtained during the three years of data
collection for the test of the single well to serve as the three data observations from which a linear
model was to be constructed. Since the fixed sample test indicated that the cleanup effort was
successful, it is desirable to examine the trend of the data over time to make sure that there is no
evidence that the cleanup standard could be exceeded in the future. This could be indicated by
evidence of a statistically significant positive slope for the sample data (in this case, the three yearly
averages). Three observations is a rather small sample on which to base such decisions, but again
the chief purpose of these example worksheets is illustrative. The reader can more quickly
determine how the regression estimates were computed using a small data set. In practice, it is
quite likely that the number of years’ worth of data resulting in a decision that the site is clean will
exceed three by several years.
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Table B.l Summary of Notation Used in Appendix B

Symbol

Definition

m
n
N
index i
index k
index j
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1

monitoring well dl feet northeast of treatment well

2

monitoring well d2 feet west of treatment well

3

monitoring well d3 feet north of treatment well

4

monitoring well d4 feet southwest of treatment well

5

monitoring well d5 feet southeast of treatment well

wells 1 and 2 will be assessed individually

I

1 wells 3, 4, and 5 will be assessed as a group
I

Continue to WORKSHEET 2 if wells are assessed individually.
Continue to WORKSHEET 8 if wells arc assessed as a group.
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chemical
Number
C

Secondary Objectives/Other purposes for which the data is to be collected
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Standard
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Completed by
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Date Completed: E X A M P L E _
Use additional sheets if necessary.
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WORKSHEET
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Corrected

with seasonal patterns removed
for each “season”for year k

N u m b e r
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The worksheets in this appendix can be photocopied when needed. Then the copies
may be us&i in their current form or modified, as appropriate. They may be employed to
document the objectives and decisions, record data, and make calculations to determine if the
ground water at the site attains the cleanup standard. These worksheets refer to in the main text of
this document. Appendix B provides examples of how to fill out the worksheets.

The initial appearance of a “Bold” letter in a worksheet represents an intermediate
computation, the result of which will be used in a later computation and will also be signified by
the letter in “Bold” script.

To maintain adequate precision in doing the computations appearing in the
worksheets, (particularly in the calculation of estimated variances, standard deviations, or standard
errors), the number of decimal places retained should be as high as possible, with a minimum of
four.
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m
n
N

index i
index k
index j
index c
index w
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See Section 32 in “Statistical Methods for Evaluating the Attainment of cleanup Standards”. Volume 2

Use the Sampling Well Number (w) to refer on subsequent sheets to the sampling wells described
above.
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Page
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APPENDIX D: MODELING THE DATA

A model is a mathematical description of the process or phenomenon from

which the data arc collected. A model provides a framework for extrapolating from the
measurements obtained during the data collection period to other periods of time and
describing the important characteristics of the data. Perhaps most importantly, a model
serves as a formal description of the assumptions which are being made about the data.
The choice of statistical method used to analyze the data depends on the nature of these
assumptions.
The results of the statistical analysis may be sensitive to the degree to which
the data adhere to the assumptions of the analysis. If the statistical results arc quite
insensitive to the validity of a particular assumption, the statistical methods arc said to be
“robust” to departures from that assumption. On the other hand, if the results are sensitive
to an assumption so that the results may be substantially incorrect if the assumption does
not hold, the validity of that assumption should be checked before the results of the
analysis arc used or given credence.
After steady state conditions have been reached, the model assumed to
describe the ground water data is the equation in Box D.1.
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Box D.1
Modeling the Data
The model assumed to describe ground water data after steady-state
conditions have been reached is:

= independent normal errors.

This model for the data assumes that the average level of contamination is
constant over the period, of concern (either a short or very long period). However, the
actual measurements may fluctuate around that level due to seasonal differences, lab
measurement errors, or serially correlated fluctuations (described below). The purpose of
the cleanup standard in the presence of this variability.
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Because the primary cyclical force affecting the ground water system is
climatic, in most situations the seasonal term will have a period of one year. In some
climates there are two rainy seasons and two dry seasons, possibly resulting in a seasonal
pattern of a half year. The connection between the seasonal pattern in the ground water
concentrations and the climatic changes may be-complex such that both patterns may have
the same period; however, the shape of the patterns, the relative times of maximum rainfall
or the maximum or minimum concentration may differ.
Ground water concentrations at points close together in time or space are
likely to be more similar than observations taken far apart in time or space. There are
several physical reasons why this may be the case. In statistical terms, observations taken
close together are said to be more correlated than observations taken far apart
The serial correlation of observations separated by a time difference oft can
between two observations versus the time separating the two observations is called an autocorrelation function. The model above assumes that the autocorrelation function has the
shape shown in Figure D.1, which is described by the equation in Box D.2.

Box D.2
Auto&relation Function

If the serial correlation of the measurements is zero, the data behave as if
they were collected randomly. As the correlation increases, the similarity of measurements
taken close together relative to all other measurements becomes more pronounced. Figure
D.2 shows simulated data with serial correlations of 0.0, 0.4 and 0.8. Serial correlations
are always between -1 and 1. However, for most environmental data, serial correlations are
usually between 0 and 1, indicating that measurements taken close together in time will be
more alike than measurements taken far apart.
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Figure D.1

Theoretical Autocorrelation Function Assumed in the Model of the Ground
Water Data

The between observations

Many common statistical procedures will provide incorrect conclusions if an
existing correlation in the data is not properly accounted for. For example, the variability in
the data may be inappropriately estimated. Proper selection of a simple random sample for
estimating the mean guarantees that the errors are uncorrelated. However, when using a
systematic sample (such as for ground water samples collected at regular intervals), the
formulae based on a random sample provide a good estimate of the standard error of the
mean only if there is no serial correlation. With serial correlation, a correction term is
required. For the autocorrelation function assumed above, the correction term increases the
standard error of the long-term mean and decreases it for the short-term mean.
The autocorrelation function can have many different shapes; however, in
general, correlations will decrease as the time between observations increases. If the
samples are taken farther apart in time, the correction becomes less important.
represents errors resulting from lab measurement
error and other factors associated with the environment being sampled and the sample
handling procedures.
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Figure D.2

Examples of Data with Serial Correlations of 0, 0.4, and 0.8. The higher
the serial correlation the more the distribution dampens out
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Different models may be used to describe the data collected during the
treatment phase and the post-treatment assessment phase because either (1) the
characteristics of the data will be different, or (2) different information about the measured
concentrations is of interest. The statistical procedures discussed in Chapter 6 to be used
during treatment are therefore different from those discussed in Chapters 8 and 9 for
assessing attainment of the cleanup standards.
There are two terms which have been excluded from the model above and
could be used to model ground water concentrations in some situations. These are a slope
(or trend) term and a spatial correlation term.
In many situations it is reasonable to assume that the general level of
contamination is either gradually decreasing or gradually increasing. It may be desirable to
assume a functional form for this change in concentration. For example, the concentration
may be considered to be decreasing linearly a exponentially. A revised model with a linear
trend term is presented in Box D.3.
If the slope is not zero, as in the model in Box D.3, then the ground water is
not at steady state. If the slope is positive, the concentrations are increasing over time. If
the slope is negative, the concentrations are decreasing over time. If concentrations are
below the cleanup standard and are increasing over time, the ground water may be judged
to attain the cleanup standard; however the cleanup standard may not be attained in the
future as concentrations increase. Therefore, the ground water in the sampled wells will be
judged to attain the cleanup standard only if (1) the selected parameter is significantly less
than the cleanup standard, and (2) the concentrations are not increasing. This decision
criteria is presented in Table D.1.
The model in Box D.3 does not include spatial correlation. In this
guidance, it is assumed that the results from different wells (or different depths in the same
well) are combined using criteria developed based on expert knowledge of the site rather
than by fitting statistical models. For this reason a spatial correlation has not been
included.
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Box D.3

Table D.1

Decision criteria for determining whether the ground water concentrations
attain the cleanup standard
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APPENDIX E: CALCULATING RESIDUALS AND SERIAL CORRELATIONS
1
USING SAS

Several statistical programs can be used-to make the calculations outlined in this
guidance document. Although these programs can be used to perform the required calculations,
they were not specifically designed for the application addressed in this document. Therefore,
they can only be used as a partial aid for the procedures presented here. Only one of the many
available statistical packages, SAS, will be discussed below in the example. This example makes
no attempt to thoroughly introduce the SAS system, and no endorsement of SAS is implied. Help
from a statistician or programmer familiar with any software being used is strongly recommended.
The basic quantities discussed in the Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 can be calculated
using one of several statistical procedures available in SAS. Among them ate PROC GLM, PROC
ANOVA, and PROC REG (see SAS Users Guide: Statistics, SAS Institute, 1985). All of these
procedures require specifying a linear model and requesting certain options in the MODEL
statement A SAS data set containing the data to be used in the analysis should first be created (see
SAS Users Guide: Basics, SAS Institute, 1985). In the data set, the observations should be listed
or sorted in time order, otherwise the calculated serial correlations will be meaningless.
Given below is an example of a SAS program using PROC REG that will subtract
seasonal means from the observed concentration measurements and calculate the required first
order serial cotrelation of the residuals.
PROC REG DATA = CHEMl;
MODEL CONC = SEAS1 SEAS2 SEAS3 SEAS4/NOINT,DW;
In the program, CHEM1 is the SAS data set containing the following variables:
CONC, the concentration measurement of the ground water sample; TIME, a sequence number
indicating the time at which the sample was drawn; YEAR, the year the sample was drawn, and
PER, the period within the year in which the sample was drawn. For this illustration, data were
collected quarterly so that PER = 1, 2, 3, or 4. The variables SEAS 1 through SEAS4 are indicator
variables defined at a previous DATA step. For each observation, these indicator variables are
defined as follows: SEAS1 = 1 if PER = 1, and is 0, otherwise; SEAS2 = 1 if PER = 2, and is 0

l

Mention of trade names or commercial products does not constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
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otherwise; SEAS3 = 1 if PER = 3, and is 0, otherwise; and SEAS4 = 1 if PER = 4, and is 0,
otherwise. Creation of these indicator or “dummy” variables is required if PROC REG is used.
On the other hand, dummy variables arc not required for PROC ANOVA or PROC GLM. Note
that in this example, the variable TIME is not included as an independent variable in the model.
The model statement specifics the form of the linear model to be fitted. In the
example, CONC is the dependent variable and SEAS1 through SEAS4 are the independent
variables. The reason for specifying this particular model is to have the seasonal means subtracted
from the observed concentrations. NOINT is an option that specifics that a “no-intercept model” is
to be estimated. Other models can also be used to produce the required residuals, but they will not
be discussed here. Finally, DW is the “Durbin-Watson” option, which requests that the DurbinWatson test (see Section 5.6.1) and the serial correlation of the residuals be calculated. The output
from the above computer run will look like:

DEP Variable: CONC
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The first part of the output (identified by the heading SOURCE, DF, SUM OF
SQUARES, etc.) is referred to as the “analysis of variance table.” In the “MEAN SQUARE”
In the

As mentioned earlier, PROC GLM or PROC ANOVA can also be used to compute
the required statistical quantities. The interested reader should refer to the SAS users manual for
more information.
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This appendix provides background fop several equations presented in the
document. This background is provided only far equations which cannot be easily verified
in a standard statistical text. A simulation study provides the background for the sequential
tests presented in Chapter 9. The simulation study was supported by Westat. The last
section of this appendix incorporates a technical paper prepared for publication which
summarizes the simulations.

F.l

Derivation of TablesA.4 and A.5

This section outlines the derivation of Table A.4 for determining a
recommended number of samples to take per year and Table A.5 for obtaining variance
factors for use in determining sample size. Table A.4 is based on the assumption that the
number of samples per year will be chosen to minimize the total sampling costs while still
achieving the desired precision. The assumptions on which the derivation is based arc
explained below. The values in Table A.5 follow directly from the calculations used to
obtain Table A.4.
For a fixed sample size test, the cost of the sampling program can be
approximated by:
C = E + (Y+nS)m
(F.1)
where
c = the total cost of the sampling program;
E = the cost to establish the sampling program;
Y = the yearly cost to maintain the program;
S = the incremental cost to collect each sample;
n = the number of samples per year and
m = the number of years of sampling
This can also be written as:
C = E + S(R+n)m
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Since E and S are constants, the total sampling cost can be minimized by
minimizing (R + n)m subject to the constraint that the choices of n and m achieve the
desired precision. The total number of samples collected is:
(F.3)
Consider the hypothesis test where a mean is being compared to a standard
and assume that 1) the measurements are independent and 2) a normal approximation can
be used. Then the following equation can be used to determine the required sample size:

(F-4)
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The problem is to select the combination of n and m such that equation (F.5)
is satisfied and the sampling costs are minimized.

The following equation (derived in section F.2) can be used for Neff for the

The values in Tables A.4 and A.5 were calculated using the following
procedures:
(1)

(2)

(3)

For each calculation in step (1) and for selected values of R,
calculate the sampling cost using equation (F.2).

(4)
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F.2

Derivation of Equation (F.6)

A series of periodic ground water measurements following an autoregressive (AR(l)) process can be described by the following equation (see Box and
Jenkins (1970) for details):

(F.7)
where:

The following relationships are used in the derivation of the variance:

and
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F.2.1

Variance of zt
The variance of zt is:
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Using equation (F.9):
(F. 18)

F.2.2
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Table F.1
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(F.29)

Combining equations (F.5), (F.18). and (F.29):
(F.30)

Note that the denominator in equation (F.30) has the term

multiplied

by a “correction term” which is usually close to 1.0 and approaches 1.0 as the sample size
increases.

F.3

Derivation of the Sample Size Equation

(F.31)
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Using the conditions which satisfy equation (F.32), the calculated sample
size using (F.4) would be:

(F.34)
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- The equations for sample size in the text use equation (F.34) with K = 2.

Table F.2

Differences between the calculated sample sizes using a t distribution and a
normal distribution when the samples size based on the t distribution is 20,

(F.35)
if the serial correlation is assumed to be zero then, s2, the estimated variance
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F.4

Sequential Tests for Assessing Attainment

The following paper, prepared by Westat, has been included in this
appendix as it was submitted for publication.
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Assessing Attainment of Ground Water Cleanup Standards Using
Modified Sequential t-Tests
By John Rogers, Westat, Rockville Maryland1
Assessing the attainment of Superfund cleanup standards in ground water can be complex
due to measurements with skewed distributions, seasonal or periodic patterns, high
variability, serial correlations, and censoring of observations below the laboratory detection
limit. The attainment decision is further complicated by trends and transient changes in the
concentrations as a result of the cleanup effort. EPA contracted Westat to prepare a
guidance document recommending statistical procedures for assessing the attainment of
ground water cleanup standards. The recommended statistical procedures were to require a
minimum of statistical training. The recommended procedures included a sequential t-test
based on yearly average concentrations.
Further research and simulations by Westat indicate that modifications of the sequential ttest have better performance and are easier to use than the originally proposed sequential ttest, particularly with highly skewed data. This paper presents three modified sequential
tests with simulation results showing how the sequential t-test and the modifications
perform under a variety of situations similar to those found in the field. The modified tests
use an easy-tocalculate approximation for the log likelihood ratio and an adjustment to
improve the power of the test for small sample sires. Using the log transformed yearly
averages improves the test performance with skewed data. Expected sample sizes and
practical considerations for application of these tests are also discussed.
Key words: Sequential t-test, Simulations, Ground water, Superfund.
1.

Introduction

EPA contracted Westat to prepare a draft guidance document recommending sampling and
statistical methods for evaluating the attainment of ground-water cleanup standards at Superfund
sites. The recommended statistical methods were to be applicable to a variety of site conditions and
be able to be implemented by technical staff with a minimum of statistical training.
The draft document included an introduction to basic statistical procedures and recommended a
variety of statistical methods including a sequential t-test. Although the sequential t-test has several
advantages for testing ground water, one significant disadvantage is the relative complexity of the
calculations, requiring use of the noncentral t distribution. Additional research was undertaken by
Westat to find an alternative to the standard sequential t-test which is easier to implement. As part
of this research, simulations have been used to evaluate the performance of the sequential t-test and
several modifications of it.
This paper presents these simulation results showing how the sequential t-test and the modified
tests perform under a variety of situations similar to those found in the field.
The Problem of Assessing Ground Water at a Superfund Site
The history of contamination and cleanup at a Superfund site will result in ground water
contaminant concentrations which generally (1) increase during periods of contamination, (2)
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decrease. during remediation, and (3) settle into dynamic equilibrium with the surrounding
environment after remediation, at which point the success of the remediation can be determined.
Specifying the attainment objectives and assessing attainment of cleanup standards can be
complicated by many site specific factors, including: multiple wells, multiple contaminants, and
data which have seasonal patterns, serial correlations, significant lab measurement variation, nonconstant variance, skewed distributions, long-term trends, and censored values below the detection
limits. The general characteristics of ground water quality data have been discussed by Loftis et al.
(1986). All of these factors complicate the specification of an appropriate statistical test. Figure 1
illustrates the variation which might be found in monthly ground water measurements, using
simulated observations.
The Statistical Problem to be Discussed

The statistical tests considered in this paper are the sequential t-test for comparing means and
modifications of this test. Using a sequential procedure, a test of hypothesis is performed after
each sample, or set of samples, is collected. The test of hypothesis results in three possible
outcomes, (1) accept the null hypotheisis, (2) reject the null hypotheisis, or (3) continue sampling.
The hypothesis is tested based on the n ground water samples, xl to xn, collected prior to the test
of hypothesis. The sample size at the termination of the test is a random variable. The power and
sample size distribution of the sequential tests were evaluated using monte carlo simulations. For
the simulations the following parameters were varyed: the mean, standard deviation, detection
limit, proportion of the variation which is serially cotrelated versus independent, lag 1 serial
set at 1.0. 1000 simulations were made for each set of parameters tested, unless otherwise noted.
Simulations were performed using SAS version 6.
Section 2 reviews and compares the fixed sample size and sequential t-tests. Sections 3 and 4
discuss the performance of the t-test and several modifications when applied to normally
distributed and independent observations. The performance of the sequential tests when applied to
simulated ground water data is evaluated in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the results and presents
the conclusions.
2.

Fixed Versus Sequential Tests

The fixed sample size test and sequential t-test are reviewed briefly below, emphasizing factors
which are relevant to the development of a modified test and for selecting a test for assessing
ground water.
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Fixed Sample Size t-Test

where : t

Standard Sequential t-Test

The steps in implementing the sequential t-test for comparing the mean to a standard are:
(1)
(2)

Collect k-l samples without, testing the hypothesis.
Collect one additional sample for a total of n samples collected so far and calculate:
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cleanup standard
l - a
Standard,

then accept the null hypothesis that the groundwater does not attain the cleanup

otherwise, return to step (2) and collect additional samples until a decision is reached.

Comparison of the Sequential and Fixed Sample Size Test
Table 1 compares the sequential and fixed sample size tests based on several characteristics. The
choice of which test to use depends on the circumstances in which the test is to be applied.

Estimate of the
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3.

Power and Sample Sizes for the Sequential t-Test with Normally
Distributed Data

For the purpose of describing the simulation results used to determine the power of the sequential
t-test, define the scale factor as the ratio of the standard deviation of the measurements to the
difference between the means for the null and alternate hypotheses:
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eq. (5)
This centered test is used in the following simulations to determine the relationship between power
and sample size.
Changes in

Power with Increasing Sample Size

Figure 3 shows the false decision rate (false positive or false negative rate) and average sample size
3.6. For this symmetric test, the false positive and false negative rates are equal. The false
decision rate at very low sample sizes is smaller than the nominal level of .05. As the scale factor
increases, resulting in increasing sample sizes, the false decision rate increases to a maximum of
roughly three times the nominal level and then decreases slowly. The average sample size is
roughly half of that for the corresponding fixed sample size test except at very low sample sizes.
Similar patterns were seen in the false negative rates when the zero point was set at the null
hypothesis.
The good performance of the test at low samples sizes is in part due to the discrete nature of the
sampling. From the sample just before the termination of the test to the sample which terminates
the test, the likelihood ratio jumps from inside the decision limits to outside. With small sample
sizes, the likelihood ratio may be considerably beyond the decision limits on the last sample. This
is equivalent to having more information than is necessary to make the decision, resulting in
improved performance.
Distribution of Sample Sizes
Simulations were used to look at the distribution of sample sizes at the termination of the test, for
displayed separately for simulations which rejected the null hypothesis (correct decision) and those
which did not. For both decisions a relatively large proportion of the simulations terminate at a
sample size of two. The false decision rate is greater than the nominal value by roughly the
proportion of simulations terminating with only two samples. The modified sequential test, for
which the distribution of samples sizes is also shown in Figure 4, is discussed in the next section.
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The general characteristics of the sample size distributions are the same regardless of the conditions
simulated. Samples sizes for the sequential t-test are highly skewed. For many simulations, the
test terminated with two samples. For those simulations not terminating with two or three
samples, the distribution of sample sizes was roughly log-normal.
4.

Modifications to Simplify the Calculations and Improve the Power

The poor performance of the centered sequential t-test at the alternate and null hypotheses and the
observation that many of the simulations which terminate at two samples contribute to the large
false decision rates, suggest that a modification to the test might improve the performance. Other
authors have noted this problem and suggested alternate procedures. In particular, Hayre (1983)
suggested changing the test boundaries. Hayre’s suggestion is equivalent to multiplying the the
log likelihood ratio by the adjustment factor (nd)/(n+c) where d < k and c > -d. Based on
heuristic arguments, Hayre concluded that k, the minimum number of samples, should be at least 5
if a large sample size is expected.
When small sample sizes are expected, requiring as many as 5 samples before the first test of
hypothesis can result in an overly conservative test. In this research decision rules requiring a
minimum of 2, 3, or 4 samples were considered. In addition, the performance of the centered
sequential t-test was simulated using adjustment factors of: 1, (n-1)/n, (n-2)/n, (n-3)/n. The

Figure 5. All of the adjustment factors improved the performance of the test by reducing the
maximum probability of a false decision to values closer to the nominal value. The selection of an
optimal adjustment factor requires specification of the conditions under which the test is to be used.
One adjustment factor might be chosen if small sample sizes are expected, another if large sample
sizes are expected. In all cases, the test is conservative for low sample sizes, possibly liberal for
intermediate sample sizes, and approaches the nominal values for large sample sizes. Over the
range of the scale factor considered in the simulations, the average false decision rate for the
adjustment factor (n-2)/n was closest to the nominal value. Therefore, this adjustment factor, (n2)/n, with k=3 was chosen for evaluation in subsequent simulations.
Approximation for Non-central t
Calculation of the likelihood ratio using the noncentral t-distribution is difficult because the tables
are not generally available and are difficult to use. The use of the sequential t-test can therefore be
simplified by using an approximation to the log likelihood ratio of the two non-central tdistributions. Rushton (1950) published three approximations for the log of the likelihood ratio.
Westat’s analysis showed that the approximations performed well, particularly when the zero point
for the test was set mid-way between the null and alternate hypotheses. Using Rushton’s simplest
approximation and the adjustment factor selected above, the equations for the modified
sequential t-test become:
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Figure 4 shows the distribution of samples sizes for the modified test compared to that for the
standard sequential t-test. Figure 6 shows the power curve and average sample sizes for the
1.6. Figure 6 can be compared directly with Figure 2
for the standard sequential t-test.
Termination of the Test Before a Decision Has Been Reached
measurements, using the modified test with scale factor of 1.6. As noted before, the distribution
of the sample sizes is roughly log-normal. The minimum sample size is 3 because a minimum of
three samples are required before the first test of hypothesis. The mean sample size is generally
similar to or less than nfixed. The 95th percentile of the sample sizes is less than three times nfixed
Nfixed.
Several authors, including Wald, have suggested that, for practical purposes, the sequential test
can be terminated after some fixed large number of samples if the test has not otherwise terminated,
with the decision going to which ever hypothesis is more favored at termination. Figure 7
suggests that a decision rule terminating the test with a maximum sample size of three times nfixed
is reasonable because very few tests would be terminated early when the true mean is close to the
null or alternate hypothesis. When the mean is mid-way between the null and alternate hypothesis,
acceptance of the null hypothesis is essentially random, and early termination will not affect the
power of the test.
Simulations were performed to evaluate different termination rules. One hundred simulations were
run for all combinations of: termination at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 times nfixed; four scale factors from .4
0.5. In addition, 100 simulations were run for all
sample size; scale factor =
termination were not statistically significant. Early termination resulted in a decrease in the average
or alternate hypothesis, changes in the average sample size were, practically speaking,
insignificant.
These results indicate that early termination of the sequential test will have little effect on the power
sampling and is therefore subject to error, it is recommend that sequential tests not be terminated
until the samples size is at least twice the estimated sample size for an equivalent fixed sample size
test. For the simulations reported in other sections of this paper, the sequential tests were
terminated if the sample size exceeded 5 times nfixed.
5.

Application to Ground Water Data from Superfund Sites

The modified sequential t-test performs well with normally distributed data, having average sample
sizes below those for equivalent fixed sample size tests and power close to the nominal power.
However, ground water measurements may be skewed, serially correlated, censored, and have
seasonal patterns. How well does the modified test perform with ground water data? Simulations
were used to determine how four sequential tests performed when assessing ground-water data.
For all statistical tests, the following sequential sample design is assumed: m ground water samples
are collected at periodic intervals throughout the year, with at least 4 samples per year. The
samples are analyzed and the test of hypothesis is performed once per year starting after three years
of data are collected. The number of years of data collection is n.
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The four statistical tests evaluated using the simulations are:
1)

Standard sequential t-test described in section 2 using the yearly averages;

4)

Modified sequential t-test with an adjustment for skewness:
Calculate y = ln(yearly average). Estimate the log transformed mean and its standard
error using the following equations:

The second test was expected to perform well with data which has an approximately normal
distribution. The third test was expected to perform best with highly skewed data. The fourth test
was expected to perform best with data with significant correlation and little skewness.
Simulations were performed to test these assumptions.
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Alpha (a) -In the context of a statistical test, a is probability of a Type I
Alternative Hypothesis See hypothesis.
Analysis Plan The plan that specifics how the data are to be analyzed once they have
been collected, includes what estimates are to be made from the data, how the
estimates are to be calculated, and how the results of the analysis will be
reported.
Autocorrelation See serial correlation
Attainment This term by itself refers to the successful achievement of the attainment
objectives. In brief, attainment means that site contamination has been reduced
to or below the level of the cleanup standard.
Attainment Objectives The attainment objectives refer to a set of site descriptors and
parameters together with standards as to what the desired level should be for the
parameters. These are usually decided upon by the courts and the responsible
parties. For example, these objectives usually include the chemicals to be
tested, the cleanup standards to be attained, the measures or parameters to be
compared to the cleanup standard, and the level of confidence required if the
environment and human health are to be protected (Chapter 3).

Binomial Distribution A probability distribution used to describe the number of
occurrences of a specified event in n independent trials. In this manual, the
binomial distribution is used to develop statistical tests concerned with testing
the proportion of ground water samples that have excessive concentrations of a
contaminant (see Chapters 8 and 9). For example, suppose the parameter of
interest is the portion (or percent) of the ground water wells that exceed a level
specified by the cleanup standard, Cs. Then one might estimate that portion by
taking a sample of 10 wells and counting the number of wells that exceed the
Cs. Such a sampling process results in a binomial distribution. For additional
details about the binomial distribution, consult Conover (1980).
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Chain of Custody Procedures Procedures for documenting who has custody of and
the condition of samples from the point of collection to the analysis at the
laboratory. Chain of custody procedures are used to insure that the samples are
not lost, tampered with, or improperly stored or handled.
Clean Attains the cleanup standard. That is, a judgment has been made that the site has
been cleaned or processed to the point that in the attainment objectives, as
defined above, have been met.
Cleanup Standard (Cs) The criterion set by EPA against which the measured
concentrations are compared to determine whether the ground water at the
Super-fund site is acceptable or not (Sections 2.2.4 and 3.4). For example, the
Cs might be set at 5 parts per million (5 ppm) for a site chemical. Hence, any
water that tests out at greater than 5 ppm is not acceptable.,
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Comparison-wise Alpha ‘For an individual statistical decision on one compound or
well, the maximum probability of a false positive decision.
Compositing Physically mixing several samples into one larger sample, called a
composite sample. Then either the entire composite is measured or one or more
random subsamples from the composite are measured Generally the individual
samples which are composited must be the same size or volume, and the
composite sample must be completely mixed. Composite samples can be useful
for estimating the mean concentration. If appropriate, compositing can result in
substantial savings where the cost of analyzing individual samples is high.
Confidence Interval A sample-based estimate of a population parameter which is
expressal as a range or interval of values which will include the true parameter
value with a known probability or confidence. For example, instead of giving
an estimate of the population mean, say x = 15.3, we can give a 95 percent
confidence interval, say [x-3, x+3] or [12.3 to 18.3] that we are 95 percent
confident contains the population mean.
Confidence Level The degree of confidence associated with an interval estimate. For
example, with a 95 percent confidence interval, we would be 95 percent certain
that the interval contains the true value being estimated. By this, we mean that
95 percent of independent 95 percent confidence intervals will contain the
population mean. In the context of a statistical test, the confidence level is equal
to 1 minus the Type I error (false positive rate). In this case, the confidence
level represents the probability of correctly concluding that the null hypothesis
is true.
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Conservative Test A statistical test for which the Type I error rate (false positive rate) is
actually less than that specified for the test. For a conservative test there will be
a greater tendency to accept the null hypothesis when it is not true than for a
non-conservative test. In the context of this volume, a conservative test errs on
the side of protecting the public health. That is to say, the mistake (i.e.. error)
of wrongly deciding that the site is clean will be less than the stated Type I Error
Rate.
Contaminated A site is called contaminated if it does not attain the cleanup standards. In
other words, the contamination level on the site is higher than that allowed by
the cleanup standard.
Degrees of Freedom (Df) The degrees of freedom of an estimate of variance, standard
deviation, or standard error is a measure of the amount of information on which
the estimate is based or the precision of the estimate. Usually, high degrees of
freedom are associated with a large sample size and a corresponding increase in
accuracy of an estimation.
Dependent Variable (yi) An outcome whose variation is explained by the influence of
independent variables. For example, the contamination level in ground water
(i.e., the dependent variable y) may depend on the distance (i.e., the
independent variable x) from the site incinerator.
Detection Limit The level below which concentration measurements cannot be reliably
determined (see Section 2.3.7). Technically, the lowest concentration of a
specified contaminant which is unlikely to be obtained when analyzing a sample
with none of the contaminant
Distribution The frequencies (either relative or absolute) with which measurements in a
data set fall within specified classes. A graphical display of a distribution is
referred to as a histogram. Formally, a distribution is defined in terms of the
underlying probability function. For example, the distribution of x, say Fx(t),
may be defined as the probability that x is less than t (i.e., P(x<t)). For the
purposes of this volume, the frequency interpretation is adequate.
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Estimate Any numerical quantity computed from a sample of data. For example, a
sample mean is an estimate of the corresponding population mean.

Experiment-wise Alpha See overall alpha
Explanatory Variable See independent variable.
False Positive Rate The probability of mistakenly concluding that the ground water is
clean when it is contaminated. It is the probability of making a Type I error.
False Negative Rate The probability of mistakenly concluding that the ground water is
contaminated when it is clean. It is the probability of making a Type II error.
Ground Water Sample See physical sample.
Histogram A graphical display of a frequency distribution. This is usually given by a
collection of bars in multiple intervals, where the height of a bar in its interval is
proportional to the frequency of occurrence of the variable in that interval.
Hypothesis An assumption about a property or characteristic of a population under
study. A major theme of statistical inference is to decide which of two
complementary hypotheses is likely to be true. In the context of this document,
the null hypothesis is the hypothesis that the ground water is “contaminated,”
and the alternative hypothesis is the hypothesis that the ground water is “clean.”
Hypothesis Test A basic statistical technique for deciding which of two hypotheses is
to be accepted, based on measurements which have measurement error. The
null hypothesis is rejected in favor of the alternate hypothesis if the
measurements are improbable when the null hypothesis is we. Otherwise, the
null hypothesis is accepted in favor of the alternate hypothesis.
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Independent Variable (xi) The characteristic being observed or measured that is
hypothesized to influence an event (the dependent variable) within the defined
area of relationships under study. The independent variable is not influenced by
the event but may cause it or contribute to its variation.
Inference The process of generalizing (extrapolating) results from a sample to a larger
population. More generally, statistical inference is the art of evaluating
information (such as samples) in order to draw reliable conclusions about the
phenomena under study. This usually means drawing conclusions about the
distribution of some variable.
Interquartile Range The difference between the 75th and 25th percentiles of the
distribution.
Judgment Sample A sample of data selected according to non-probabilistic methods;
usually based on expert judgment.
Kriging Kriging is the name given to the least squares prediction of spatial processes. It
is a form of curve fitting using a variety of techniques from regression and time
series. Statistically, kriging is best linear unbiased estimation using generalized
least squares. This statistical technique can be used to model the contours of
water and contaminant levels across wells at given points in time (see Chapter 7
of this guidance and Volume I, Chapter 10). Kriging is not appropriate for
assessing attainment in ground water.
Laboratory Error See measurement error.
Lag 1 Serial Correlation See serial correlation.
Least Squares Estimates This is a common estimation technique. In regression, the
purpose is to find estimates for the regression curve fit. The estimates are
chosen so that the regression curve is “close” to the plotted sample data in the
sense that the square of their distances is minimized (i.e., the least). For
square estimates (see Section 6.1.2).
Less-than-Detection Limit A concentration value that is reported to be below the
detection limit with now measured concentration provided by the lab. It is
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generally recommended that these values be included in the analysis as values at
the detection limit.
Lognormal Distribution A family of positive-valued, skewed distributions commonly
used in environmental work. See Gilbert (1987) for a detailed discussion of
lognormal distributions.
Mean The arithmetic average of a set of data values. Specifically, the mean of a data set,

Mean Square Error (MSE) The sum of squares due to error divided by the
appropriate degrees of freedom which provides an estimate of the variance
about the regression.
Measurement Error Error or variation in laboratory measurements resulting from
unknown factors in the handling and laboratory analysis procedures.
Median The values which separates the lowest 50 percent of the observations from the
upper 50 percent of the observations. Equivalently, the “middle” value of a set
of data, after the values have been arranged in ascending order. If the number
of data points is even, the median is defined to be the average of the two middle
values.,
Mode The value with the greatest probability, i.e., the value which occurs more often
than any other.
Model A mathematical description of the process or phenomenon by which the data arc
generated and collected.
Non-Central t-Distribution Similar to the t-distribution with the exception that the
numerator is a normal variate with mean equal to something other than zero (see
also t-distribution).

Nonparametric Test A test based on relatively few assumptions about the underlying
process generating the data. In particular, no assumptions arc made about the
exact form of the underlying probability distribution. As a consequence,
nonparametric tests are valid for a fairly broad class of distributions.
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Normal Probability Plot A plot of the ordered residuals against their expected values
under normality (see Section 5.6.2).
Normality See normal distribution (see also Section 5.6).
Null Hypothesis See hypothesis.
Outlier Measurements that are (1) very large or small relativeto the rest of the data, or (2)
suspected of being unrepresentative of the true concentration at the sample
location.
Overall Alpha When multiple chemicals or wells are being assessed, the probability that
all chemicals in all wells are judged to attain-the cleanup standard when in
reality, the concentrations for at least one well or chemical do not attain the
cleanup standard.

Parameters of the Model See regression coefficients.
Parametric Test A test based on assumptions about the underlying process generating
the data. For example, most parametric tests assume that the underlying data
are normally distributed. Although parametric tests are strictly not valid unless
the underlying assumptions are met, in many cases parametric tests perform
well over a range of conditions found in the field. In particular, with
reasonably large sample sizes the distribution of the mean will be approximately
normal. See robust test. and Central Limit Theorem.
Percentile The specific value of a distribution that divides the set of measurements in
such a way that P percent of the measurements fall below (or equal) this value,
and 1-P percent of the measurements exceed this value. For specificity, a
percentile is described by the value of P (expressed as a percentage). For
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example, the 95th percentile (P=0.95) is that value X such that 95 percent of the
data have values less than X, and 5 percent have values exceeding X. By
definition, the median is the 50th percentile.
Physical Sample A portion of ground water collected from a well at the waste site and
used to make measurements. This may also be called a water sample. A
water sample may be mixed, subsampled, or otherwise handled to obtain the lab
sample of ground water which is sent for laboratory analysis.
Point Estimate See estimate.
Population The totality of ground water samples in a well for which inferences
regarding attainment of cleanup standards are to be made.
Population Mean Concentration The concentration which is the arithmetic average
for the totality of ground water units (see also mean and population).
Population Parameters See parameter.

Precision Recision refers to the degree to which repeated measurements are similar to
one another. It measures the agreement (reproducibility) among individual
measurements, obtained under prescribed similar conditions. Measurements
which are precise are in close agreement. To use an analogy from archery,
precise archers have all of their arrows land very close together. However, the
arrows of a precise archer may or may not land on (or even near) the bull’s-eye.

Proportion The number of ground water samples in a set of ground water samples that
have a specified characteristic, divided by the total number of ground water
samples in the set.
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Random Sample A sample of ground water units selected using the simple random
sampling procedures described in Section 4.1.
Range The difference between the maximum and minimum values of measurements in a
data set.
Regression Analysis The process of finding the “best” mathematical model (within
some restricted class of models) to describe the dependent variable, yi, as a
function of the independent variable, xi, or to predict yi from xi. The most
common form is the linear model.

Response Variable See dependent variable.
Robust Test A statistical test which is approximately valid under a wide range of
conditions.
Sample Any collection of ground water samples taken from a well.
Sample Design The procedures used to select the ground water samples.
Sample Mean See mean.
Sample Residual See residual.
Sample Size The number of lab samples (i.e., the size of the statistical sample). Thus, a
sample of size 10 consists of the measurements taken on 10 ground water
samples or composite samples.
Sample Standard Deviation See standard deviation.
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Sample Statistics Numerical quantities which summarize the properties of a data set
Sampling Error Variability in sample statistics between different samples that is used to
characterize the precision of sample-based estimates

Sampling Frequency (n) The number of samples to be taken per year or seasonal
period.

Sampling Plan See sample design..
Sampling Variability See sampling error.
Sequential Test A statistical test in which the decision to accept or reject the null
hypothesis is made in a sequential fashion. Sequential tests are described in
Chapters 4, 8, and 9 of this manual.

Serial Correlation A measure of the extent to which successive observations are

Significance Level The probability of a Type I error associated with a statistical test.
In the context of the statistical tests presented in this manual, it is the probability
that the ground water from a well or group of wells is declared to be clean when
it is contaminated. The significance level is often denoted by the symbol a
(Greek letter alpha).

A linear model relating the concentration
measurements (or some other parameter) to time (see Section 6.1).

Simple Linear Regression Model

Size of the Physical Sample The volume of a physical ground water sample.
Skewness A measure of the extent to which a distribution is symmetric or asymmetric.
Skewed Distribution Any asymmetric distribution.
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Standard Error A measure of the variability (or precision) of a sample estimate.
Standard errors are often used to construct confidence intervals.
Statistical Sample A collection of chemical concentration measurements reported by the
lab for one or more lab samples where the lab samples were collected using
statistical sampling methods, Collection of a statistical sample allows estimation
of precision and confidence intervals.
Statistical Test A formal statistical procedure and decision rule for deciding whether the
ground water in a well attains the specified cleanup standard.
Steady State A state at which the residual effects of the treatment process (or any other
temporary intervention) on general ground water characteristics appear to be
negligible (see Section 7.1).
Sum of Squares Due to Error (SSE) A measure of how well the model fits the data
necessary for assessing the adequacy of the model. If the SSE is small, the fit
is good; if it is large, the fit is poor.
Symmetric Distribution A distribution of measurements for which the two sides of its
overall shape are mirror images of each other about a center line.
Systematic Sample Ground water samples that are collected at equally-spaced intervals
of time.
t-Distribution The distribution of a quotient of independent random variables, the
numerator of which is a standardized normal variate with mean equal to zero
and variance equal to one, and the denominator of which is the positive square
root of the quotient of a chi-square distributed variate and its number of degrees
of freedom. For additional details about the t-distribution, consult Resnikoff
and Lieferman (1957) and Locks, Alexander, and Byars (1943).
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Tolerance IntervalA confidence interval around a percentile of a distribution of
concentrations.
Transformation A manipulation of either the dependent of independent variable, or
both, to normalize a distribution or linearize a model. Useful transformations
include logarithmic, inverse, square root, etc.
Trends A generalincrease or decrease in concentrations over time which is persistent and
unlikely to be due to random variation.
True Population MeanThe actual, unknown arithmetic average contaminant level for
all ground water samples in the population (see also mean and population).
Type I Error Theerror made when the ground water in a well is declared to be clean
based on a statistical test when it is actually contaminated. This is also referred
to as a false positive.
Type II Error The error made when the ground water in a well is declared to be
contaminated when it is actually clean. This is also referred to as a false
negative.

Variance The square of the standard deviation.
Waste Site The entire area being investigated for contamination.
Z Value Percentage point of a standard normal distribution. Z values are tabulated in
Table A.2 of Appendix A.
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